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WE'R£ JOINING OUf( F01(CEg!
The Joint Western and Mid-Western Region Meeting will be held November 9, 10, and
11, 1964, at the Center for Continuing Education on the University of Oklahoma
Campus, Norman, Oklahoma.
The following areas will be of particuliar interest:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7•

8.

PERT and Critical Path reporting systems
Operations Research
Numerical Control
Programming Procedures and Systems
Numerical Analysis, other Math, and Statistics
1710 Applications, all areas
Management Garnes
Education; Administration, Teaching

We need people fo~ 1311 and Education panel members. Presently, there seems to be
much interest in a customer-contributed advanced level Monitor I or II Workshop.
Perhaps you would like to discuss a problem you have spent considerable time
investigating but for which you have found no desirable solution. Possibly you
have been probing into the 360 Systems and could give others an enlightening comparison between the 1620 and, for instance, the Model 30.
Plan now to contribute something from your experience and let us all benefit.
Send the following information: (a) title and author (b) company name and Users
Code (c) time required for presentation (d) special equipment required (e) technical level of paper (f) audience forw~Qm it is intended (g) a brief abstract
of the content.

c

Mr. George Larcade
SEPTEMBER 1 is the deadline.

Send to:

Chemical Research and
Halliburton Company
Duncan, Oklahoma
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Plan now to attend the Joint Western, Mid-Western Fall Meeting which
promises to be one of the best yet.
WHEN:
WHERE:

November 9, 10, 11, 1964
Center for Continuing Eaucation on
the o. U. Campus, Norman, Oklahoma

Parallel sessions are planned for the entire meeting with a variety of
interesting topics being presented. A 1620 Model II 'with disks, print&r
and plotter and peripheral equipment (407 -ES, sorter, 026) will be
available ~ the meeting for program ,testing and demonstration .•

REGISTER EARLY

t

Pre-registration is essential since housing facilities are somewhat
limited and transportatio~ to and from the airport must be planned.
On the pre-registration form the following information is necessary:
(Airline name, flight number and time) for both arrival and departure.
Transportation charges to the Center for Continu~~ Eaucation is $3.00/
person for 4 or more people per cab. otherwise $10.00 per ca.b one-wa.y.
By knowing the ab'ove information every effort will be made to schedule
the most economical transportation to the Center for Continuing Eaucation from the airport.
Pre-registration is $10.00; at the meeting it is $13.00. ~END - and
help make this one of the most successful Joint meetings.
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1220 Washington AYenue
Albany 26, New York

W.sriRN REGION PRESIOENT
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EASTERN REGION PRESIO,Nr

PAUL BICKFO,RD .
Univ. of Okla. Medical 'Research
800 N. E. 13th Street
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

F. H. Maskiell
Pennsylvania Transformer Co.
Box 330
Canonsburg, Pennsylvania

J. R. OLIVER
Uniy. of Southwestern La.
Box 133, USL Station
'LaFavette, Louisiana

CANADIAN REGION PRESIDENT

EUROPEAN REGION PRESIDENT

V. G. Smith
Univ.of Toronto-Elect. Eng. Dept.
Galbraith Building
Toronto 5, Ontario

H. TOMPA
Europeon Research Associates
95 Rue Gatti De Gomond
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WESTERN a MID-WESTERN REGIONS
JOINT MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT
NORMAN,OKLAHOMA
NOVEMBER 9, 10,11, 1964
AGENDA
GENERAL INTEREST S·ESSIONS
CONCURRENT SPECIAL INTEREST SESSIONS
EDUCATION AND MEDICAL PANELS
FORTRAN N

OPERATIONS RESEARCH

STATISTICS

CRITICAL PATH

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

LINEAR PROGRAMMING

030RT I MERGE

1620 MODEL

ELECTRICAL UTJLITY TEAM

n / DISKS / PRINTER /

PLOTTER

COME TO WORK. LISTEN AND LEARN!

PROGRAM AGENDA

c

Sunday - November 8, 1964
7:00 P.M.

Commons Dining Hall

Registration - Social Hour

Monday - November 9, 1964
East Concourse

8:00

Registration

8:30

Welcome --- Paul Bickford, Western Region President -- Forum Room
IBM Announcements
Dick Williams
Use of DP Library --- Dave Dye

10:00
10:30

Coffee
Systems/360 NPL -- Jay Michtom (IBM)
Lunch

12:00
Electrical utility Team

Meeting Room A3

Session I
Forum Room

Session II
Meeting Room A

1:00

Linear Programmin~ -Dr. S. T. Parker (3l07)

Continuous Steel Beam Analysis &
Design -- Stanley W. Woods (3072)

1: 30

Linear Pro~ramming
(Continued)

Automated Steel Building Design
System -- L. L. Bathurst (1164)

2:00

Computerized Economic
Evaluation -- T. I. Markland
(IBM)

The Ohio State 1620 Programming

1:00

3:00

System -- James Shaffer (3023)

Coffee

3:30

New Linear Programming
Harry Muller (IBM)

Adminstration of a Short Course
in FORTRAN -- J. R. Wright (3320)

3:50

New L. P.
(Continued)

An Analog-to-Digital Conversion
System for the IBM 1620, Model I-W. Wilcoxson (5045)

4:40

New L. P.
(Continued)

PACTULAS - A. Digital Analog Simulator
for the IBM 1620 - R. O. Brennan (IBM)

5:00

OJ

Forum Room

Adjournment of Day's Sessions

7:30 P.M.

New Users Session

Paul Bickford

Forum Room

8:00 P.M.

Sound-Off SeSSion

C. E. Maudlin

Forum Room
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Tuesday - November 10, 1964

7:30

8:00

Late Registration

East Concourse

Session I
Forum Room

Session II
Meeting Room A

Advanced FORTRAN II Techniques
-- Lanny Hoffman (1177)

A Multivariate Analysis Package
-- Rex L. Hurst (5103)

8:45 FORTRAN II (Continued)

STRAP with FORMAT
-- W. Wilcoxson (5045)

9:30 FORTRAN II (Continued)

Stochastic Simulation of
populations in Natural Selection
Probletns -- AliceN. Brues (3082)
Coffee

10:00
10:30 FORTRAN II (Continued)

Application of Difference
Equations in Numberical Analysis
-- John NcNamee (51'71)

11:00

I?ifference Equations (Continued)

FORTRAN Flow Chart Program.
-- Robert E. Babcock (5058)

11:30 SUNDYNE Pump Quoting System
-- Robert E. Babcock (5058)
12:00

Critical Path Method of' Planning,
Scheduling and Control for' Oon- .
struction Operations
Jim S. Thompson

Luncheon
Keynote Address:
A Computer's Reminiscent Remarks - Dr. Archie M. Kahan, Ph.D
Executive Director of the
UniverSity of Oklahoma
Research Institute'

1:30

Richard Pratt - Meeting Room A2

SPS Tutorial and Workshop

1:30 ' Tbe Use of 1620-1311 System in
Blood Bank Inventory Control
-- Stanley Shannon (:5226)

1620 FORTRAN IV - James Whi te( 3086)

1:45 Numberical Control - Tom Woods

FORTRAN IV (Continued)

2:15 Louisiana Tech Information

Programing for Selective Assembly
-- John F. Mahan (3070)

Retrieval System--David A. Hake (3087)

Experiences with MISS LESS and MISS
LESS DATING SYSTEM - R.E. Dillion

Information Retrieval
(Continued)
·3:00

(3327)

Cofree
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Tuesday - November 10, 1964 (Cont1d)

C:
3:30

Medical Panel:
Chairman: Dr. Edward N. Brandt, Jr.,
M.D., Ph.D.
O.U. Medical Research
Computer Center
Oklahoma City, Okla.

STUFF - 1620 Universal
Function Fitter -- IBM

Members:

Dr. John Gustafson
. Iowa Methodist Hospital
Des Moines, Iowa

William F. Blose
Baylor University College
of Medicine, Houston, Texas
Lawrence Newton
M. D. Anderson Hospital
Houston, Texas
Adjournment of Day's Session

5:00

7:00 P.M.

Series of Four Movies:

9:00

Exec~tive

(1) Plotter, (2) Drafting, (3) Telstar,
(4) Sketch-Pad

Board Meeting
Wednesday - November 11, 1964
Session II
Forum Room

Session I
Meeting Room A
8:00

Simulation the Businessman's
Laboratory -- Bill Bryan(IBM)

Vern Boyer (IBM)

Coffee

10:00
10:30

Sort/Merge

FORTRAN Subroutines
in SPS for the 1620 Co~puter
-- Roy J. Wepman (IBM)

Writ~ng

Education Panel:
Chairman: Dr. Richard V. Andree
Chairman, Mathematics Dept.
University of Oklahoma
Members:

Woodfin C. Garrett
High School Teacher
Heavenear, Oklahoma
J. R. Oliver, Dean
Graduate School
Director, Computing Center
University of Southwestern
Louisiana

Wednesday - November 11, 1964 (Conttd)
Members:

Jesse Richardson
Senior Supervisor in
Education
Department of Education
Boston, Massachusetts
Ronald Turner, Director
of Data Processing
Lansing, Michigan
Public Schools

11:30

FORTRAN II-D Subroutines
-- Frank Mozina (IBM)

12:00

Lunch

1:00

Frequently Used Computer
Techniques That Do Not Work
-- Richard V. Andr~e (5771)

2:00

Use of 1620 for Typesetting
-- Bill Williams

2:45 IBM Reply to Sound-Off
Meeting Adjournment

Systems/360 Operation System -John Giffin (IBM)

SYNPOSIS OF PAPERS
The sessions to be presented are summarized as follows:
Title, Author (where applicable), Synopsis, Type, and level of
paper or workshop.
Monday, November 9
Session I
"Linear Progranuning tl

-

S. Thomas Parker

An introduction to the concepts and methods of solving linear
programming problems.
Type:

Level:

General Interest

Elementary

"Computerized Economic Evaluation" - T. I. Markland
- .~.---

This paper describes a computerized technique for making investment
decisions.
Type:

General Interest

Level:

Intermediate

Level:

Intermediate

"New Linear Programming" - Harry Muller
Type:

General Interest
Session II

"Continuous Steel Beam Analysis and Design" - Stanley W. Woods and
James F. Gibbons
A program written to analyze and design continuous steel beam
br'ldg:es. The program will handle from two to five spans and could
be extended for machines with more than 20K memory.
Type:

Level:

Civil Engineering

Intermediate to Advanced

"Automated Steel Building Design System" - L. L. Bathurst
This paper is intended for people interested in computer systems
as a concept.

o

Type:

Level:

General Interest

-1-

Elementary
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liThe Ohio State 1620 Programming System" - James Shafrer
A unified loader-assembler-complier system on a 20K.
Type:
~--

II

General Interest

Level:

Inte~ediate

Administration of a Short Course in FORTRAN" - James R. Wright

A way of acquainting employees, not closely associated with oom~
puters, with the FORTRAN language to the point of being able to
read and understand a program written for their use.
Type:

General Interest

Level:

Elementary

ItAn Analysis-to-Digital Conversion
System for the IBM 1620 Model I" - W. Wilcoxson and
A. H. Jackson
Type:

General Interest

Level:

Intermediate

lIapACTOLUSl A Digital Analog Simulator
for the IBM 1620"
- R. D. Brennan and
H. Sano
PACTOLUS includes all standard analog elements plus many spec1al
function blocks.
Type:

General Interest

Level:

Intermediate

Tuesday, November 10
Session I
If

Advanced FORTRAN II Programming Techniques" - Lanny Hoffman

An evening session will be arranged if interest indicated.

Type:

General Interest

Level:

Advanced

"FORTRAN Flow Chart" - Robert E. Babcock
Given a FORTRAN source deck, up to and lnc~uding level FORTRAN II-D#
the FORTRAN Flow Chart Program.will automatically generate a logic
. diagram for the program.

o

Type:

General Interest

Level:

Elementary
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t'SUNDYNE Pwnp Quoting System" - Robert E. Babcock and F. R. Bollenbach

A system of programs which accepts customer requirements and designs
and selects the proper pump and components, plots predicted performance, prints specification and pricing sheet all in form which can be
sent directly to the potential customer.
Type:

Automated Design Engineer

liThe Use of the 1620-1311 Systems
in
mood Bank Inventory Control n

Level:

-

Intermediate

Stanley Shannon and Paul Schoch

The inventory problem of a large metropolitan blood bank is described
which involves a multi-level system with stochastic supply and demand.
Type:

Special Applications

Level:

Intermediate

"Numerical Control" - Tom Woods
A brief description of the relationship of computer job-oriented
languages especially deSigned for numerical control application and
the production process.
Type:

General Interest

Level:

Intermediate

"Louisiana Tech Information Retrieval System"- David A. Hake and
Jesse H. Poore, Jr.
An information retrieval system developed for small, specialized
"libraries" of up to approximately five thousand documents,

Type:
tl

General Interest

Level:

Intermediate

STUFF - 1620 Universal Function Fi tter" - IBM

Type:

General Interest

Level:

Intermediate

Session II
"A Multivariate Analysis Package" - Rex L. Hurst

o

A series of interlocking programs developed to solye a portion of
multivariate problems.
Type:

Statistics

Level:

-3-

Introductory
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"STRAP With FORMAT" - W. Wilcoxson and J. Wohlever
A program that computes a sequence of multiple regression
in a stepwise manner •.
Type:

Math and Statistics

Level:

~quations

Intermediate

"Stochastic Simulation of Populations
in Natural Selection Problems"
- Alice M. Brues
Simulation of genetic changes taking place in isolated populations
using Monte Carlo methods.
Type:'

Statistics

Level:

Intermediate

"Application of Difference Equations to
Numerical Analysis"
- John McNamee
Type:

General Interest

Level:

Intermediate

"Critical Path Method of Planning, Scheduling
and Control for Construction Operations"
- Jim S. Thompson
Historical development of the Critical Path Method and some of the
many applications to construction work.
Type:

General Interest

Level:

Intermediate

"1620 FORTRAN IV" - James White
Specification,
Type:

~plementation,

and use of a new programming system.

General Interest

Level:

Adv'&Dced

"Programming for Selective Assembly" - John F. Mahan
Describes the development of a technique for simulating the
selective grouping of assembly components to attain dimensional
uniformity.
Type:

Quality Control

Level:

o
-4-

Intermediate
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"Experiences with MISS LESS and MISS LESS
DATING SYSTEM"
- R. E. Dillion and
L. V. Parent
PERT applied to construction schedules, material delivery and
restraints.
Type:

General Interest

Level:

Elementary

I

I
i

Med1cal Panel
Each panel member will discuss how the 1620 is used at their
particular installation.
Type:

General Int'erest

Level:

Elementary

Wednesday, November 11
Session I
If

Simulation the Businessman's Laboratorytl - Bill Bryan

Type:

Operations Research

Level:

Intermediate

"Wr1ting FORTRAN Subroutines in SPS for
the 1620 Computer'"
- Roy J. Wepman
The cod1ng,assembling and utilizing of SPS written subroutine
and function subprograms in 1620 FORTRAN II or FORTRAN II-D.
Type:

General Interest

Level:

Advanced

"FORTRAN II-D Subroutines" - Frank Mozina
Subroutines will include reread, transmittal of blocks of data to
and from,disc.
, Type:

General Interest

Level:

Intermediate

"Frequently Used Computer Techniques
That Do Not Wor~1
- Dr. Richard V. Andree
<iF

'

A d1seuss~on of half a dozen commonly used mathematical techniques
which are apt to lead to erroneous results when used on a computer.
Type:

General Interest

Level:

Intermediate
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liThe Use of the 1620 for Type Setting" - Bill Williams
The pilot use of a computer for pr~nting production programmed
to justify lines of type and hyphenated words, 'when necessary
for justification.
Type:

General Interest

Level:

Intermediate

Level:

Introductory

Session II
"Sort/Merge" - Vern Boyer
Type:

General

Int~rest

Education Panel
Panel members will discuss how the 1620 is used at their particular
installation.
Type:

Level:

General Interest

Elementary

"Systems/360 Operation Systems" - John Giffin
Type:

Level:

General Interest

Elementary

Papers classed as elementary presuppose no background on the part
of the audience. Sessions classified as intermediate presuppose
some acquaintance with the subject matter.
Sessions classed as advanced are intended for persons with
considerable experience in the field; questions of an elementary
nature will be discouraged at these sessions.
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COMMENT SHEET
Please fill in this sheet and place in the comment box a.t the
registration desk. This information is needed so that meetings can
be planned to meet z.our needs.

aawnc

1.

List topics you would like to hear at the next meeting:

2.

List ways in which you feel meetings could be improved:

3.

List topics you liked at this meeting:

6
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1620 USERS GROUP
WESTERN & MID-WESTERN' REGION

REGISTRATION FOR 1964 FALL MEETING
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
NORMAN, OKLAHOMA
COMPANY____________________________________
ADDRESS____--__________________________
CITY________________________________________

-----

USERS GROUP NO.

~--

STATE

------------------

Name of Regiatrant( s )____________________

I (we) plan to attend the following sessions or workshops:

New Users

~ducation

panel_

SPS Tutorial
Medical Pane-.r'!------

----

Fortran II

(.we) wo~ldbe ·interested.in exchanging information with other members on
the following· subjects: (Please circle the appropriate numbers)
.

I

OlC1vil Engr.
02 Eleotrical Engr.
03 Mechanical, Aero-Space
and Petroleum Engr.
04 Chemical
05 Power
06 Jvtath and Statistics

07 Education-College

13 Industrial

10 Behavioral Science
11 Medicine
12 Analog & Hybrid Computers

14

08 Education~High School
09 Education-Grade & Jr. High

Applioation &
Automatic Control
Govt.~Military&

Transportation
Application
15 Research
16 Operations
Research, pe:iJt,
CPM

Pleaee list on the back of this page topics of interest that are presented
at conflictIng times.
"
THIS MUST BE FILLED IN IF YOU ARE ARRIVING AND DEPARTING BY AIRLINE

. Airline

Flight No.

Time

ARRIVAL
DEPARTURE_________
Enclosed is remittance. in the sum of $.
to dover
registrations
at $10 each, if paid" prior to November-zr;-or $13 each atter November 4.
Make all checks payable to 1620 Users Group.
~--~--------------------.----------~--------------------------~-~---------Reaeived of ..
$ . for registration
fee for Joint western & MId-western 1620 Users Group Fall Meeting,
November 9" 10 .. 11, 1964, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma.

(OffIcer, 1620 Users Group)
RETURN THIS FORM TO:
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Computer Laboratory
University or Oklahoma
NO!(lman'J .Oklahoma 73069
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE

1620 USERS GROUP JOINT WESTERN-MIDWESTERN REGION MEETING

NOVEMBER 9-11, 1964
AT THE OKLAHCMA CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION
NOllJ..AN, OKLAHCMA

In an effort to keep these Proceedings compendious, the
Executive Board has requested that material nor.mally
found in the Program Librar,y documentation, such as
operating instructions, program listings, etc., not be
reproduced in the Proceedings. Where interest extends
beyond the content of the Proceedings, further infonnation
may be obtained from the author or the Program Library.

o
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PROGRAll AGENDA
Honday - November 9. 1964

PAGE
2

MEETING SCHEOULE

8:00

6

ATTENOANCE ROSTER

8: 30 Helcome --- Paul Bickford, vlestern Region President -- Forum Room
IBN Announcements
Dick Hilliams
Use of DP Library --- Dave Dye

11

LINEAR PROGRAMMING - PARKER

17

COMPUTERIZED ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS - MARKLAND

10: 00

26

CONTINUOUS STEEL BEAM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN - WOODS

10:30

33

AUTOMATED STEEL BUILDING DESIGN SYSTEM - BATHURST

12:00

31

OHIO STATE 1620 PROGRAMMING SYSTEM - SHAFFER

39

ADMINISTRATION OF A SHORT COURSE IN FORTRAN - WRIGHT

44

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION SYSTEM - WILCOXSON & JACKSON

50

A MULTIVARIATE ANALYStS PACKAGE - HURST

64

PACTOLUS--A DIGITAL ANALOG SIMULATOR - BRENNAN

65

STRAP WITH FORMAT - WILCOXSON AND WOHlEVER

88

SOLUTION TO NETWORK EQUATIONS

98

FORTRAN FLOW CHART PROGRAM - BABCOCK

101

SUNOYNE PUMP QUOTING SYSTEM - BABCOCK

119

LOUISIANA TECH INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM - HAKE

131

1620 FORTRAN IV

145

PROGRAMMING FOR SELECTIVE ASSEMBLY - MAHAN

163

MISS-LESS AND MISS-LESS DATING - DILLION

169

WRITING FORTRAN II SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRAMS - WEPMAN

195

ELECTRIC UTILITY TEAM MINUTES

211

INFORMATION EXCHANGE

1:00

Registration

East Concourse

Coffee
Systems/300 NPL -- Jay Hichtom (IBi-1)

Forum ll.oom

Lunch
Electrical Utility Team

Meeting Room A3

Session I
Forum :loom

Session II
Meeting Room A

1:00

Linear Programming
Dr. S. T. Parker (3107)

Continuous Steel Beam Analysis &
Design -- Stanley H. fJloods (3072)

1:30

Linear Programming
(Continued)

Automated Steel Building Design
System -- L. L. Bathurst (1164)

2:00

Computerized Economic
Evaluation -- T. I. Hark1and
(IBN)

The Ohio State 1620 Programming
System -- James Shaffer (3023)

Coffee

3:00
3:30

New Linear Programming
Harry Huller (IBH)

Administration of a Short Course
in FORTRAN -- J. R. Hright (3320)

3:50

New L. P.
(Continued)

An Ana1og-to-Digital Conversion
System for the IB1I 1620, Hodel I
VI. Hilcoxson (5045)

4:40

Ne~l

L. P.
(Continued)

PACTULAS - A. Digital Analog Simulator
for the IBH 1620 - R. O. Brennan (IBl1~

Adjournment of Day's Sessions

5:00
7:30 p.m.
3:00

p.m.

New Users Session ---

Paul Bickford -- Forum Room

Sound-Off Session ---

c. E. Haudlin -- Forum Room
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Tuesday - November 10, 1964
7:30

3:00

Late Registration

East Concourse

Session I
Forum Room

Session II
lleeting Room A

Advanced FORTRAN II Techniques
-- Lanny Hoffman (1177)

A llultivariate Analysis Package
-- Rex L. Hurst (5103)

8:45

FORTRAN II (Continued)

Strap with FORl1AT
-- W. Wilcoxson (5045)

9:30

FORTRAN II (Continued)

Stochastic Simulation of
Populations in Natural Selection
Problems -- Alice lie Brues (3082)

10:00
10: 30

3:30

STUFF - 1620 Universal
Function Fitter -- IBH

li.D., Ph.D.

O.U. Hedical Research
Computer Center
Oklahoma City, Okla.

FORTRAN II (Continued)

Application of Difference
Equations in tlumberical Analysis
--John NcNamee (5171)
Difference Equations (Continued)

SmIDYNE Pump Quoting System
-- Robert E. Babcock (5053)

12:00
Keynote Address:

Critical Path Hethod of Planning,
Scheduling and Control for Construction Operations
-- Jim S. Thompson

Lat-lrence Newton
H. D. Anderson Hospital
Houston, Texas
5:00

Adjournment,of Day's Session

7:00 p.m.

Series of Four 11ovies:

9:00

Executive Board l-leeting

A Computer's Reminiscent P.emarks - Dr. Archie II. ;Zahan, Ph. D
Executive Director of the
University of Oklahoma
Research Institute

Session I
lIeeting Room A
8:00

Simulation the Businessman's
Laboratory -- Bill Bryan (IBB)

Richard Pratt - Heeting Room A2

10:00

The Use of 1620-1311 System in
Blood Bank Inventory Control
-- Stanley Shannon (5226)

1620 FORTRAN IV - James vlhite(3086)

10:30 Hriting FORTRAJ.'l' Subroutines
in SPS for the 1620 Computer
-- Roy J. 'lepman (IBH)

1:45

Numberical Control - Tom Hoods

FORTRAN IV (Continued)

2:15

Louisiana Tech Information
Retrieval System -David A. Hake (3087)

Programing for Selective Assembly
-- John F. Mahan (3070)

2~45

Information Retrieval
(Continued)

Experiences t"ith lIISS LESS and 11ISS
LESS DATING SYSTEH - R. E. Dillion
(3327)

SPS Tutorial and Workshop __

1:30

(1) Plotter, (2) Drafting, (3) Telstar,
(4) Sl~etch-Pad

Wednesday - November 11. 1964

Luncheon

1:30

Dr. John Gustafson
Iowa Methodist Hospital
Des Hoines, Iot"a
HilHam F. Blose
Baylor University College
of Hedicine, Houston, Texas

Coffee

-- Robert E. Babcoc:c (5053)

3:00

lIedical Panel:
Chairman: Dr. Edt"ard N. Brandt, Jr.,

l1embers:

11: 00 FORTRAN Flo~l Chart Program
11: 30

Tuesday - November 10, 1964 (Cont'd)

Session II
Forum Room
Sort/lierge -- Vern Boyer (IBN)
Coffee
Education Panel:
Chairman: Dr. Richard V. Andree
University of Oklahoma
Nathematics Dept.
l~embers:

Hoodfin C. Garrett
High School Teacher
Heavenear, 'Oklahoma
J. R. Oliver, Dean
Graduate School
Director, Computing Center
University of Southt"estern
Louisiana

Coffee

3
L/

Hednesday - November 11. 1964 (Cont'd)
Hembers:

Jesse Richardson
Senior Supervisor in
Education
Department of Education
Boston, Hassachusetts
Ronald Turner, Director
of Data Processing
Lansing, Hichigan
Public Schools

11:30

FORTRAN II-D Subroutines
-- Frank 110zina (IBU)
Lunch

12:00
1:00

Frequently Used Computer
Techniques That Do Hot Hork
-- Richard V. Andree (5771)

2:00

Use of 1620 for Typesetting
-- Bill Hilliams

2:45

IBU Reply to Sound-Off

Systems/360 Operation System -John Giffin (IBB)

lleeting Adjournment

c

ADAMS STERLING
ADKINS ALONZO F.
AIGNER DENNIS J.
AIKALA ROBERT G.
ALBERTSON L. C. JR.
ALLAN R. M.
ARMSTRONG DON
ARMSTRONG NORMAN
ASHBAUCHER DAVE
BABCOCK BOB
BAKER EUGENE
BARBER MILTON
BATHURST L. L.
BELONOS S. P.
BICKFORD P. A.
BINGHAM DAVID
BLOSE WILLIAM F
BOYER VERNON T.
BRADBURY H. M.
BRADLEY ROBERT I.
BRENNAN ROBERT 0
BRIGHAM THOMAS
BROOKS WENDEll
BROWN JEAN M.
BROWN ALICE
BRYANT CHARLES W.
BUCHANAN ROBERT L.
BURGER B.
BURROWS WILLIAM A.
BURZIO AGOSTINO
BYMARK JOHN V.
BYRNE MAURICE E.
CAHALAN DONALD L.
CHASTAIN SANDRA
CHICK C. E.
CHURCH STEVE
CLARK STANLEY A.
CLAUGHTON J C
CLAY WILLIAM J
CONFREY EVAN
CONVERY LAWRENCE
COPLAND GEORGE V
CORNISH JOHN H
COTTON BIll
COX EO
DALLWIG KEN
DANON REBECCA
DAVISON DAVE
DAVIS D. H.
DAVIDSON CH
DE LEGAlL WALTER A
DECK JAMES C
DENISON GEORGE B
DEVENNEY WILLIAM S
DIETZLER F. K.
DIllON R. E.

TENN. STATE UNIV.
TEXAS TECH. COLLEGE
UNIV. OF ILL. COMMERCE C
NORTHERN MICH. UNIV.
TECH. COMP. CENTER
IBM
UNIV. OF MISSDURI
HENN., OUR. AND RIC.
COMPUTER LAB OU
SUNDSTRAND AVIATION
HALLI BURTON CO.
LOMA LINDA UNIV.
RUST ENGINEERING CO
COLUMBIA GAS SYSTEM
O.U. MED CENTER
MIDWEST RESEARCH INS
BAYLOR UNIV OF MED
IBM
COMP. SYSTEMS ENGR.
UNIVERSITY TULSA
IBM RESEARCH LAB
ILL. ST. UNIVERSITY
OHIO UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF NEB.
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
US NAVEL AMM. DEPT
U.S. BUR. OF RECLAM.
OMNIMETRICS
DRAVO CORP
UNIV OF SANTA CLARA
ERIE MINING
IDAHO POWER CO.
BLACK & VEATCH
PITTS. PLATE GLASS CO.
GULF STATES UTILI
OC AND E
P.B. SERVICE CO. OF N.H.
SW PB SERVICE CO
US ARMY ENGR DIST
HARTFORD STATE TECH
CITY OF DETROIT
HALLIBURTON CO.
WEA. BUR. TULSA R F
MET. STRUC. CORP.
MEMPHIS LIGHT GAS
CLARK OIL & REF. CO.
WESTERN RESERVE UNIV
PUBLIC SERVICE CO
TRUNKLINE GAS CO
UNIV WISCONSIN
N Y MEDICAL COLLEGE
INLAND STEEL COMPANY
FAIRBANKS MORSE CO.
WABASH COLLEGE
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBB
TRUNKLINE GAS CO

"
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NASHVILLE TENNESSEE
LUBBOCK TEXAS
ILLINOIS
MARQUETTE MICHIGAN
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
GLENOALE, CALIF.
COLOMBIA, MISSOURI
OMAHA, NEB.
NORMAN OKLA
DENVER, COLORADO
DUNCAN OKLAHOMA
LOMA LINOA, CALIF.
BIRMINGHAM ALABAMA
COLUMBUS 12, OHIO
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
KANSAS CITY 'MO
HOUSTON TEXAS
SAN JOSE, CALIF.
NORMAN, OKLA.
TULSA OKLA
SAN JOSE CALIF
NORMAL ILLINOI S
ATHENS OHIO
LINCOLN, NEB.
ST. LOUIS 66 MISSOURI
CRANE INDIANA
SACRAMENTO, CALIF.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
PITTSBURGH
SANTA CLARA CALIF
HOYT LAKES,MINN.
BOISE, IOAHO
KANSAS CITY MISSOURI
CORPUS CHRISTI TEXAS
BEAUMONT TEXAS
OKlA ClTV OKlA
MANCHESTER N. HAMP.
AMARILLO TEXAS
WALLA WALLA WASH
HARTFORD CONN
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
DUNCAN OKLA
TULSA OKLA
GRAPEVINE, TEXAS
MEMPHIS TENN.
BLUE ISLAND, ILLINOIS
CLEVelAND OHIO
TULSA OKLAHOMA
HOUSTON TEXAS
MADISON WISC
NEW YORK N Y
HAMMOND INDIANA
BElOIT WISe
CRAWFORDSVILLE IND
AKRON OHIO
HOUSTON TEXAS

(')

':or'

--'
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o
DOlG MARILYN
DONALDSON JACK S.
DRAVES RALPH H.
DUFF ROBERT C
DYE DAVID R
EDER JOE
EDGE ERVIN
Ell I SON GEORGE
ELWELL WALTER G.
ENYEDY GUSTAV
FARROW THOMAS H.
FINNEGAN KATHERINE
FREDERICKSON J. H.
FULLER JERRY D
GAITHER JAMES D
GARB FORREST A.
GIBBONS I L
GILLOCK K E
GONZALES RICHARD
GOODE JOHN M
GRAMLICH PAUL F.
GREEN B E
GR Iff lTH WALlAC E
GRIMES ROBERT
GROVE WENDELL E.
GRUNDY JANE P
HAKE DAVID A
HAll 0 F
HAll CAROL A.
HALL JOHN l
HAMMELM~N EDGAR D.
HARALAHPU GEORGE S
HARIG RICHARO F
HARRIS RICHARD A.
HARRISON KENNETH L
HART WALTER
HATFIELD FRED A.
HELYER RALPH
HESS J. I.
HETlAND LEROY 0
HEWETT SYLVIA
HINTZ ANN
HITAMI FAROUK M EL
HOFFMAN VICTOR W.
HOffMAN LANNY
HOKE TOM
HOLLOWAY W 0
HOLMES JACK
HORTON DON W
HORTON MURIEL
HUHTA J. MICHAEL
HURST REX L
JARDINE D. A.
JENKINS ORVIll
JOHNSON ALAN D.
JONES WAYNE

COLORADO STATE UNIV
LEAR SIEGLER INC.
NW STATES PORTLAND
LEAR SIEGLER INC
IBM
COMPUTER LAB OU
COMPUTER LAB OU
SANDIA CORP
NEBRESKA WESLEYAN
DIAMOND ALKALI CO.
TAMPA ELECTRIC CO.
REMINGTON ARMS CO.
BENHAM-BLAIR&AFFIL.
BAYLOR UNIV
COASTAL ST GAS PROD
H.J.GRUY t ASSOCI.
ARKANSAS POWER LIGHT
SILAS MASON COt INC
BRAOLEY UNIV
HALLIBURTON CO
LINE MATERIAL IND
ARKANSAS POWER LIGHT
CENTRAL MISS. STATE
CENTRAL MISS. STATE
GENERAL MOTORS INST.
UNITED STATES STEEL
LOUISIANA TECH COMP
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
UNIV. OF SW lA.
MESTA MACHINE CO
US NAVEL AMM DEPT
NEW ENGLAND ELEC SYS
DRAVO CORP
NORTH TEX. ST. UNIV.
SOUTHER NAT. GAS CO.
TIDEWATER OIL CO.
LINE MATERIAL IND
SW PB SERVICE CO
THIOKOL CHEMICAL CO.
UNIV. OF SANTA CLARA
DU PONT DE NEMOURS
IBM
E WASH STATE COllEGE
US WEATHER BUREAU
PRINCETON UNIV
DKLA GAS & ELECTRIC
TRUNKtlNE GAS CO.
COOPER BESSEMER CORP
IBM
JET PROPULSION LAB
IBM CORP.
UTAH ST UNIV
DU PONT OF CANADA
H J GRUY ASS.
NATIONAL AERO & APAC
ADF INDUSTRIES INC.

7

FORT COLLI NS
GRANO RAPIDS MICHIGAN
MASON CITY IOWA
GRANO RAPIDS MICHIGAN
WHITE PLAINS NEW YORK
NORMAN OKLA
NORMAN OKLA
ALBUQUERQUE N HEX
LINCOLN NEBRASKA
PAINESVILLE OHIO
TAMPA FLORIDA
BRIDGE PORT CONN.
OKLAHOMA CITY OKLAHOMA
WACO TEXAS
'
CORPUS CHRISTI TEXAS
DAllAS
PINE BLUFF ARK
AMAR ILlO TEXAS
PEORIA ILLINOIS
DUNCAN OKLA
lANESVIllE OHID
PINE BLUFF ARK
WARRENSBURG MISS.
WARRENSBURG MISS
fliNT MICHIGAN
MONROEVILLE PENN.
RUSTON, LOUISIANA
LAFAYETTE IND
LAFAYETTE LOUISIANA
PITTSBURGH PA
CRANE INDIANA
BOSTON MASS
PITTSBURGH PENN
DENTON, TEXAS
BIRMINGHAM ALA
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
ZANESVILLE OHIO
AMARILLO TEXAS
MARSHAll TEXAS
SANTA CLARA CALIF
flINT MICHIGAN
CHICAGO t ILLINOIS
CHEVEY WASH.
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
PRINCETON NEW JERSEY
OKlA CITY OKLA
HOUS TON TEXAS
MOUNT VERNON OHIO
WHITE PLAINS NY
PASADENA, CALIF.
DENVER, COLORADO
LOGAN UTAH
KINGSTON ONTARIO
DALLAS TE XAS
SANDUSKY OHIO
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

JONES CLINTON E.
JONES IVAN J
JONES W M
JUSTICE R
KATZ ELI
KEElING ROY V.
KERR H. B.
KERRIGAN FELIX J
KILLIAN DONALD R.
KLEIN MICHAEl
LAMOREUX WALLACE W
LANG WILLIAM D.
LARCADE GEORGE A
LAWRENCE DEAN
LEESON ON
LERICK GEORGE
LIPSON ALVIN l.
LITTELL ARTHUR S
LOCKE GERALD W.
LOGAN S. WM.
LOUIS JENE Y.
MACMULLIN BRUCE R
MAGEE ROLAND H.
MAHAN JOHN F
MANNING BOB N
MARKS MAXWElL
MARKLAND THOMAS I.
MARTIN W B
MARTI N DONALD J
MASKIELL FRANK H.
MAUDL IN CHARLES
MCATEER MARY LYNN
MCCAll ALLEN W.
MCCOLLUM PAUL A.
MCDONOUGH J,A
MCDONALD D. R.
MCKEE LOWRY L.
MCMULU N BEN
MEAGHER JACK R.
MEHL JAMES
MERGEN F C
MILLER WALTER E.
MOORE PAUL A
MORRISON JACK L.
MORTON E. L. JR
MOWCHAN MICHAEL S.
MOLINA FRANK
MULLER HARRY W
NEWTON LAWRENCE E JR
NICHOLS DICK
NORRIS BOYD C
OESTERlEI ROBERT E.
OLDfATHER FELICIA
OLIVER JAMES R.
OLOUGHLIN JOHN B
OLSON EARLE E.

TENN AU STATE
CORPS OF ENGRS ARMY
ARKANSAS POWER LIGHT
GENERAL MOTORS
DEPT OF WATER & POW
DUGWAY PROVING GROUND
TENNESEE TECH
V A HOSPITAL
CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.
UNIVERSITY OF AKRON
WEATHER BUREAU HYDRO
FLORIDA POWER & LIGH
HALLI BURTON CO
MIDWEST RESEARCH INS
IBM
ERIE MINING COMPANY
VIRGINIA ELEC. & PO
WESTERN RESERVE UNIV
TEXAS TECH. COLLEGE
P. R. MALLORY & CO
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING
WESTERN SUPPLY CO
THE MAGNAVOX CO.
GENs MOTORS INST.
GOODYEAR AEROSPACE
IBM CORP.
IBM
OKLA GAS & ELECTRIC
US PUBLIC HEALTH SEV
PENNSYLVANIA TRANSFORMER
COMPUTER LAB OU
JONES & LAUGHLIN
H.J.GRUY & ASSOCI.
OKLA. STATE UNIV.
TEXAS GULF SULPHURCO
FED RES BANK
UNIV. OF N. CAR.
SW PB SERVICE CO
WEST. MICH. UNIV.
COMPUTER LAB OU
BRADLEY UNIV
PROCTER AND GAMBLE
HALLIBURTON CO.
OIL INFORM. CENTER
LOUISIANA STATE UNIV
MONSANTO CO.
IBM CORP
IBM
MD ANDERSON HOSP
IBM
BUR. OF RECLAMATION
CENTURY ELECTRIC CO.
PIONEER HI-BUD CORN
UNIV. OF SW LA.
FORT HAYS ST COL
NEBRASKA CONSOL. MILLS

8

o
NASHVIllE
PORTLAND OREGON
PINE BLUFF ARK
MILFORD MICHIGAN
LOS ANGELES CALIF
DUGWAY UTAH
COOKE VILLE TENN.
OMAHA NEBR.
ST. LOUIS MISSOURI
AKRON OHIO
WASHINGTON D. C.
MIAMI flORIDA
DUNCAN OKLA
KANSAS CITY MO
WHITE PLAINS NY
HOYT LAKES, MINN.
RICHMOND VIRGINIA
CLEVElAND, OHIO
LUBBOCK TEXAS
INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA
HICKVILLE NEW YORK
TULSA OKLA
FT. WAYNE
fliNT MICH.
LITCHFIELD PARK ARIZ
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y.
OKLA CITY OKLA
LAS VEGAS NEV
BOX 330 CNAONSB.PENN.
NORMAN OKLA
PITTSBURGH PENN.
DALLAS TEXAS
STILLWATER, OKLA.
NEWGULF TEXAS
MINNEAPOLIS MINNES.
RALEIGH, N.C.
AMARIllO TEXAS
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
NORMAN OKLA
PEORIA IllINOIS
CINCINNATI, OHIO
DUNCAN OKLA
NORMAN, OKLA ..
BATON ROUGE LOUSIANA
MIAMISBURG OHIO
PITTSBURGH PA
WHITE PLAINS N Y
HOUSTON TEXAS
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
SACRAMENTO CALIF
ST. LOUIS MISSOURI
DES MOINES
LAFAYETTE LOUISIANA
HAYS KANSAS
OMAHA NEBRASKA

ORLOFF M1LTON J.
ORNDORFF G. ROBERT
PANA MIL TON T.
PAQUIN NANCY
PARENT L. V.
PARKER C
PARKER THOMAS S
PENDERGRASS J. D.
PETERSON DONALD E
PIERCE MELVIN L.
POORE JESSE H.
POPE WENDELL L
PORTER CHARLES
POWEll JOHN E.
PRATT RICHARD L.
PRICE ROBERT TRACEY
QUO PHIlI P
RADLE W J
RANTZ MORRIS
RAYMOND SHIRLEY A.
REDMOND JOHN L
RENICK HARRY
RICHARDSON JAY
RICHARD CHARLES W
RIGGIN E. E.
ROBERTSON LEWIS
RUBENSTE IN M.
SALOMON MARRIAN
SANDERS PAUL G
SEACAT R. H. OR.
SECOR KENNETH E
SHAFFER JAMES
SHANNON B STANLEY
SHARP HUGH Hili
SINGER SEYMOUR
SMITH R. E.
SMITH DEAN C.
SMITH KENNETH
SMITH NOel T
SM ITH KENNETH
SNAVelY CAROL J
SOCKS BRUCE J.
SPRADLING GARY
STEelE LAURA B.
STEINHART R. F.
STRINDBERG WILLARD R
STROUSE E. I.
SWINDLE G
TAYLOR GEORGE I JR
TAYLOR DAN L
TEMPLE JOHN M.
. THAYER RAYMOND J.
THOMPSON MYRL W.
THOMAS R. B.
THOMAS ROBERT J.DR.
THOMPSON W. SAM

GENERAL MOTORS INST.
U.S.PUBLIC HEALTH
KENNE. COPPER COPR.
U.S.PUBLIC HEALTH
TRUNKLINE GAS CO
GENERAL MOTORS
KANSAS ST UNIV
S.W. POWER ADMIN.
N. DAKOTA STATE
ARLINGTON STATE COLL
LOUISIANA TECH COMP
UTAH ST UNIV
ILL ST UNIV
UNIV.OF SOUTH DAKOTA
DATA CORP.
N.A.S.A.
BLACK & VEATCH
AIRTEMP DIV CHRYS CO
SW PB SERVICE CO
OHIO AGRI. EXPERI.
SOUTHERN SERVICES
WEYERHAEUSER CO.
ILL ST UNIV
AIR FOR INST OF TECH
S. W. POWER ADMIN.
HALLUBURTON
OMNIMETRICS
SANDIA CORP.
ABBOTT LAB
TEXAS TECH. COLLEGE
CHICO ST COLLEGE
THE OHIO STATE UNIV.
WADLEY RESEARCH INST
US ARMY CORPS OF ENG
SAN FRANCISCO STA E
GULF STATES UTILI
FELS RESEARCH INST.
CABOT CORPORATION
IND. STATE COLLEGE
CABOT CORPORATION
OPTICAL COATING LAB
IBM
COMPUTER LAB OU
GENERAL MOTORS INST.
IBM CORP.
CHANDLER EVANS CORP
COLUMBIA GAS SYSTEM
OMNIMETRICS
LA FLOOD CONTROL DIS
S.DAK.SCH.OF MINES.TECH
UNIV OF CHATTANOOGA&TECH
LINE MATERIAL IND •
OLDSMOBILE DIVISION
FED RES BANK
DE PAUW UNIV.
HALLIBURTON CO.

TUCKER ROY W
VOLLMAR NAOMI
WALDEN JACK M.
WALDON JERRY H.
WALDEN WILLIAM E.
WALKER JAMES T.
WALKER MARY C.
WANTUCK WILLIAM H
WARREN C.ARL
WELLS GARLAND R.
WELLS FRANK J.
WEPMAN R J
WHITE ROBERT R.
WIGDAHL ALLEN B.
WILCOXSON W. L.
WILLIAMS DICK
WOMBLE L R
WOODS STANLEY W.
WOODS TOM
WORRELL R B
WRIGHT JAMES R
YATES TOM

FLINT MICHIGAN
ROCKVILLE MARYLAND
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
ROCKVILLE MARYLAND
HOUSTON
MILFORD MICHIGAN
MANHATTAN KANSAS
TULSA, OKLA.
FARGO NO. DAKOTA
ARLINGTON PUERCE
RUSTON, LOUISIANA
LOGAN UTAH
NORMAL ILLINOIS
VERMILLION S DAKOTA

DAYTON, OHIO

HUNTSVILLE, ALA.
KANSAS CITY MISSOURI
DAYTON OHIO
AMARILLO TEXAS
WOOSTER OHIO
BIRMINGHAM ALA
TACOMA WASH
NORMAL ILlINO IS
W-PATTERSON AFB OHIO
TULSA, OKLA.
DUNCAN OKLA
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
ALBUQUERQUE NEW MEXICO
NORTH CHICAGO ILL
LUBBOCK TEXAS
CHICO CALIF
COLUMBUS OHIO
DAllAS TEXAS
ALBUQUERQUE NEW MEX
SAN FRANCISCO CALIF
BEAUMONT TEXAS
YELLOW SPRINGS OHIO
PAMPA TEXAS
TERRE HAUTE IND
PAMPA TEXAS
SANTA ROSA CALIF
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
NORMAN OKLA
FLINT MICHIGAN
NEW YORK
WEST HARTFORD CONN
COLUMBUS OHIO
LDS ANGELES CALIF
LOS ANGELES CALI
RAPIO CITY S DAK
CHATTANOOGA TENN.
MILWAUKEE
LANSING 21 MICHIGAN
MINNEAPOLIS MINNESOTA
GREENCASTLE INDIANA
DUNCAN OKLAHOMA

q
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HUMBOLDT Sf COLLEGE
FLINT COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OKLA. STATE UNIV.
NORTH TEX. ST. UNIV.
UNIV. Of OMAHA
COAST AND GEOD. SUR.
WHI. SAN. MISS. RAN.
SOUTHER NAT. GAS CO
OKLA GAS AND ELEC
LOUISIANA TECH COMP
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING
IBM
L.A. DEPT WATER & POWER
ALLEN-BRADLEY CO
N. CIVIL ENGR. LAB
IBM
SILAS MASON CO,INC
WIC. HIGHWAY COMMI.
IBM CORP
SANDIA CORP
THE TRANE CO
AERO COMMANDER

ARCATA CALIf
flINT MICHIGAN
STILLWATER, OKLA.
DENTON, TEXAS
OMAHA NEBRASKA
EL PASO, TEXAS
WHITE SANDS, N.H.
HOUSTON TEXAS
OKLA CITY OKLA
RUSTON, LOUISIANA
HICKVILLE NEW YORK
POUGHKEEPSIE N Y
LOS ANGELES CALIF.
MILWAUKEE WISCON.
PORT HUENEME, CALIF.
LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
AMARILLO TEXAS
MADISON
OKLA CITY OKLA
ALBUQUERQUE N MEX
LA CROSSE WISCONSIN
NORMAN OKLA
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2.
L1ne~ Programml~

(S. T.

hl'ker

Kansac State Unlv.)

Linear ProgrBll".rning im'l'olves the :fIndlng of an arrangement
of a numcer of resourcea whioh are subject to some 11nea:- constraint.,
'·:~:iC!: arr&nge:nent 1,1111 make a certain lInear expression a Jl1u1mum
(or minimum, as des1red in the problem). ~:he prot·lems of maximizing
profit, output, ete. or of 11l1n1m1z1.ng coatIs, tiree, d1atance. etc.
C<.!j"l frequently be solved by linear progrQr.;;:d.ng mot-hods.
'I':-;e linear eOi.1strainta are of three kinds, aa indicated by

the eXB..-nrles:

..

oj.

First, we are restricted to
points in thu tirst quad:-a."lt. Then
.3x + y f= 9 restricts us to points on
or belc,".l the line 3x + y: 9. And
x + 3"1 ~:L5 rectricts us to points
on or below the l:!.ne x + 3y:. 15.
T~eref0re. the only feasible (x,y)
paL't; c"rre~pond to points in.lde
or On the boundary ot the quadrilateral ,·CABC.

3t if 10
--.....--.

Xl + x2 - 6x) + 5x4 == 2.61J
2x1 + 51 .. 3z

~

7

\

T:.,e method described in the tollowing sections is one version
of the oc:-called "simplex" method. ·The variables specified 1n the

constrair.ts, and 1n the linear express}.on to be maximized (or mInimized) will be called "real" variab18s. In addHion we ,.,111
introduc(' IIs1ackll and- lt art1!'1cial ll variables. In all our· work no
variable real, slack, or artific1al -~ will assume a negative value.

~

J

Our discussion w111 canter around the IIl8X:!.mizing problem,
with a. bl'iet :final note to show how the minimizing problem can be
convertoc, so a.s to have once more a maximizing situat10n. We will
assu~e ;hat the problem 1s nteasible".
Thus, we will not have a
set of contradictory constraints such as
:x !

5,

y

+ z

x ... 2y+2z

... 25

~

7

There 18 an extensive literature dealing with linear program11l1ng methods. This note giva. a very brief introduction to the
8ubject; reference8 for turther readIng ar$ readily available.
~~h

Maximize

x

+ 2yj

)x

+ y ~ 9,

;( 3

.......

given
x

+ 3y E. 15

(Remero,ber that x 'P,. 0, Y ~o) •
We shall solve thie problem graphfoally and thon show how the simplex
methoc is applied to yield the 8ame re8ult.

Jt::- /0

. ",
,

\.
,

~

~v~/S

...:...; .................
....................~ ..

U\

----:7)\

What to do about the %+21
expression? Let U8 draw a eor!o,
ot straight lines x+2y k, with
k taking on a number ot values, as
shown 1n the figure. It 1s olear,
that the'tarther the l1ne 18 1"1'0111
the origin the larger the 'Value 01'
k. It 1. also clear that the m£mber
01" the tamily 01" parallel lines \
which is tarthest trom the orl8,~
and still has contact with the·'
t·J.......
.3 "".IS:3
I"
...
quadrilateral will pass throug~ 9,.
Therefore, the x and y, corresponding to the point B, w111 maximize %+2;,
subjec~ to the constraints giyen.

.1

\(;~'

=

~~~:·I~~'

Generalized. In the above case our reglon ot feal1bllity oou.lsta
ot the interIor and boundary or a qUadrilateral -- a OOnYex quadrilateral.
From the linearlty ot the constraints involved, a set ot llnear conatralnts
in two dl:r.ens10ns will 1 e a d.' to a convex polygon.
\'Then we have three d1menslonal altuationa, the linear relations
planes, and the region ot feaslbllity then becomea a conyex
polyhocron. The maximIZing ot the linear expression involves tlnd1Dg
thut 000 ot ~ tamily of parallel planes whieh ia tarthest tram the orlgin.

beao~o

For more than throe dimensions, we have convex set. ot higher
order. The theory ot convex sets 1s basic to the theory ot linear
programming, but we ahall dilcuss only a tew ot the concepta and dl.penae
with proofs.

If

/2

4.
3.
In omitting proofs we shall appeal to tno intu1tion.

Note

that, for a linear expression, Z • clxl + c~2 + •• - + cnXn' the

partial derivatives 01' z are non-zero. This means that no absolute
maximum or mIn~um can exist inside the feasibility region. Thus,
maximur.: and minimum must occur on the boundary and, in particular,
at a co~ur~
Simplex Nethod. In the simplex method, "'e beg1n our conr;iderationa
by settlng all the reo.l var1ables zero. Let us rewrite the inequalit1es above as equalities, by introducing "slack" va.riables:
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of x4.
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At 0:
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At A:
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At B:
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3, y • 0, U
12., '1 =- 9A,

•

9, v • 15
0,

v

U ;: 0,

= 12
v •

0

1 • S, U III 4, v • 0
Note th~t, at each corner, two variables only have non-zero valuea.
The vari~bles which have tho non-zero values at a corner are said
to for:n "the basis" (at that corner). In the s1Jnplex method, when
we have :·1 constraints, we always have exactly M b&a1s variables.
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re~write

the equalities:
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and try to maximize
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At thiz stage, pause to note that Xl :: 4; Xli • 5, with x2 .,; 0
.'
and x.i = O. 'l'bis corresponds to the point C. Thus,"We b.eva progroaao4
from ~he corner 0 to the corner C and.Z has been advanced from 0 to 10 •

One mor~ iteration produces the result shoun, giving
x) • 3/2, x4 :: 9/2, Xl • 0, x2. • 0,

~
..... I.'

..Ihieh corresponds to the point B.
Note that the max1Jnuln Z is 2),./2.

~~..d:::.~ 'Wh:

What a.bout the • 8.lld ~ constraints? Bow oan Wfil start oft
wJth all real variables zero'l We manage thia by introduoing an~Vtittolal"
variablG, assIgn to 1t a large "pC'enalt1" ooat, and tl"'T to el1minate it
by tho proceas as outlined above.

For the ·constraints

+ 0.1 + 0.0

+ 0.0 ...
+ 0.3 +
+ 0.1 +
+ 0.9 ...

0.1
0.1
0.3
0.15

3y + Z :: 5f
2.x ... 31 ... z ~ 5,
2x ...

and
we ';I:-tte

u + 2.x ... )1 ... z - S
... 2.x ... 3y + Z - v •

all d
u
respectively. The nart1tic1al" u
while the &lack v has, as betore,
since we have x • OJ 1 • 0, s • 0
of u 11& 5.
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18 assigned a high penaltr coefficient,
a zero cost coeftioient. In each ca•• ,
initiall" wo haVe tho initial value

Ilf
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SO into the b&,ia.

Art1ticie.ls.

2x4 •

-1.0
-1.0
-1.1
-1.2
t • -1.0

a
b
4
e
D

mu~t

=9

Wo set up a tableau as tollows:

a

zero, then it

=not

we have the arrangement shown in the tabhau on tbe left.
necessary to eliminate
all other coefficients
in the xh column. This
18 as 1na1cated on tho
right. Note that there
1s one negat1ve 1n the
last row.

Lot us check the tour "cornera" ot the quadrilateral drawn
above.

5,

It will repLace %2' since x~
S is obtained by lotting x~ have 1ta
maxim~~ value in the 2nd equation. In order that we be ab~e to r6Ad
off from the r1ght sldeimmed1e.tely, the value ot Xu. (10 the bu.h:)i
we dlvl<i0 the cOe.!'f1cionta 1n the second equation by' ), the. coef.ficient

(u -;',0, 'v ~# 0).

x

~o improve the. s1tuation WI!.' check the lalst row ot' the tableau
for negat1ve3. When~v6r a negative appoars, th3 value or t can be
impl"O yed by 1ntroducing some ot' the corres'Oond1ng variable into
conslde·.'ation. Tae greatest negative 18 -:2, cor:l'i3sponding to variable
xll'
L.:Jt us cr.eck to t1,nd the graate$t value xl~ C;lUl aaSUl'!1t'h We divide
a.~y posit! ve coefficients in the xL. oolwnn
1:oe-o 'the %'1ght w..nd. side.
(the constraints column). We see tbat max. x4 III 9 fx'Ol'Il. th.El first, and
xtax. x4 == 5 trom the second. Theretore, Max. X4 !lit S.

If xli 13 going to be

3x + ,. + U • 9

~hus, initiall,.,

'I'he n\..l.r.:ber r is the. v&lu(., or z for the p8rtleular corner' under
consi,iorntlon. Initially, a8 g1Vf!1ll here, w1.th basis (1,2), variab1*a
xl == 9, x2 ;: IS, x3(r.x) - 0, x4(wy) III 0, and z· = t s O.
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To show how the art1t1eial, varj,ablo is introduoed &!:lei then
"priced out" in praotioe, oollMidel" thea previou~.l worked p:it'Oblem.,
to which 11 addod thG add,1tion41 constraint ~',.

x + '1~2.
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The graphical pioture 11 a~
on the right. The teaaib11it1
re3ion ;hen 11 the interior and boundary ot the (convex) polYson DABCE.
:'lhen we begin with real variablea
zero; we are really at point.C t
outSide the region ent1re11. That is
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where c1' • -01. When we t'ind. the ma.x1Jawn ot thIs Z.l to be -It, the
answer to the original problem 1& lIlinimum Z = It. All other part. or
the simplex proceed as betore -- including the introduction ot alaok.
and artificia1s, and beginntDa with all real yariable. • 0 initially_
(Whother the OIS are positive or negative, the ~1tio1.18 are aaallDed
"large lt negative cost ooeffioients. Bov laree 1 • • aatter or choice -laO times the largest of' the others i . sate.)
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"COMPUTERIZED" ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS
November 2, 1964
1 .0

INTRODUCTION

T. I. Markland
IBM DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION
Poughkeepsie, New York

Most industrial, scientific or business projects require capital investment
decisions which raise the questions: Should we rent or buy, buy or make, make
or rent, etc.? Whenever there is more than one method of implementing a
project, the least costly approach must be found, tempered with management
considerations, and then applied.
Suppose a company had to decide whether it shou Id se II a car or a fleet
of cars after one, two, three, or four years of use. If this decision was to be
based solely on a financial evaluation to the exclusion of management
considerations, a computer could be used to solve the problem. This
problem will be treated, after reviewing the general economic evaluation
process of the Capital Investment Program (CIP Ill). This program introduces a
uniform approach to solving capital investment problems, reduces the probability
of mathematical error, and increases management certainty to a degree which
previously was unattainable with manual calculations.
Some of the required attributes of a "computerized" economic evaluation
system are:
o

GENERALITY
The requirement for having a system sufficiently general to cover almost
any type of project, regardless of its investment or expense pattern.

o

FLEXIBILITY
The ability to vary input information within the system to allow for
changes in tax rates, tax lives, and cost rates.

o

ACCURACY
The necessity for giving the correct results based on economic principles
in a format which can be conveniently interpreted.

A good starting point in the development of the system is to define all
cost categories (Exhibit I). These general categories are:
o

FIXED INVESTMENT
This includes all capital expenditures such as tooling, test equipment, etc.

o

INVESTMENT EXPENSE
This includes all one-time costs which support fixed investments.

o

OPERATING EXPENSE
This includes all recurring costs throughout the life of the program.

o

CURRENT INVESTMENTS
These ar.e inventory stock and prepaid investments such as insurance, etc.

o

EXPENSE OR GAIN SUBJECT TO TAX
These include capital gains, income, spoilage and scrap, write-offs, etc.

2.0

PROCEDURE

When the costs have been identified, the procedure for computing a net
cost or net cash outlay may be developed. Each cost has different economic
characteristics with the exception of investment expense and operating expenses
which are separately identified and individually totaled.
Fixed investment is by far the most difficu It to co Icu late because of the
depreciation tax lives for different types of capital equipment. These tax lives
change peri odically and are therefore entered as data rather than program
constants. From these tax Iives, strings of depreciation per cents are generated
for each year of the tax life. This is the per cent of the original investment
which would be written off the book value in each year (Exhibit II).
Assum ing these per cents have been generated for each type of investment,
each fixed investment, as it appears in the input, is mu Itipl ied by the proper
per cent in the proper year. This generates Ci string of depreciation dollars for
each investment. These strings are added by year, giving the total normal
fixed investment write-offs used for ca Icu lating tax credits. Recent tax
legislation however, allows for an extra incentive tax credit in the year of the
investment. This is calculated by multiplying each investment by its incentive
tax credit rate and summing the results.
An additional manipulation must be made where the project produces a
product which will be rented, and for which the company chooses to defer its
tax credits over the tax life (Exhibit III). In this case the previously generated
string is re-depreciated (or re-cycled) producing a new string to be used for tax
credit purposes.
Next, investment expense, which includes design, debug, prototype build
and training costs, etc., are considered. These costs are added to the
operating expenses. A feature which standardizes the analysis and somewhat
relieves the accounting burden, is placing man/year dollar rates and benefit
rates on control cards. Thus, the input for manpower costs consists only of time
(in man years) and the dollar value is computed automatically.
Each operating expense sub-category such as direct labor costs is added to
the general expense category along with the investment expenses. An expense
sometimes overlooked in economic analysis is carrying cost. This expense is
included by maintaining an inventory carrying cost and inventory turnover rate
on the control cards. Costs of inventory, materials and operating supplies are
added, divided by the turnover rate and the resulting quotient is multiplied by
the carrying cost'rate. The product is then added to the operating expenses.
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Current investments, in general, do not follow a typical cash flow
pattern, because inventory and prepaid items are project assets which are not
necessarily depleted in the year of the expense. To calculate the cash which
has been expended or the tax credit claimed, it is necessary to know the past
va lue of the asset. Since a computer can store the past va lue, the input
need only reflect the present value of the asset. If the va lue of the asset
increases, there is an expense; if it de,creases, there is a depletion which
generates a tax credit.

Next the computer program tests for a conventional cash flow pattern. If the
test finds a non-conventional pattern, the possibility of a multiple root equation
exists which will give two or more answers {Rate of Savings}. This problem is
eliminated by paying off deferred investments {those which occur after savings} with
prior savings. Any saving derived when comparing the two alternates is money
which was not removed from the reserve assets of the corporation to support the
project. Investments niust be removed from the reserve assets. The rate of interest
on the savings portion of the reserve assets (cost of capital) is applied to the savings
to offset ihe de'ferred investments. If all the deferred investments are "compensated
for" or if they deplete the savings, a conventional investment or saving pattern
results.

The last general category is tax impact dollars. The sale of fixed assets
is subtracted from the net cash outlay and compared to the write-offs to find
the capital gain or loss. Any loss is added to the depreciation, spoilage, etc.,
to compute the tax credit; any gain is multiplied by the capital gain tax rate
and the resulting product is added to the net cash outlay (Exhibit IV).
Income is subtracted from net cash outlay and compared with expenses to
find the net income or expense. Income tax is computed on any income
exceeding the expenses and then added to net cash outlay. Expenses exceeding
income are added to the depreciation, etc., to compute tax credit.
Tax credit is computed by taking the sum of the depreciation, extra
write-offs, expenses, etc., and multiplying by the combined federal and state
income tax rates. This product is then subtracted from the net cash outlay.
It should be noted that the above income is not the income of the project.
The evaluation is performed under the assumption that income from the project
will be the same, regardless of the chosen alternative. However, one
alternative might include an extra service which would bring in an income
which another alternative would not. For example: In evaluating the purchase
or rental of a piece of equipment, if the eCJuipment is bought outright, there
may be additional time which can be used to produce an income beyond the
scope of the project. Revenues thus derived wou Id be entered on the input
sheet under income.
It was mentioned previously that projects which produce rented product:-defer tax credits. This has been reviewed under fixed investments but is
applicable to other types of investments and expenses. The tax credit on these
items must also be deferred over the tax life of the product.
To this point, the quantity which is the net cash outlay for one of the
alternatives of implementing the project has been calculated. If the same
calculation is performed for another alternative, a second net cash outlay is
derived for comparison purposes. The difference between these two alternatives
is the cash investment or saving differential. If this process is repeated for
each year of the pro ject, a string of cash investments or savings (one for each
year) or a cash flow pattern is developed.
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The payback period is the number of years, starting with the present year,
required for the Sum of the savings to exceed the sum of the investments.
The last item to be calculated is "rate of savings. II Rate of savings is
equivalent to the compound interest reCJuired to equate the discounted or present
va,lue of the investment to the discounted or present value of the savings. The
program calculates positive rates of savings, between 0% and 100% when alternative
B is better than alternative A. If alternative A is better than alternative B, the
rate of savings will be typed as "I~ss than zero. II
The input form is a three-part snap-out. The first and third part are duplicates
and the second part is the keypunch layout (Exhibits V and VI). The form has two
sections, one for each alternative. The top section is for the A, or Present
Alternative, and the bottom is for the B, or Proposed Alternative.
Since the program compares B against A the analyst should use section B for
the apparently better of the two alternatives; if he gueses wrong they can be
reversed. There must be one page for each year of the program except those years
reCJuiring no entries. The first entry on the card is PROJECT NO. There must be an
entry in this block for each page of the evaluation. The next block, labeled YEAR,
contains the year of the costs entered, Place the project name over DESCRIPTION.
ECONOMiC LIFE may contain from one to twenty-five years (the useful life of the
pro ject). The DATE block must conta in the present date.
Either COST COMPARISON 'or COST REDUCTION evaluation may be chosen.
COST COMPARISON is chosen if the alternatives are for a new project, and COST
REDUCTION is chosen if alternative B is a replacement for A, already in operation.
The only difference in the program is that PAYBACK is not printed on a COST
COMPARISON. The RECYCLE entry determines which depreciation routine is used.
Each alternate is divided into the five previously described major expense
cot"gorles. Each detail entry Is in dollars and may contain up to seven digits. The
categories for manpower are in hundredths of a man/year.
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3.0

EXAMPLE
NOTE
The following values are fictitious and in no way reflect
IBM policy or state or federal tax values.

For the two-year-old car, insurance cost is reduced by $10, the car is sold
for $1,015, and the undepreciated amount of $584 is written off.
Examination of the output (Exhibit X) shows that the fixed investment for
alternate A is double that of B, because in A we bought two new cars. The
operating expense is slightly higher ($16) for alternative B, and current investments and investment expense are zero for both alternatives.

One of the program outputs is a listing of the constants (Exhibit VII).
Note the constants for the automobile problem: 4.00 years as the Fixed
Investment Tax Life for Other; 2.00 years for the Inventory Turnover Rate for
both alternatives; 1.7 per cent for Carrying Cost; 50.0 per cent for Federal
Tax Rate; 5.0 per cent for State Tax Rate; 25.0 per cent for Capital Gain
Tax Rate; and, 1.5 per cent for the Cost of Capital.

The totol cost for alternative A is $4,430 as opposed to $2,501 for B.
These figures'include only cost and do not include tax credits.
In the CASH FLOW column for the first year, alternative A costs $1,300
less than B. This requires an outlay of $1,300 for alternative B which is in
excess of the cost for alternative A. The second year shows a flowbock of
$1,461 for alternative B, giving a total net flowback of $161 of B over A. Ho~
does this compare to the total costs? The obvious answer is that the savings are
less than expected when considering only the costs without considering the .credits.

The constants are maintained on two cards which are read-in before the
first job. They are re-read only if the constants are changed between runs
(botching).
The first evaluation of the automobile problem is a comparison of selling
the. car after one and two years of use (Exhibit VIII). In alternate A the car
will be kept for one year and in alternate B the car will be kept for two years.
In this example, Economic Life will be two years.
The first concern is the cost of the car which in this example is $1,945.
This figure is entered for both alternatives under Fixed Investment Other. The
next consideration is Insurance which also will be the same for both alternatives
in the first year. The $200 cost of insurance is not entered under Current
Investment Prepaid Insurance because it is a one-year policy, but rather under
Annual Cash Operating Expense - Other.
A material stock cost of $62 for oil, grease, oil filters, and air
cleaners has been assumed for each year. The $7 rework cost is for brake and
headlight adjustment. The $26 for tire rotation and engine tune up will not be
added if the car will be sold in the next year.

The 12.4 per cent represents the rate of return of alternative Baver
alternative A. Since there is never any discounting in the present year, the
discounted va lue is the same as the INV or SA V va lue. The INV or SAY from the
second year has been discounted until its discounted value is as close as possible
to the investment in the previous year. In other words, if we place $1,300 in an
investment account giving an interest rate of 12.4 per cent, one year later we
may draw out $1,461 to close out the account.
From the output, it is apparent that keeping the car two years is better
than buying a car every year, by 12.4 per cent of the differential investment.

At the end of the first year the car will be sold in alternative A. The
wholesale value of this car one year old is $1,330, which is entered under Sale
of Fixed Assets. The program automatically calculates the depreciation on thp.
car for this year. When the cor is sold, all of the assets must be removed from
the company books, which means on additional write-off of 60% of the cost of
$1,167.
In the second year (Exhibit IX) a Iternative A has the same entries as the
filst year except for the additional depreciation which the program automatically
ca leu lates. The program writes off a II fixed investments in the last year of the
porject. Since the cars were written off when they were sold, the normal
depreciation must be offset by the total write-off (already claimed) of $2,334.
This may be done by placing this value in the last (unlabeled) block under
Annual Expense or Gain Subject to Tax.

5

The next evaluation compares keeping the car two years as opposed to keeping the car three years (Exhibit XI). One problem exists in this evaluation that
did not exist in the first one. The common denominator for the cars must be found,
such that a car is sold from each alternative in the same year. Therefore, the
Economic Life for this evaluation is six years.
The cost entries for alternative A of this evaluation are the same as those
for alternative B of the last evaluation, except for the depreciation 'affset
mentioned during the first eva luation.
Since the economic life of this evaluation is six years, the program does
not write off any undepreciated book value until the last year, but rather
depreciates the cars over their four-year tax life. How does this affect the input
information? The firSt difference comes in the second year (Exhibit XII).
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The values in the INV or SAY column are the same as those in the CASH
FLOW column because the cash flow is conventional and therefore the COST OF
CAPITAL has no bearing on the result of 12.4 per cent.
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For the two-year car in the two-year evaluation, $584 was written off
and compensated for by placing the same amount in the box which automatically reduces the depreciation claim. In the second year of the six-year
evaluation, there is no compensation. Why? Because the program claims this
depreciation in the year it would normally occur, and therefore it must be
offset in the same year to be economically correct. An examination of the
next two years shows that $389 and $195 (Exhibits XIII and XIV) respectively,
have been offset for a total of $584, which was written off the books at the
time of the sale.

An important thing to notice is that the net INVor SAY is $146. This is
$41 more than the net cash flow and has effective Iy increased savings. This is
economically correct, but care must be exercised not to allow the cost of
capital to carry the project (for non-conventional cash flows). In other words,
the results must be analyzed in the light of the effect of the cost of capital.
The cost of capital could change a small net outlay total in the cash flow column
to a small net saving total in the INV or SAY column. This changes the rate of
saving from something less than zero to a positive value. Notice, with a cost of
capital of 0.0, the net is the same while rate of savings has gone down; that is,
the 1.5 per cent cost of capital boosted the rate of savings (Exhibit XVIII).

Now consider the cost entries for the three-year car alternative. In the
first year they are the same as the other alternative. In the second year, a
muffler and tail pipe,a set of tires and wheel alignment (Exhibit XII), add to
operating expenses. In the third year (Exhibit XIII), insurance cost is reduced
to $185, the rework block inc ludes $25 misce lIaneous cost, and rebu i1d or
overhaul includes a $15 battery.

Again, the rate of saving is calculated by discounting the INV or SAY
values until the investments are equal to the savings. The rate of savings of 4.3
per cent, means that the three-year plan is better than the two-year plan by thJs
amount.

This car will be sold for $840 and it will be written off for the remaining
book value of $195. The remaining years are handled similarly.

The common denominator for the three-year versus four-year plan is 12
years. The four-year car will get new brakes and $75 worth of miscellaneous
repairs in the fourth year and insurance drops to $170. Those are the only significant changes. Depreciation is not reduced in the four-year alternate because the
car has no book value at the time of the sale.

The output (Exhibit XVII) reflects the total cost difference of $1,601 for
six years as opposed to the $1,929 of the first evaluation which only covered
two years. The difference in the fixed investments is the price of one car and
the difference in the ope rating expenses is $344 for six years as opposed to $16
for the two-year eva luation.

Exhibit XXXI shows a net difference in the total pro ject costs of $1,829 for
the 12-year period and the operating expenses are nearly equal which indicates
that the tax credits and resale values of the cars are making the difference.

The cash flow for the first year is exactly zero because the costs for this
year are the same. The second year shows an outlay because the two-year
plan has revenue from the sale. The next year shows flowback because the
three-year plan has some revenue and the two-year plan has purchased the
second car. The reasoning is the same for the next three years. The new flowback is $105 for the six years as opposed to the $161 for two.

Although alternate B costs less than A, alternate A is the better project
when considering total net cash flow. The three-year plan is better than the
four-year plan when considering tax credits. The discounted values are zero
because the program does not discount if the INVor SAY column total shows
investment. The program will ca Icu late only positive rates of saving between
zero and 99.99 per cent.

The first thing noticed in the INV or SA V column is that it is not the
same as the cash flow. Because the cash flow a Iternates between outlay and
flowback, the problem of a non-conventional cash flow exists; thus, the
possibility of more than one root.

What has been accomplished by using the program? First, it is known that
keeping the car three years is the most economical approach; second, hand
calculation and attendant errors have been decreased; and third, calculation
time has been reduced.

To care for this prol::-Iem, all deferred outlays are payed off (those which
occur after flowbacks) by investing the flowbacks at the cost of capital and
using this money to offset the outlays.

The values used in these examples are as realistic as could be determined
without a very thorough investigation. It should not be assumed that this
evaluation will hold true for all types of cars in all investment situations. Each
analysis must be made with costs estimated as close as possible to the real
conditions.

Since the outlay in 1965 is not deferred, it is not changed. The flowback of 1966 is completely expended in the attempt to remove the outlay of
1967. The outlay was not removed but since the saving was, it, by definition,
is no longer deferred. Some of the flowback of 1968 was used to completely
erase the outlay of 1969. The cash flow string is thus converted from nonconventional to conventional.
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4.0

COMPUTERIZED ECONOMIC EVALUATION
GENERAL FLOW

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Each alternate should accomplish the same ultimate goal. It is not
reasonable to compare an alternate which produces 100 parts a month to one
which produces 200 parts. The alternatives should be balanced so they
accomplish the same result, even if one of the facilities must lie idle part of
the time or the manpower must be doubled to keep up with the high speed
automatic machine of the other alternative.
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Another important point is that the rate of savings is not the total
answer to the problem. All the values on the output sheet should be
considered in the final analysis.
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A rate of savings which is low but positive may not signify that the B
alternative is the best. Perhaps the company is able to invest money elsewhere at a higher return, in which case choosing alternative A would not tie
up the capital in the earlier years of the program. The return on the outside
investment would more than cover the outlays in the later years.
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This program makes the financial comparison uniformly, accurately, and
rapidly. However" evaluation of the output cannot be made by the computer;
this must be accomplished by management. Careful analysis and sound
judgments therefrom, are of great importance when evaluating the CIP 11\
progrom output.
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-2CONl'INUOUS STEEL BEAM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

Stanley W. Woods

STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION OF WISCONSIN-BRIDGE SECTION
God made a machine, the machine uade men, doctors, lawyers, priests,

---.-.. --------------~..

and then, the devil got in and stripped the gears, and turned out the

-==

"'----"

first batch of ENGINEERS.

""\

\_J

With this brief introduction to IIV backgroun:i I will talk to you
about Continuous Beam AnalJsis as it applies to highway bridge construction.

However, several of the ideas expressed are applicable to many types

Figure 1

of enSineering problems-.
(1)

The engineering activity on a project goes through four stages:
2. Ana4rsis;

1. Planning;

There are several possibilities on the type of structure that

3. Design; and 4. Construction.

could be used but let us assume that the conditions are such that a steel
In the Plann1ng stage a structure is studied to dete:rm1ne the

girder bridge is more economical.
econ~

of different methods of construction.

~e

to the depth of the channel, it

In many cases it may be a

appears logical to span the channel.
determinate structure versus an indeterminate structure.

Ho,.ever, what length should the

It is probable
other spans be and should we use continuous or simple spans?

that an indeterminate structure will have a more pleasing appearance than

;"
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a determinate structure.

-,/"'

.~

-----.

Once the type of structure is determined, it is analYzed to determine
the stresses caused by loads acting on the structure.

Knowing the stresses,

material can be chosen to carry the stresses which is the design.

'\\
~.

Arter

the design is completed, the structure can then be constructed.

Figure 2

Lets Consider the following possibilities:
In many cases stages 2,

3,

and 4 are a part of the planning stage.

It is necessary to analyze, design and study the construction methods before
a realistic cost can be established.

Also for indeterminate structures,

analJsis and design must proceed simultaneously because the stresses are

·l.------.-. +ri...._.._... -"'...0
_+ . . . . __ ....._--.. . . _.
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Let us consider the following stream crossing on an interstate
Here is a typical profile
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CASE 1

dependent on the geometry of the structure.

highway as an example.

"

ot the site:
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CASE 2
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We are nON ready to analyze and design our girder.

J

of the Continuous Beam Analysis and Steel Beam Design program.
For the analysis and design we may assume our section one of two ways:

(Continuous Spans)

CASE:3

For purposes of expediency. let us

s~

We will make use

~~L--.Lbhll-----,:

I~

t -:h)- ~~~~
h

1~

t IS

I

-1

case 1 is the best solution.
Variation in Moment of Inertia

Our problem is now to determine the various span lengths ani the section

required for the girders.

dead load of the bridge plus a live load as specified by AASHO.

~
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Size of Beam Plates
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For highway girders the girder must carry the

AASHO HS20 Load

This information is then entered as input data.

If the web and

In determining the span lengths, consider the words of D. B. Steinman,
plate sizes are given for the section, the moment of inertia variation is
"It is more scientific to eliminate the cause than to build up the
computed for the girder.
structure to resist the effect."
Using this moment of inertia variation, the concentrated angle

In other words we can choose any span lengths and determine a girder
section to resist the stresses.

change methodl of describing the elastic slope of a beam is used to find

However, by choosing the optimum span ratio,
the fixed end moment coefficients, carryover factors. and relative stiff-

We can balance the stresses to produce a more economical girder section.
nesses.

This method was developed by N. M.• Newmark of the University of

We should try cases of various span lengths and analyze each case
Illinois.
for the best solution.
This is where the computer makes us engineers

The computer program will also modify the beam characteristics
Z
for intermediate expansion hinges using a method outlined by PCA •

am. not technicians.

After we make our initial assumptions regarding span lengths and girder sections, the
Continuous Beam

Ana~is

These beam characteristics are then substituted into the basic
program will analyze and design our girder section.
equations of the Slope Deflection method of analyzing structures.

This eliminates us from

This

going through a tedious analysis process ani then
set of sinultaneous equations is arranged in matrix form for determining

requiring somebody else to check our arithmetic calculations.

It should be
final moments.

noted that the computer may not reduce the design time for a specific job
but it makes

~

more trials possible.

Since construction costs are the

major costs of any job, the additional engineering dollars spent can save
thousands of construction dollars b,y producing the most economical design.
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The dead load moments and shears are found first.

The dead load

per span is input as shown:

I· -

I

n
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I.

W (Ibs/Ft.)
Span Length
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W
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Composite

Input Web

Input Section

No~Composite

Final Design Sizes

(No Flange Plates)

j

I

The fixed end moments are found for each span and substituted into
the

mat~..x.

The simultaneous equations are solved for the final end moments.

The dead load moments and shears are then found at the tenth points of each

For purposes of comput~tion the flange plates are assumed to be 16
inches wide.

span.
Next, live load moments and shears are found for the girder.
Five types of !ASHO live load are stored in memory: Hl5, HS15, H2O, HS20.
and HS20 Modified.

As part of the input data, the type of live load is

indicated and the amount of this load that is to be carried by one girder.
The live load specified is then moved across the bridge and the
maximum positive and negative moments are found at the tenth points in each

If the negative moment exceeds the positive moment no composite

design is made.
Design of the girder sections has become complex in many cases
due to modern technology.

Repeated loads on a bridge cause fatigue stresses

on the girder which may cause failure even though the basic allowable stresses
are adequate.
The repeated stresses were always present but were not a factor until
high strength steels were developed.

span.
The computer now has all the forces acting on the girder and a
section can be designed to resist these forces.

The inPUt data for the

design portion is the allowable stress in the steel, the effective area
of slab for a composite section and the allowable concrete stress, the minimum
area of the top cover plate, the modular ratio of steel to concrete, the !ASHO
alternating stress group to be used, and the force the shear connectors will
resist.

Even thoogh the yield point stress of

steel was increased, the fatigue stresses causing failure remained the same.
To compensate for this the allowable stress of tne steel must be reduced to
the fatigue stress if this is a problem.
The design portion of this program designs the section for the basic
allowable stresses, the alternating allowable stresses, and the welding all~l
able stresses w"ere splices occur.
This completes the analysis and design done by the com:cuter.

The

The girder is designed for composite and non-composite sections.
engineer can now analyze the results.
The input section is used as follows:

The design nange plate sizes are compared to the input section
plate sizes.

Since the moments computed are based on the relative moment of

inertia of the input section. the design section should be reasonably similar

30
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AUTOMATED STEEL BUILDING DESIGN SYSTEM
to the iqput section.

It may be necessary to change the input section and

L. L. Bathurst, The Rust Engineering Co.

reanalyze the girder if there is too much variation from the design section.
Using this program with our example problem, it is quite easy to
try several geometric arrangements to get an optiIlBlll1 design.
This particular program was written for a 20K 1620 computer.
will handle from two to five spans.
core memory.

It

Five spans is a. maxillllm beca.use of the

The methods used in this program are iteration methods and

apply to only one span in most cases.

using simultaneous equations.

These spans are then connected by

It is therefore not too difficult a problem

to increase the number of spans if core memory is available.

It is also

conceivable that with a larger memory the design plate sizes could be used
as input data without any interruption from the engineer.

Introduction
This system is a result of the combined efforts of The
Rust Engineering Company and I.B.M. It is designed for
a 1620 with 60K, two 1311 disks, an on-line printer and
a 1627 plotter.
The foundation of the system is the member records which
is stored on the second disk pack. All programs take
their data from this file and add to or modify it. It
is ind.exed by several keys to allow greater flexibility
of use.
All of the programs are stored on the first disk and are
under the control of monitor. The system may be added
to at any time so long as the basic file record length
does not have tp be changed. This allows a continual
growth of the system by adding programs and sub-programs.
We intend to expand its usefullness beyond its present
state.

This program has saved our engineers a considerable amount of time.
We have used it on as ma.Dy as 14 continuous spans through proper use of the
program.
1.

N. M. Newmark. nNumerical Procedure for Computing Deflection. Moments, and

Buckling Loads, n Paper No. 2202, Vol. 108. 1943 ASCE Transactions.
2. "Beam Factors and Moment Coefficients for lw'embers with Intermediate

Expansion Hinges"

PCA Bulletin

sr 75. 19l18.

Program "AII

Building Descriptiom

To perform analysis and member selection, each member of
the structure must be described separately in a "member
record". Generation of these records is the function of
program "AII.
Basic geometry of the proposed structure is set by giving
the width of the bays from west to east, south to north
and the story heights from bottom to top. Lettering
column lines A to Z in the N-S direction, every intersection of a column with a floor becomes a grid point
such as 12A3" (second floor, column A3). Every main
frame member can be named by two grid points. The
program will automatically generate a member record for
every member required· to fill up the grid described in
the input.
In the event a line or plane of framing is skewed, exceptions can be entered. Similar exceptions can be entered to delete a member from the assumed grid or to add a
member. Dimensional adjustments are automatically made
to all joints in a skewed line or plane.
In addition to a primary framework whose members can be
assumed, a building can be expected to contain secondary
floor and wall members. Data describirgthese is organized
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within bay boundaries. Typical bays may be repeated without duplicating input data. During processing of secondary
framing data, up to 12 special requirements can be set for
any member. If none are set, standard values are assumed.
At completion, the program has generated a list of all grid
intersections (joints), their locations in space, and the
addresses of the member lists associated. The member lists
are organized by primary or secondary; and within secondary
by horizontal, vertical (N-S), and vertical (E-W). The
member lists contain the addresses of the member records.
Program "B"

Load Allocation

Two kinds of loads are considered in this program. First,
basic kinds of loads such as wind, dead and live loads which
affect the design of the primary structure; second, combinations of these loads which are critical for the design
of the secondary framing.
In order to compute the strength required for any member,
it is necessary to calculate the load imposed on the member
by each kind of basic load. It is then necessary to make
any combinations which are appropriate. This is the most
tedious portion of design in normal circumstances.
In operation, each load in a group is mapped onto a grid of
one foot squares. Values within a square are accumulated
to produce a map of the total bay loading. Members existing within a bay to be loaded are also mapped onto a grid
of one foot squares. Allocation of loads is made by parallel
scanning of the two maps to find the members adjaCent to a
load for each load on the load grid. After complete scanning
of the load grid, a second pass is made over the member map
to transfer end reactions of beams to supports on other beams,
out to the level of the primary framing.
The loads computed for each member are either recorded as
"l oa d records" for primary members, or used to compute design
values for secondary members. Design loadings on primary
members are determined during portal analysis when the combinations of loads are specified.
Member records from program "A" are modified to show the
addresses and length of load records for primary members,
and to show the maximum shear, moment, and minimum I values
for secondary members. Secondary members specified as having
continuity at the ends will be computed on the basis of plastic
design rules.
Program "C"

Portal Analysis

For member selection to be made on a rational basiS, the loads
applied to the framework by individual members must be analyzed
for their interactions. Columns, for example, each increase
the load on the column below. Both beams and columns are
3~

- 3 laffected by the shears due to lateral loading. Prior to
initial member selection, assumptions must be made to
permit analysis. Portal analysis assumes the floors to
be infinitely stiff. It further assumes bay widths to
be equal and the structure to be rectangular in its overall outline.
Portal analysis is normally used for tier buildings without
diagonal bracing. It will be used, however, for fully braced
structures without loss of accuracy.
Input by the designer to this program will specify the bent
or bents to be analyzed for a particular combination of
loads, and the details of the load combination. Several
analyses may be performed in succession.
In operation, the program will compute the maximum values
of axial force, shear, moment, and axial force combined
with moment for each main frame member, identified by the
load combination number and the place on the beam at which
the maximum occurs. This information is recorded in the
member record.
Program "D"

Shape Selection

This program is specific in that it assumes the structure
is steel.
The operation of the program is essentially to consult the
member records one at a time, and use the parameters set
up by portal analysiS or load allocation to make a preliminary shape selection. This member is then checked
against the AISC design rules in detail for its particular
use in the structure. The process is repeated if necessary
until an acceptable shape is found in the catalog(stored
on the system disk). The catalog may be divided into as
many as 9 selection groups. The designer has control of
the selection. He can limit selection to any set of groups
or even pre-select a member.
Upon completion of member selection the designer will obta1n
a complete tabulation of the members selected, by strength
required, and shape furnished.
Program "E"

output Options

After execution of any of the preceding programs, the input
stack may contain a control card set to produce one or more
reports from the data contained on the working disk pack.
It may also be desirable to edit the contents of the disk
pack to reflect arbitrary deciSions, or to copy typical
data from member record to member record.

3~
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THE OHIO STATE 1620 PROORAMMING SYSTEM
By

The plotter is used to make Engineering drawings of the
building as input and finally as designed.
This gives
the designer a visual check on his input and the design.

James P. Shaffer, Computer Center
The Ohio state University
Columbus, Ohio
ABSTRACT

The Ohio State University Computer Center has implemented a unified
loader-assembler-compiler programming system on a 20K, card oriented
IBM 1620 computer.

The system features a single relocating loader,

standard calling sequences an~ a general purpose input/outP1,lt package.

The

main program may be written in either compiler or assembler language.
Notable featu'res of the loader include:
a)

the availability of eight loading increments plus absolute loading;

b)

the loading of any aggregation of assembler and compiler object decks;

c)

a typed memory map of the loaded program; and

d)

the use of library routines written in either assembler or compiler
language.

The system assembler, aSAP II, accepts a language which is basically
SPS and features:

3(,

a)

relocatable or absolute assemblies;

b)

arbitrary (parenthesis free) address expressions;

c)

an iterative partial assembly procedure; and

d)

preservation of the input format.

Page 1 of2
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The system compiler, 1620 SCATRAN, (whose source language is somewhat like FORTRAN N or MAD) features:
a)

arbitrary subscript expressions;

b)

externally compiled subroutines;

c)

a more powerful iteration statement; and

d)

a conditional statement.

ADMINISTRATION OF A SHORT COURSE IN FORTRAN
by

Jame sR. Wright

The language is completely upward-compatible to SCATRAN for the
IBM 7094 while the compiler itself is upward-compatible to p. larger 1620.
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A Paper
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I.

INTRODUCTION

enrollments.

This paper contains some quizzes and a final exam which were
used in teaching Fortran at the Trane Company, La Crosse, Wisconsin.
Neither the tests nor the classes were the ultimate refinement in

Enrollment was limited to 30.

50% to 75% engineers.

Each course included

Each course ran for 5 weeks, one afternoon

a week from 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM.

The end of the normal working day

is 4:30 PM.

teaching techniques; but they are a beginning, and if they can be
The first two classes were given without the Programmer

of use to others, the purpose of this paper will have been achieved.

Aptitude Test.
II.

REASONS FOR GIVING THE COURSE

in each class prompted the administration of the P.A.T. at the

The objective was three-fold:
1.

outset of all subsequent courses.

To awaken engineers and others to the possibility of
machine computation of their specific problems.

2.

To publicize the limitations of the computer and define
the types of jobs for which the computer is most suitable.

3.

The bewildering performance of 2 or 3 individuals

Thirty copies of the Revised

Programmer Aptitude Test by J. L. Hughes and W. J. McNamara were
borrowed from IBM, and given to the applicants for the third class
as an entrance requirement.

The fourth class took the P.A.T. as

a portion of the first session.

To enable personnel to read and understand programs written
Tables were set up for the administration of the P.A.T.;

for them.

all other sessions used only auditorium chairs.
The engineering computer at Trane is run only by computer
section personnel.

However, once a program is written and run for

A chalk board

and lecturn were also used.

The book used was Form C26-56l9-3

(1620 Fortran with Format).

Books were supplied by IBM.

an engineer, it has been found very advantageous for that engineer
to be able to read and understand his program, especially in cases
of explaining the operation of the program to code committees, or

IV.

THE QUIZZES
The purpose of the quizzes is two-fold; to test the student's

to new men in his group, or even in recommending changes to be made

knowledge of the subject, and further the teaching process by

in the program.

pointing out his areas of weakness.

Therefore, the lesson content was directed more toward teaching
personnel to follow existing programs rather than create new ones.
III.

All quizzes were graded,

correct answers supplied for each question missed, and handed
back to the students.
Quiz No. 1 was directed toward solidifying definitions of

PROCEDURES
Notification of the class was sent to all vice-presidents who

circulated the notice and advised the computer section of desired

fixed and floating point variables and constants.

It was graded

on the basis of 30, with one point for each question.

Ten to 15

minutes was allowed.

1.

o

1./0

2.

1./ I

•

o

o

o
Quiz No. 2 tested the awareness of priority of operations,
mode changing across an equals sign, etc.
10 points for each correct answer.

Top score was 100 with

graded.

Presence or absence of a

The final was written for Fortran with Format and used the

decimal point was graded on all problems except the last, on which
the infinity sign was also accepted as 100% correct.

Total score was rights minus 1/4 of the wrongs as in

the P.A.T.

Time was 15

fact that upon a normal exit from a DO-LOOP the index is usable
and is higher than the maximum value specified in the DO statement.

to 20 minutes.
VI.
Quiz No.3 was the only one that concentrated on the student's
ability to create correct Fortran statements.
in the 10 statements.

There are 12 errors

Five points were given for locating each

error, five for stating what the error was.

The students were told

that there were 12 errors and given 15 to 20 minutes for the quiz.
Quiz No. 4 was given as a take-home exercise.

Since there

were so few answers required, the grades were not considered indicative of the student's work and were not recorded and correlated
with the other tests.
V.

This quiz was discussed thoroughly in class.

CORRELATIONS and CONCLUSIONS
Correlations were run only on the students who took the

P.A.T., the first three quizzes and the final exam.

This eliminated

all but 24 in the 3rd class and 10 in the 4th since many students
missed at least one quiz, especially in the 4th class which was
taught during the vacation season in August.

The correlation

coefficient between the P.A.T. and the final exam was .707 for the
3rd class and .354 for the 4th class.
All of those completing the class were able to read, understand and explain programs written for their use.

Furthermore,

THE FINAL EXAM

21 of the 82 people having completed the course to date have, on

The copies of the quiz handed back were kept by the stUdents.

their own, written and debugged one or more useful programs which

The final exam was not.

would otherwise have been written by Engineering Computer Section

The main reason for this was that the

final was designed to be taken on P.A.T. answer sheets, and graded
with the P.A.T. grading key.

It was desired to keep the access

to this key very limited and under strict control.

personnel at such time in the future as they could be scheduled.
The objectives of the course have, therefore, been achieved.

Those using

this exam will want to observe the same policy.
Thirty-five copies of the test booklet were made and numbered.
The time allowed was 30 minutes after which all students were asked
to put the number of their exam booklet on the answer sheet.

Then

they were instructed to erase all existing pencil marks in the test
booklet.

The booklet and answer sheets were then collected and

3.
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AN ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION SYSTEM
FOR THE IBM 1620, MODEL I

W. WILCOXSON
and
A. JACKSON
Port Hueneme, California

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the Ana log-to-Dig ita I Conversion (ADC) System for
the IBM 1620, Model I, at the U. S. Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory.
The ADC is a part of the data handling complex for the atomic blast simulator
at the Laboratory. It was designed for rapid, accurate, efficient, economical
and timely reduction of data generated by that facility.
Although the purpose ,of this paper is primarily concerned with the ADC,
a superficial treatment of the data handling complex is presented. This is
given to illustrate a non real time application of an analog-to-digital converter
and to show the motivation for fabricating the ADC in the first place.
A FORTRAN compiler was produced to provide the non-professional programmer with simple and efficient software for using the ADC. Although a cursory
treatment is given of the hardware, additional specifications and modifications
to FORTRAN I are in sufficient detail for implementation of the ADC language.
A data reduction program for the data handling complex is included to
demonstrate the use of the ADC FORTRAN and to provide data for actual
comparisons between the automated and manual methods.
DATA HANDLING COMPLEX
Data Collection
Various types of transducers may be used to provide a voltage input to the
data collection system. Output voltage of the transducer may be as low as
2 millivolts for full scale deflection. Although the system is designed for
operation with a wheatstone bridge, any self-generating and potentiometric
sensor may be used.
The magnetic tape recording system is an FM (frequency modulated) data
collection device. Seven magnetic recording heads (channels) are provided.
Each head is driven by its own direct-record amplifier. Speed of the transport
for the l/2-inch tape is maintained at 60 inches per second.
Figure 1 is a schematic of the data collection system. Input to the FM
data system is from a DC transducer. The signal from a transducer is balanced,
step attenuated and then amplified. An oscillator (VCO) is controlled by the
amplified voltage. The frequency of the VCO is proportional to the controlling
voltage. A signal to the VCO may be up to 1000 cycles per second. Outputs of
as many as 18 VCO's can be summed and recorded as a composite signal on
one channel of the magnetic tape.

LIt/-
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Data Conversion
Information stored on the magnetic tape must be converted for output on
an oscillograph, pen recorder, oscilloscope or to a digital computer. Figure 2
is a schematic of the data conversion and reduction system. Test data stored
on a particular channel of the magnetic tape is selected and played back.
The speed of the magnetic tape reader determines whether the time base is real,
compressed or expanded. Selection of the playback amplifier and band-pass
filter determines which frequency of the composite signal will be demodulated
by the discriminator. Output current of the discriminator is proportional to
the original transducer stimulus.
The data conversion system, including the analog-to-digital sub-system,
is an input device to the IBM 1620 Data Processing System. Figure 3 is a
component block diagram of the ADC. Control of the ADC is by both the
computer and a "key" signal from the playback amplifier. Format for the
input signal is given in Figure 4. The range of the input voltage is between
-9.99 volts and +9.99 volts. This voltage is digitized with a maximum absolute
error of 0.01 volt. Although the ADC was designed for the data conversion
system, any signal satisfying its input requirements may be used. The ADC
utilizes the paper tape reader channel (1621 interface) and is selected by a
Read Numeric from Paper Tape (RNPT) instruction.
The ADC subsystem contains programmed hardware that executes a fixed
sequence of instructions. A IIkey ll of exactly 8-cycles of a l-KC signal
initiates the ADC after the ADC is selected by the computer. A sample of the
calibration voltage is converted to a 3-digit number with field flag and sign,
and si then transferred to the computer. After the time period set for the start
delay, variable from 0.1 to 1000 milliseconds, samples of the data voltage are
digitized at a rate of approximately 4000 per second until the transferred data
sample count is satisfied. The time interval between transferred samples is
determined by the transfer rate. Every sample, every other one, every fourth
one, every eighth one or every sixteenth one is transferred according to the
setting of the transfer switch. This gives approximate sampling rates of 4000,
2000, 1000, 500 and 250 samples per second. After the given number of samples
are transferred to the computer, a stop d~lay is initiated for 0, 0.1,0.2, 0.4
or 0.8 seconds. Immediately following the stop delay, a single sample of the
"steady state" voltage is digitized and transferred. The ADC generates a
disconnect for the 1620 (end-of-line or record mark) which releases the computer
from the ADC and allows the computer to proceed to the next program step.
After the disconnect, the ADC subsystem resets and waits for another call from
the computer.

2

if5

o

o

o
Data Reduction
Several extensions to FORTRAN were made to give the scientist, engineer
or non-professional programmer a simple and effective language for communicating with the ADC system. The additional specifications and the required
changes are included in Appendix A.
An elementary data reduction program for the blast simulator data handling
complex is attached as Appendix B to illustrate an application of the ADC and the
ADC FORTRAN. The program will process data generated by acceleration,
velocity, displacement, strain and pressure transducers. For 500 data samples
of each gage reading, the time required for the data reduction program to
summarize the data for each gage is about 45 seconds. Velocity, displacement,
moment and thrust tabulations are at 80 points per minute.
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Actual comparisons between the automated and the manual methods are
difficult to make. The time required to reduce a set of data by the manual
method varies with the individual and the quality of the record produced by the
oscillograph. If the traces on the oscillograph are badly mixed, then the time
to reduce the data is greatly increased.
One case history is available for comparing the automated and manual
methods. A technician who is recognized for his efficiency and good work
habits required thr~e weeks to reduce a set of 36 gage readings. Now the same
data reduction can be accomplished by the data handling complex in an hour.
An average individual reducing the data would be expected to require four weeks.
In general, the time required should range from three to five weeks for 36 gages.

Figure 1.

Doto Collection System.

nal

P.laybock
Preamplifier

Playback
Amplifier
And Band-pass:
Filter

Discriminator

Many of the potential sources for human error in the manuol method do not
exist in the outomatic data reduction process. In the manual mode, each
measurement of the amplitude and time of a trace is subject to error.
The possibility of an error is increosed if the traces 'On the oscillograph are
mixed. Each arithmetic operation by the manual method is a source for error.
No parallels to these sources for error exist in the data handling complex.
Figure 2.
The data handling complex represents several advances in technology.
No known system existed for rapidly sampling a single onalog input and storing
the sample in the memory of the IBM 1620. The rate of 12,500 digits per second
is 24 times greater than the input rate from paper tape ond 36 times greater than
that from cards for the Model I.
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Data Conversion and Reduction Systems.
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Figure 3.

Block diagram of analog-to-digital subsystem.
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Format of input signal to the analog-to-digital subsystem.
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A HULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS PACKAGE

MUltivariate Data Collection

By
Rex L. Hurst
Computer Center
Utah State University

of output that it will produce.

Table 1 gives a listing of the various types
Card types 6,7,8 are produced only if

multiple data groups are used.

Introduction

Table 1.

There is a growing trend in Computer Science toward programming systems rather
than single programs.

WI1~IN

The multivariate data collection program tMDC) will perform both
and AHONG group calcUlations.

A number of authors of statistical programs are attempting

Output of Multivariate Data Collection

to combine these programs into packages that will provide a wide variety of
statistical services.

Hr. Bohles (2) has done an outstanding job in providing a

series of programs for handling multiple linear regression systems.

Description of Card Types

Column One

Drs. Cooley
Control Card

and Lohnes (3) have provided an unusually competent set of programs for handling

b

multivariate analyses on large scale machines.

1

Variable Specification Cards

series of programs for the IBM 1620 which are available through private communication.

2

Group Size Cards

This paper is directed toward further emphasizing the importance of developing pro-

3
4*

Within group means and standard deviations

Dr. Lohnes has also developed a

gramming systems rather than individual programs.
Many techniques in the field of multivariate analysis use essentialy the
same basic information matrices.

Further, experience has shown that more than one

technique is usually applied to the same set of data.

Within group corrected sums of squares and products
Within group correlations

5*
6

Over-all means, pooled (error line) standard
deviations

It is desirable, therefore,

to split the data collection phase from the analysis phase in developing a multi-

7*

Pooled (error line) sums of squares and products

variate package.

8*

Pooled (error line) correlations

The aim is to develop a multivariate data collection program that is versatile

* Punched out under internal switch control

enough to provide the basic information matrices for a wide variety of multivariate techniques.

It is hypothesized that the following multivariate

techniques can all be based on the same multivariate data collection program:

MDC uses the forcom subroutines (14,16) to provide flexibility of
card forms and versatility in the formation of variables to be used.

Multiple Regression

Six of the fourteen subroutines in the package are especially useful.

Partial Correlation

computer and store it as a card image; the programmer may then have repeated

Canonical Correlation
Discriminant Function Analysis'

access to the card or cards, and if desired, he can organize new card forms.
The six most useful forcom subroutines are the CDS, RCD, GET, PAS,

Covariance Analysis Completely Randomized Design

PUT , and PCH.

Multivariate Analysis of VarianceCompletely Randomized Design

The CDS specifies the number of card types that are going to

be worked within the program.
one of the card images.

A number of computer

programs by others and by myself, either have been or might be modified to fit

The RCD simply reads a card and stores it in

The GET allows one to go to a card image, extract a

variable and use it as a Fortran variable.

The PAS allows information to be

moved from one card image to another to affect reorganization of card images.

in this package (5,8,9 10,11,15)0

50

The

forcom subroutines allow the fortran programmer to read a card into the

Factor Analysis

The techniques provided for in this package are starred.

The

forcom subroutines have been added to Fortran to facilitate card handling.

5/

-3The PUT stores a Fortran variable in a card image.
the card image as a card.
contained in Reference 16.

-4The PCH is used to output

Table 2.

The best discussion of these forcom subroutines is

Transformations Available in MDC

Reference 14 was written to be a supplement to the

original forcom subroutine package written for Fortran 1.

Code

Fortran 1 has sub-

sequently been dropped from the library.
In the development of MOC, three card images were assumed to be adequate
for most jobs.

Transformation

1

A.

2

AiBi~Xi

3

Ai Bi Ci ------1 Xi

4

AiBiCiDi~ Xi

5

A.1/2

6

Loge (Ai )-7 Xi

7

l/Ai ---7 Xi

8

Ai - Bi~ Xi

9

AJBi - - 7 Xi

Algorithm 1 provides the flexibility necessary to read in a

research record contained in one, two, or three card forms.

The variables

may be extracted at random from each of the three possible card forms.
A1gori thm 1.
Card Reading, Transformations. and Calculations

7

D¢

6

K

1, N¢BS

D¢

7 M

1, NCRD

ZA
ZB

=M
= RCD

G¢

21
22

30
6

) Xi

1

(ZA)

D¢ 6 I = 1, NV
ID

) Xi

1

The desired transformations are spelled out by means of a variable

= IX(I)

specification card.

r~

provides for up to four Forcom Arguments which are used to effect the desired

(21,22), ID

Besides the desired type of transformation, the card

XCI) = GET(F(I,l») = C¢N(I)

transformation.

G¢ 'l'¢ 30

one for each variable used in the cubic term.

= GET(F(I,1»*~T(F(I,2»)-C¢N(I)
SUM(I) = SUM(I) + XCI)
D¢ 6 J = 1,1

two arguments, a logarithm, a single argument, etc.

actually made in the program by means of a computed - GO '1'0 - based on the

A(J,I) = A(J,I)+X(I)*X(J)

the program to the particular Fortran function which will nroduce the trans-

XCI)

For example; a cubic term would require three Forcom Arguments,

transformation code.

A difference would require
The transformation is

\rihen the code is referenced, the computed - GO TO - branches

formed variable using. the series of Forcom Arguments provided in the Forcom
The Forcom 'lrguments necessary for forming the various transformed variables

Argument Matrix.

Only the linear and quadratic transformations are illustrated

desired by the user, have been read in before this algorithm occurs in the

in the algorithm.

Any other transformation that is desired by the user may be

program.

added by writing the Fortran statement for the transformation in terms of four

The nine possible transformations so far !)rovided are indicated in

possible Forcom Arguments.

Table 2.

The computation of sums of squares and products of variables, using
Fortran, is beset with many problems.
either a 7 - or eight-digit result.
over an 8-digit result.

'l'he product of two 4-digit numbers is
A sum of 4-digit products, will produce

In Fortran, this means that the least significant

digits of such a sum have been truncated.

To make matters worse, the corrected

sum of squares or products is usually produced by subtracting a correction term

~2

o

53

o

o

o
-5-

-6-

from the uncorrected sum of squares or products.

Those who have done this

Algorithm 3.

operation on a desk calculator should have been impressed by the fact, that
the correction term is generally of the same order of magnitude as the uncorrected sum of squares.
identical.

Space Utilization

Often, the first two digits of these quantities are

IVhen using Fortran to obtain a difference between two such b-digit

DIHBNSI¢N A(40,39)

numbers in which the first one or two digits of each number are identical, you

D¢

are left with a 6-digit difference with the two trailing positions being filled

XCI)

in with zeros.

The only satisfactory answer to this problem, of course, is to

AVE

One partial solution, however, has been provided in the program.

The

fo~lowing

XCI) + C¢N(I)

9 A(I+l,J)

when

approximation of the mean is subtracted from each observation.
magnitude of the variable is often reduced.

Many

If a set of data

is perused, a rough approximation of the mean may be guessed

= 1, NV

= Silll(I)/¢BS

D¢ 9 J = 1, I
A(J,I) = A(J,I) - Sill!(I)* X(J)

go to extra precision arithmetic.
of you would know this technique as using an assumed mean.

8 I

= A(I+l,J)

+A(J,I)

8 PUNCH 104, J¢B,I,SillI (I),

'£he numerical

equations show that

'£0 refer,mce the lower half of-the matrix, the element is identified as A

if a constant C is subtracted from a variable Y to obtain a new variable P,

rather than A..

certain interesting properties result:

that the upper

J

than rows.

,l..

~riangular

This allows

portion of the matrix is developed by columns rather

averages~and

averages augumented by a constant to be

Y. - C

computed in the same algorithm.

l::P

EY

the bottom portion will be referenced by columns.

l.

=YY= P +
p

nC

C
C

If the upper portion is referenced by rows,

Programs Based on Ville

(1)

= E[Y-C) _ (Y_C]2
= 1::(y~)2
(l::P)2/n = Ey2 _ (Ey)2/n

1::(p_p)2

In developing the programs which utilize the multivariate data collection

1::(p_p)2

l::~ _

output, two guide lines have been set up.

Programs should, as much as possible,

use the output of the multivariate data collection program or previous progrcm

(2)

without necessitating extensive operator decisions.
The average of Y can be obtained by adding the constant to the average of
the new variable P, equation 1.

The corrected sum of squares for the variable

P is identical with the corrected sum of squares for the variable Y.

From

this arbitrary constant, is to find a constant that is

suffiCiently close to the arithmetic mean of the observations so that when
subtracted, it will reduce the numerical magnitude of the variable enough

In many of the progrums which follow

54

MDe, the first step after reading

defines the desired variables and their order.

models that he may wish to use.
so

This vector

This vector is stored internally

as the vector ID • Algorithms 4 and 5 have been developed to allow the user
k
to extract the particular combination of variables required for the various
algorithm.

Algorithm 4 is a single dimension selection

klgorithm 5 is the two-dimensional selection algorithm.

that the term (EP)2/n is of an order of magnitude smaller than the summation
of Ep2. For example; if the data consisted of the numbers, 1013, 1015, 1047,
1055, it would be expedient to use lC30 as an assumed mean.

Great versatility shOUld

be provided in selecting the variables to be used in a particular model.
the respective control card is to read a vector of elements.

equation (2), if (l::P)2/n is sufficiently small, the floating point subtraction
Ep2 _ (EP)2/n can be effected without any loss of computational accuracy. The
object, then, of

i+l,j

The sequence in which the algorithm has been written dictates

P.

l.

AVE

This would give

55

-7-

-8-

the desired result with respect to the floating point subtraction and would

il.lgorithm

4.

produce fewer digits to be manipulated in the computation.
f'or those who object to the use of Forcom, hlgorithm 2 provides the same
computations as Algorithm 1.

Single Dimension Selection
Algorithm

It does not provide for selecting variables at

random from cards, nor does it provide for transformations.
conversion may be used to obtain flexibility of Format.

The A type

= 1,

D¢ 60 I

The subtraction of the

NY

&;AD 501, BLEM

constant is achieved as in the Forcom Algorithm.

D¢ 61 K = 1, NY AR

Algorithm 2.

IF(I-ID)K»
Forcom Replacement

61

C¢NTlNUE

62

SUM (K)

61, 62, 61

G¢ TO 6¢

D¢

6K

= I,

N¢BS

READ 120, (X(I), I

I, NY)

SUM

I = 1, NV
= X(I) - C¢N(I)
(I) = SUM(I) + X(I)

D¢

6 J

= ELEM

60 C¢NTINUE

D¢ 6
X(I)

6 A(I,J)

= I,

Algorithm 5.

NY

= A(I,J)

Two Dimensional Selection

+ X(I)*X(J)

Algorithm
One of the most severe restrictions that the programmer faces in trying
to use the 1620 to develop programming systems, is in space availability.

D¢ 50 I = 1, NY

Those familiar with sums of squares and products calculations realize that

D¢ 50 J

only the upper triangular portion of this matrix is required because of

~AD

symmetry.

~fficient

utilization of space can be realized by storing this

upper triangular matrix in terms of a single dimensional array.

Two types of basic

the WITHIN group calculations, and 2) the AMONG group calculations.

NY

ELEM

IF (I-ID(K»

51, 52, 51

51 C¢NTINUE
G¢ T¢ 50

calculations are required in the multivariate data collection program:
1)

= I,

D¢ 51 K = 1, NV AR

This, however,

requires extensive address calculations inside the basic data calculation loop,
and in general will slow the program down excessively.

500,

52 D¢ 53 L = 1, NVAR
If

IF (J - ID(L»

the one dimensional approach had been used, this would have required the
definition of two matrices with the problems involved in address location.

53, 54, 53

53 C¢NTINUE
It

G¢ T¢ 50

was decided, however, that the problem could be solved by defining a (K+l) by

54 IF (K-L) 55, 56,55

K matrix, using the upper triangular portion for storage of one matrix, and

56 A(K,L)

the lower portion offset by one row to store the other matrix.
illustrated in Algorithm 3.

This is

X(K)

= ELEM
= SQR(A(K,L»

G¢ T¢ 50

55 A(L,K)

= ELEM

A(K,L)

= ELEM

50 C¢NTINUE

56

o

57

()

o

o
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'I'hese selection algorithms allow the user to select any possible
variables incluoing the entire set in any

possib~e

order.

subset of

Algorithm 5 assumes

that the matrix desired is being r,;ad a row at a time as the upper triangular
portion of a symmetric matrix.

The series currently does not include a

program that provides stepwise multiple regression.
To use the multiple regression program, it is necessary to prepare a
control card spelling out the job identification, the number of independent

Multiple Regression

and dependent terms, and whether or not the inverse is wanted as output.

'I'hree programs have been developed to handle multiple regression problems.
The first is the basic multiple regression program, the second is a program
for computing sums of squares to subsets of coefficients; and the third
a program for computing plot

The program is written to handle any basic subset of the MDC output and to
handle multiple dependent variables.

lS

ba~k.

'rhe multiple regression program is written so as to do all of the
matrix operations within one defined matrix area.

Figures 1 and 2 indicate

before and after status of the matrix area upon using the matrix inversion
algorithm.

This control card is followed by a series of variable selection cards which
use Algorithms 4 and 5 to select the proper elements out of the output of the
MDC Program.

The multiple regression program uses the MDC output through card

type 4.
The output of the multiple regression program consists of a duplicate
copy of the control card and the selection vector followed by the inverse when
desired.

This is followed by a regression analysis

variables.

for each of the dependent

The regression analysis consists of the mean squares for each of

the individual coefficients, the partial regression coefficients, and the

Figure 1.

standardized regression coefficients.
Matrix allocation before inversion and solution

It also gives the mean square due to

the model, mean square due to error, and the multiple R2 for fitting the
model.
The "Sums of Squares Due to Subsets of Coefficients in Hultiple

X'X'

X'y

Regression" program is used to test the hypothesis that groups of the partial
regression coefficients are simultaneously equal to zero.

A discussion of the

methodology used in this program and the interpretation of the results is given
in (12).

The input consists of a control card spelling out the job identification,

the total number of coefficients that are to be used in all subsets that the

y'y

y'X

user desires to investigate, and the total number of subsets that the user wants
to use.

This is followed by a selection vector identifying the coefficients

that are going to be involved in any of the subsets.

The entire output of the

multiple regression program follows this control card and selection vector.

Figure 2.

Subset size trail cards that d·efine the number of coefficients to be used in

Matrix allocation after inversion and solution

each of the respective subsets follow the multiple regression output.

Next is

a subset selection vector card, for each subset, which identifies each coefficient in the subset.
b

'l11e output consists of an analysis for each of the

subsets that gives the degrees of freedom, and the sum of squares and mean
square due to the subset.

Besides the analysis, all of the control cards and

selection vectors etc., are punched out preceding the analysis.

y

,

X

S8

y'y

5'1

-ll-

-12-

The plot-back program uses the entire out::JUt of the multiple regression
program followed by the entire input to the multivariate data collection

programs contain a computational error.

program.

may be correct.

The output of the plot-back progrum will be one card for each

dependent variable for each observation.

'This card will list the value of

the dependent variable, the predicted value of the dependent variable, and

necessary corrections.
The canonical correlations program will accept any of the correlation
matrices produced by the r4DC Program.

the deviation (actual value minus predicted value).

Only the first canonical correlation

These programs will be re-submitted to the library with the

A control card spells out the job

identification, the number of left- and right-hand variables, and the total
Factor Analysis

number of observations.

Two programs in the package are concerned with factor analysis.
first of these is a principal components factor analysis progrRm.
is the Varimax Hatrix Rotation Program, 6.0.094, of Mr. Teeples.

The

1he second
'I'his program

has been modified to bccept the principal components output.
The factor analysis program input consists of a control card spelling

The customary selection vector then defines the

variables that are to be selected from the
mathematical model.

~IDC

output for the particular

1be first program in this series reorganizes the

correlation matrices to produce the R , R , R22 matrices, the inverse of Rll
ll
12
and R22 , and the matrices that have to be used in finding the characteristic
roots and vectors.

The second progr8m accepts the complete output of the first,

out the job identification, the number of variables to be used, an internal

and outputs the canonical correlations and the left and right hand weights for

swi tch value to control the sl;atistical tests performed and the punch out

each of the individual canonical correlations.

options, and the number of observations.

out to enable the user to evaluate the sufficiency of the number of correlations

This is followed by a variable

selection vector that defines variables to be selected from the 14DC output.
'rhe

~C

output used for this program is any of the correlation matrices that

it produces, card type 5 or card type 8.
extracted is operator controlled

The number of correlations that are extracted is

by means of sense switches.

Statistics are punched out

to enable the user to evaluate the statistical oignificance of the results.

'The number of factors that are

with sense switch options.

that have been extracted.
operator-controlled

The residual matrix is punched

At the completion

of each root, the magnitude of the root is typed out so that the operator may

A good discuss~_on of the canonical correlation procedure is contained in
Cooley and Lohnes (3).

decide whether to continue with root finding.
The outnut of this program consists of the characteristic roots for each
of the factors, the loading factors for each of the individual variables, and
the residual correlation matrix.

Statistical tests are performed , and the

reproduced correlation matrix is punched out under internal switch control.
lhe varimax rotation program accepts the complete output of the factor
analysis program as inputo

A control card is necessary to spell out the job

identification, the number of factors that have been extracted, and the
tolerance value to be used in internal calculations.

The output is a rotated

vector for each of the factors produced by the factor analysis program.

Good

discussions on the applications of factor analysis are given by Harmon (7)
and by Cooley and Lohnes (3).

Biological applications are discussed by Ferrari

and Venekamp (4) and by Goodall (6).
Canonical Correlation
'The two canonical correlation programs have been extracted almost entirely
from the author's own program CIO).

It must be noted that the original

too

c

fDI

rJ

o

o
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This paper was presented at the 1964 Fall Joint Computer
Conference in San Francisco on October 28, 1964. It is
published as part of the AFIPS Conference Proceedings,
Vo1tmle 26, Part 1, 19611 FJCC.

STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS PROGRAM
for the
1620 CARD OR tAPE SYSTEM

ABSTRACT:
A number of digital computer programs have been
developed for simulating the operation of analog computers.
Primarily, they were attempts to combine the computational
ability of the digital computer with the structural organization of the analog computer. The block-oriented languages
used with these programs did permit the representation of
analog elements and their interconnection; none of these
previous programs, however, had any real provision for the
operational flexibility which is the forte of analog simulation. PACTOLUS is an attempt to demonstrate that this can
be achieved with digital simulation.

BY
W. WILCOXSON
AND
J. WOHLEVER*

U. S. NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LABORATORY
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA

PACTOLUS includes all standard analog computer elements
plus many special function blocks. The configuration and
parameters are simply specified; runs may be interrupted and
changes made at will. The output is recorded on the plotter
during execution of the run. Variables of lesser interest
are periodically recorded by the typewriter.
The author offers reprints of the FJCC paper upon request.

*Now at Iona College, New Rochelle, New York.
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INTROOUCTION
The reduction of data collected for evaluating an operation is
one of the most difficult, time consuming and expensive problems
encountered in the business, scientific and engineering fields. Except
in simple cases, the data must be summarized in order to draw valid
conclusions and predict future behavior with some confidence. Only after
a laborious classification of the data, comparison of their relationships
and finally discovery of a statement or formula that covers the range of
the data may one expect to optimize an operation. Such an operation might
be a scientific experiment, an engineering design, a process control or
a business system.
When the relationship is of a quantitative nature, the appropriate
statistical tool for the extraction of essential information from a
collection of data and expressing it by a brief mathematical formula
may be accomplished by means of a multiple curvilinear regression
analysis. Sometimes this method is referred to as least squares, multiple
correlation or partial regression analysis. This technique along with
associated significance tests is a most valuable tool for evaluating
operational data which is subject to a wide range of environmental error.
The use of this mathematical technique has increased greatly since
the advent of modern computing systems. In general, it involves taking a
set of observed values on a particular phenomenon and developing from
them an empirical equation which may then be used for prediction of
future values. It is especially useful in areas where little is known
about the variables being examined and their interrelationships, or in
areas where theoretically derived relationships between the variables
are too complex to be handled conveniently. Regression analysis has
been widely used by scientists and engineers to study correlations
between observed data and to form equations relating one dependent
variable with several independent variables. In recent years this tool
has also become quite valuable in many non-technical areas such as
business management and sales forecasting. Some applications of this
technique at the U.S. Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory are given
below.
A semi-empirical formula for the differential dose albedo for
the backscattering of gamma rays on concrete is:

+

1

~9o /J.R.C8

where the 0.2 Mev gammas are incident at an gngle 80 and are scattered
at an angle 8
through a scattering angle 9s • }«(~)is the Klein-Nishina
formula for the energy scattering cross section per electron.
After a one inch horizontal displacement. the holding power in Kips
of a single deadman in sand is predicted as

p =t.07 Ao. 863 eo."5'51D

where A is the facial contact area in square feet and [) is the embedment
depth to the top of the deadman in feet.
STRAP with FORMAT is a program that implements this technique on
the 1620. A complete manual for using this program is given in this
paper. The program is a major modification of STRAP1. None of the
features or capabilities of STRAP have been sacrificed. It contains all
the desirable features of SCRAP3 and many features of the 7094 program
BMD02R4. Capabilities not available in STRAP are listed below.
1. Variable format for input data.
2. Variable format for sequence numbers.
3. Force curve through origin.
4. Control card option to force all terms.
5. Solve

,=

a.,"'t., and

~ :4-Q+(J.,,'X.,

6. Weight observations.
7. Square root transformation (reduces the transformation time
from about 600 milliseconds to 120 milliseconds).
8. Absolute value transformation.

9. Reverse sign transformation.
10. Extra variable read-in any time when data is in FORTRAN
format.

2

tat,

(not possible with SCRAP).

to?

11. Output raw sums, sums of squares and cross product
(original matrix).

Equivalently at that step is the variable which has the highest F value.
Also at each step, the variables already in the equation are checked for
significance. An insignificant variable will be removed before adding
another variable. The sequence of intermediate regression equations fit
to equation (1) might be:

12. Output inverted matrix.
13. Output covariance matrix for coefficients.
14. Input the F level for entering a variable, the F level
for removing a variable and the tolerance for entering a
variable.
15. Tabulate observed versus predicted values.
16. Tabulate residuals.
17. Tabulate upper and lower confidence limits on the predicted
values.

y =Jr()+~Xr;
Y::= 1,.: + k;X2 + k; X~
Y = ),.:' + t.;'X,. + J.,{ Xs +lr/ X1
k/qX I,/IX + II/IX
Y= 1110I/Q t,.
2. + Ar1
7)1",
1

MATHEMATICAL DISCUSSION
Multiple curvilinear regression analysis is a method used to
summarize data and to make inferences regarding the data. A beat fit
(in the sense of "least squares") is made of a set of observations on
the independent and dependent variables entering into a given equation
representing the variables. The equation must be linear in the parameters
to be estimated. The equation is of the general form:

Y:: ko +1r,X.+ b;.X~ +

• • • + JrMX",

(1)

Y

where
is the dependent variable; and X I ) X2.? Xl'). r "X"" are the
independent variables in the equation. The actual variables may appear
non-linearly in the equation; e.g., i f "',,?G~)1t-3' ' •• ,.'1l..." and"'t
are the observed variables, then equation (1) could be

In addition to the capability of providing intermediate answers,
this program will produce the normal output required of a standard
regression analysis program. The formulas for computing this standard
output are given below. .Here N is the number of observ~.tions,
Xl.j is value of the J ~ transformed variable for the~observation,
/on is the number of transformed independent variables and ~~
is the weighting factor for ,the ~~
observation. For.simplicity
the value of the transformed dependent variable for the observation ~
denoted as Xi 11+.1 ::: " (
The predicted value for Y;, is give. as Yt
For the original matrix the sum of weights, raw sums and raw sums
of squares are, respec~ively:

~o

= 2:;
it: W

where
P(1<-.)1-2.)" ',?{o;lf")
is some known function of the variables
that does not involve the parameters to be fitted.
This program computes a'sequence of multiple"linear regression
equations in a stepwise manner2. The procedure provides intermediate
answers that are not available by normal computational ~chniques.
The variable entered at each step is controlled by the intermediate
results. The variable added to the equation is the one that makes the
greatest reduction in the sum of squares of the residuals' at that step.
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this and all the following formulas
The means ,and residual sums are:

X" :. ",c"A-e

Q,~j= ~i.j -,ci,Xj

If the curve is forced through the origin
sums are not computed and

Q.. •• -

"J -

,.c.;

"J

(J, = 0

), then the residual

i1j = 1)2-" 3) ••. " m+1.

Covariances. standard deviations and'simple correlation coefficients are:
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where J."Ji-j
value is:

~=~.1
A.
/J,,,

is a diagonal element in the inverted matrix.
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Covariance of the estimated coefficientsj and ~ in the equation is:

(ktL Q.jj

Let ;"7 is., •.. / t:1( be the subscripts for the k variables in the
equation after some step. If the curve is not forced through the origin,
the pure constant is:
K
-

B.k.
XLIe
'A~,

Jr. = Y -
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and if the curve does not go through the origin
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The mUltiple correlation coefficient is:
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1
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The standard error of the

Jifl coefficient
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If the curve goes through the origin, use

J

R2. ::
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where .,:K i f the· curve is forced through the origin; otherwise, ")O=K-J.
y._~. is the ktJ. r~idual, where if the curve goes through the origin
the predicted value is:
K

y~

S" d,Lji.ft
1'1-.,..

,

The standard error of the estimate is:

s =f /1'

/COV (Ari,.
,Jrr,,J=
. J
It

where c!i:iL~ is an element in the inverted matrix. Confidence limits for
a predicted..:value of Y;mat some Student's t value for
degrees of freedom are:
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~

in the equation is:

The input data consist of two decks. The first deck, called the
definition deck, specifies the size of the problem and the transformations
to be performed on the observations. The second deck, called the data
deck, contains the observations. Both of these decks are placed between
the program deck for part 2~ If the option for giving the names of the
variables in the output is selected, then a third deck containing these
names must be placed between the program decks for part 2 and part 3.
If a tabulation of the transformed dependent variable versus its predicted
value, the residuals, and the confidence limits on the predicted value,
then the transformed data deck produced by part 1 must follow program
deck 4.

"J
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70

671

Definition Deck

20

Input data is in the standard FORTRAN notation as output
by STRAP if a non-zero digit is punched in this column
(sequence numbers are checked).

22

Input data is in the standard excess fifty floating point
format as output by STRAP if a non-zero digit is punched in
this column.

This deck must contain the following cards (Format Card is optional)
and must be in the order given.
Title Card
Problem Definition Card
F-Card
Disregarded Observations Card
Transformation Constant Card(s)
Transformation Code Card(s)
Format Card (optional)
Preparation of each type of card of the definition deck is listed below.
Title Card: May contain up to 80 columns of alphanumeric information
which will be used as a heading for the program output.
Problem Definition Card: Defines the size of the problem and
specifies the information to be in the output. The following card
columns are used for this purpose. E.ach number must be right hand
justified in its field. All data are numeric. (A blank is treated the
same as zero.)
1-2 Number of independent variables to be read in with each
observation (1 to 40)

24 Names of the variables are output if a non-zero digit is
punched in this column. (Variable Name Deck is required as
part of the input.)
26 Transformed data will be output in STRAP's standard excess
fifty folating point format if a non-zero digit is punched
in this column.
28

30 Residual sums of squares and cross products are output if
a non-zero digit is punched in this column.
32 Mean values and standard deviations are output if a nonzero digit is punche~ in this column.
34

Simple correlation coefficients are output if a non-zero
digit is punched in this column.

36

Inverted ma·trix is output i f a non-zero digit is punched
in this column.

3-4 Number of dependent variables to be read in with each
observation (1 to 14)
5-6 Number of transformed independent variables to be considered
in the solution. (1 to 39 if input data and transformed
data output are both i~ excess fifty format; otherwise,
1 to 33.)
7-8
9-10

The dependent variable to be considered in the solution
U to 14)
The variable to use as the weighting factor.
each observation is weighted equally.

Original matrix (raw sums, sums of squares and cross products)
is output if a non-zero digit is punched in this column.

38 Variance-covariance matrix for regression coefficients is
output if a non-zero digit is punched in this column.
40 The transformed dependent variable and its predicted value,
residuals, and upper and lower confidence limits on the
predicted value if a non-zero digit is punched in this column.

If left blank,

11-12 Number of constants (0 to 20)
14 All terms are forced if a non-zero digit is punched in
this column.
16 Curve is forced through origin if a non-zero digit is
punched in this column.

42

If a non-zero digit is punched in this column, Student's t
for the desired probability level on the upper and lower
confidence limits is entered from the typewriter during program
4; otherwise, a 95% confidence level is used.

F-Card: F-level for entering a variable, F-level for removing a
variable and tolerance level for entering a variable in FORMAT(3El •• 8)

18 Only the last step in the development of the regression
equation output if a non-zero digit is punched in this column.
8
7

72.
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If the F-Card is blank, these will be set to 0.005, 0.01 and 0.0001,
respectively, provided all terms are not forced. When all terms are
forced, the values are automatically set to sero regardless of the data
on the F-Card. The tolerance leve1 2 is a control on the size of the
diagonal elements and reduces the possibility of degenacy when an
"independent" variable is approximately a linear combination of the other
dependent variables.
Disregarded Observation Card: Denotes the observation numbers not
to be included in the regression analysis. Rather than remove these
observations from the data deck, they may be eliminated from consideration
by including their three digit observation numbers in ascending order
starting in column one of this card. If leading zeros are not punched,
a number must be right-hand justified in its field. A maximum of twenty
observations may be disregarded in this manner. If no observations are
to be thrown out, a blank card must be inserted. If the input data is
in excess fifty notation, then the observation number is the same as the
number punched in column 78 to 80 of the data deck. When the input
data is in FORTRAN notation, the first set of values for the independent
and dependent variables is counted as observation number 1, the second
as observation number 2, etc. (Disregarded observations will not be in
the transformed data deck.)
Transfromation Constant eard(s): In applying transformations to the
input data, constants may be required. Up to twenty constants can be used.
These must be entered five per card in FORMAT(5E15.8) with a maximum
of four cards. A blank card must be inserted if no constants are used.
The first constant will be considered by the transformation routine as
constant number 1, the second as number 2, etc.
Transformation Code Card(s): The transformation operations to be
performed on the observations are defined using the 10 digit codes
described below. These codes are entered, 8 per card, with a maximum
of 5 cards or 40 transformations. The last transformation code must
be all zeros or blanks to signal the end of the transformations. If
no transformations are to be used, a blank card must be inserted. Each
transformation code is in the format TTIIJJCCKK where:

Zeros or blanks must be entered for elements of the code that are not
relevant. Each number in the code is right-hand justified in its two~igit field. Variable numbers from 1 to 39 refer to the 1st through
the 39th independent variable, variable numbers from 41 to 54 refer
to the 1st through the 14th dependent variable and constant numbers
from 1 to 20 refer to the 1st through the 20th constant.
Transformation available:
~

~

Operation

Blank

End

End of transformations

1

Add

Xu

2

Subtract

XJJ (or eee) - XU-l> XKK

3

Multiply

XU*XJJ (or CCC)-t> XKK

4

Divide 1

XJJ (or eee) / XU-e:-- XKK

5

Divide 2

Xu / XJJ (or Cee)-(> XKK

6

Logarithm (base 10)

Log (X U )-4> XKK

7

Logarithm (base e)

Ln(XU)--I>XKK

8

Exponential (base 10)

10XU--t>XKK

9

Exponential (base e)

+ XJJ

(or CCC~ XKK

10

eXU--t>XKK
Cee
Exponential (variable base) XII ~XKK

11

Sine

Sin(Xu)-«> XKK

12

Cosine

e~~(XII) --t> XKK

13

Sumnation

LXt--t>XKK
t.=Jr

TT is the transformation to be performed

14

Replacement

XII --4>XKK

II is the number of the variable involved

15

Test

If XII is negative, go to
transformation number JJ
If XII is positive, go to
transformation number KK
If XII is zero, go to the
next transformation

16

Square Root

JJ is the number of the second variable involved (if necessary)
CC is the number of the constant to be used (if necessary)
KK is the number of the transformed variable

9

..fXll
10

7'1

75

----t=o XKK

--~:...

17

Absolute Value

ABS (XU) --'> XKK

18

Reverse Sign

-XII ---I> XKK

This flexible transformation system provides the ability to perform
a number of successive operations on the same variable; thus it is possible
to use any polynomial or exponential expression as a variable. For
example, the sequence of codes to build a variable of the form:
(X~+ X2 + C2) / Xs
Xl
:: XlO
is as fo110ws( The transformation numbers are based on the assumption that
these are the first transformations for the problem):
Transformation

Code

Operation

1

0303030010

X3 x X3 -t>XlO

2

011002QOlO

XlO of- X2-1> XlO

3

0110000210

XlO

4

OSlOOSOOlO

XlO/ XS --t>X lO

S

0601000039

log Xl -i>X39

6

0310390010

X10 x X39-1>X lO

7

0810000010

loX10 --f> XlO

~

+ C2-C>-X 10

Leading zeros and zero fields (each code consists of five 2-digit fields)
may be replaced by blanks. Variable 39 was used as temporary storage and
should be out of range of the number of independent variables read-in
with each observation. The independent variables read-in with each
observation will be automatically stored at independent variable number
1,2,3,.... Similarly, the dependent variables will be stored at
dependent variable number 41,42,43,.... The transformed independent
variables to be considered in the regression analysis must be stored
at independent variable number 1 through the number specified in column
5 and 6 of the definition card by the end of the transformations on the
data for each observation.
Format Card (Optional): If a digit is !!2! punched in either column 20
or 22 of the Definition Card, then a Format Card is required, and the
input data deck must correspond to the. specifications on the Format Card.
Mixing of FORTRAN type and excess fifty floating point data is not
permitted.

Permissible format specifications* are I type (IV) Ftype (Fw.d),
E type (Ew.d), X Type (wX) and slash (/). All the numeric field
specifications may be r~peated by preceding it by the number of required
repetitions, such as (3E9.2) which is equivalent to (E9.2, E9.2, E9.2).
Data in E type notation may be input under the F type Ipecification.
The converse is also true, i.e., both the E and F specification are
treated exactly the same during input data conversion under PDQ FORTRAN.
If the input list is !!2! satisfied when ~ "right parenthesis" is
encountered at the time of data conversion, a new record is read, and
the specifications would be as if repeated from the last left parenthesis.
For example, (3F9.2,SX / FlO.4,IS, (ElS.8,I3» would be the same as
(3F9.2,SX / F10.4, IS,E1S.8,I3 / E15.8, 13 / E15.8, 13 / •••• Note
"that the right parenthesis acts as a slash and not the left·.:parenthesis.
No specification beyond the first right parenthesis is compiled because
of the "infinite repeater" nature of the right parenthesis in FORTRAN I.
(More than two left parenthesis is of no advantage to the user.)
If the input list.!!. satisfied before the "right parenthesis" is
encountered at the time of data conversion, the remaining specifications
are examined to determine if any are I type. E and F type will be
treated as X type, e.g., ElO.3 would be considered as lOX during the
examination. If an I type is discovered, sequencing will be checked.
The investigation of the remaining specifications will be terminated
if either a slash or the right parenthesis is encountered. Scanning
of the remaining format statement is not done in FORTRAN

*Except for I type which is restricted to sequence checking, all the
specifications are defined in PDQ FORTRAN (1620 Users Group Number 2.0.031)

12
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The Format Card permits a flexible data input. With some exceptions,
the Format Card is compiled the same as a FORHAT statement in PDQ FORTRAN.
An "W' or Hollerith specification may E2! be used (an "r' may be used.)
The I type specification is a notation for checking sequence. A
statement number is not required and must not be used. Use of the word
II FORMAr' is optional; however, a left parenthesis is required.
Card column
73 through 80 are not considered by the compiler. Imbedded blanks are
ignored. Should a set of specifications require more characters than
are available on the Format Card, then the set may be continued on the
next card beginning in column 7. A digit must be punched in column 6 of
the continuation card, and the first S columns must not be used. A
specification may not be split between cards. Any Format Card to be
followed by a continuation card should terminate with a comma. ERROR 5
will occur if the set of specifications exceeds storage capacity. As in
PDQ FORTRAN, the first right parenthesis encountered terminates compilation;
therefore, any additional right parenthesis that are required to mate left
parenthesis must be on the same card. Mating of parenthesis is not
mandatory.
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The E and F type specifications are used to describe the format of
the data for the independent and dependent variables. An X specification
is used to skip W-characters in the input record (card). A slash forces
reading the next record. The I type specification defines the format of
the sequence numbers. Sequencing must be in fixed point notation
(maximum of 4 digits with truncation of excessive high oreer digits).
No restriction is placed on the field width. w, or the sign. The
sequence number is not available as variable data. (For additional
information see Special Features.)
Data Deck
The data deck may be in one of the three formats acceptable to
STRAP. It may be in the standard FORTRAN notation as output by STRAP.
the standard excess fifty floating point notation as output by STRAP,
or in the FORTRAN notation as specified by the Format Card. A description
of the standard transformed data output format is given under OUTPUT.
In all cases, the first piece of variable data is taken.as the Xl' -the'
second as X2 , the third as X3 , etc •• until the independent variable list
is satisfied. Then the next piece of variable data is accepted as Y1= X41 ,
the next as Y2 X42' the next as Y3= X43 , etc., until the dependent
variable list is satisfied •. (Note that the replacement operation, transformation code 14, permits interchanging the so called "independentlt
and "dependentlt input variables.)

=

In 10 case are the sequence numbers available as variable data.
Sequence of standard Data Decks are always checked. In non-standard
Data Decks, sequence* is checked only if requested. In standard decks
sequence numbers are always in the right most columns; whereas, in nonstandard decks sequence, numbers, if any, may be interspersed in the
variable data for each set. (See Special Features for a description of
sequence checking for non-standard decks.)
The firs~ card of program deck 2 is an "end of Data Deck" control
card. (Column 1 of this card contains a record mark for this purpose.)
That is, the user need not count the number of observations because the
counting is done by the program and is part of the output. The arbitrary
control information necessary to stop the counting operati9n is supplied
by the program- not the user.
Variable Name Deck** (o,ptional)
If the option to give the names of the variables in the output is
selected, then this deck must be placed between the program decks for
part 2 and part 3. One card must be used for the name of each independent
*Not a true sequerice check. It is not necessary that the numbers be
sequential, only in an ascending order.
** Variable names may be output by STRAP with FORMAT without requiring
the output of values and standard deviations. Also the names are automatically numbered in·the output for reference. These features are not
available under STRAP, 6.0.066.

variable considered in the solution, and one for the name of the dependent
variable. (enly the first 35 characters on each card will be in the
output.) These cards must be arranged in ascending order with the dependent
variable name last.
Transformed Data Deck (optional)
If the option to tabulate the transformed dependent variable versus
its predicted value, the residuals and confidence limits on the predicted
value, then this deck must follow program deck 4. If no transformations
are made and the data is punched in either of the standard formats, the
original data deck may be used; otherwise, the transformed data must be
output (Sense Switch 1 on) by program 1 for input to program.4.
OUTPUT
The output from the program has been made quite flexible in that
most portions of it can be suppressed by console switch or control card
option. The following section describes these outputs in the order in
which'they appear in each part of the program and indicates the method
for altering or suppressing certain of these.
Typeout of Transformed Variables
The transformed independent variables to be considered in the solution
and all the dependent variables will be typed out in order when console
switch 1 is on. The observation number will be typed first followed by
the independent variables and the the dependent variables separated by
a return carriage on the typewriter. The variable data will be output
in excess fifty notation if requested on the problem Definition Card;
otherwise, output is by FORMAT(5El5.8).
Punching of Transformed Variables
The transformed independent variables to be considered in the
solution and all the dependent variables will be punched out in the
standard data card format when .console switch'2 is on. These may then
be used as data cards for future regression runs, eliminating the need
for transforming the input variables. (This also operates in the same
fashion with the paper tape version of the program when console switch
4 is on. The output tape produced may be used as an input data tape.)
Standard FORTRAN Data Deck: Each observation is contained on two
sets of cards, one set for independent variables and one for the dependent
variables. The independent variables are punched 5 per card by
FORMAT(5E15.8,I5), where the I specification is for output of the card
number. The dependent variable* is punched by FORMAT(El5.8,60X.I5).
*Only the transformed dependent variable entering the regression analysis
is included in the Transformed Data Deck. The standard Input Data Deck
is not restricted to one dependent variable.
14
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Optional

Description

Standard Excess Fifty Data Deck: Each observation is contained on
two sets of cards, one set for independent variables and one for the
dependent variable*. The variables are entered on the first 70 card
columns in excess-fifty floating point notation (7 variables/card).
A negative number is indicated by an X punch over the low order digit
of the number. The last 9 card columns are used for identification
purposes as follows:
72-75

6

7a
7b
8
9

Regression Number, to identify the data deck.

76

o

77

Card Number for each set. Independent variables may
go from 1 through 6, dependents from 1 through 2.

78-80

4
5

indicates independent variables
1 indicates dependent variables

Observation Number.

10
11
12

Solution Output
The solution is normally punched out on cards for listing by a 407
with an 80-80 board. It may also be typed out in the same format by
putting console switch 3 on. (The paper tape version of the program,
using console switch 4 on, automatically types the output.)
Each reference to a variable in the output is by a two digit number.
For example, if the transformed independent variables are Xl, X2, X3, and
X4' then these are represented by 01, 02, 03, and 04. In this example,
a reference to the dependent variable is by the code OS.
Elements in arrays are referenced in the output by a four digit code
representing two variable codes. In the above example, 0105 would be a
joint reference to the independent variable Xl and to the dependent
variable Y=XS • If the original matrix is output, the raw sums are
identified by the codes 0001, 0002, etc. The code 0000 identifies the
sum of the weights (same as the number of observations if equal weights).

13

Program
~

no
Dependent Variable No.
yes
Raw sums (original matrix)
yes
Residual sums
yes
Names of Variables
yes
Names, mean values and Standard
Deviations
yes
Simple Correlation Coefficients
yes
Stepwise output:
a. Step number
b. Entering or leaving variable number
c. Pure constant
d. Standard error of the estimate
e. F-value for entering or leaving
variable
f. Regression coefficients
g. Standard error of each coefficient 2
h. MUltiple correlation coefficient (R )
Final step
no
Inverted matrix
yes
Covariance matrix
yes
Tabulations:
yes
a. Predicted versus observed
b. Residuals
c. Upper and lower confidence limits

2
2
2
2
2
2
3

3
4
4

4

SPECIAL FEATURES
Paper Tape Operation
The STRAP program for the 1620 card system can be operated as a
paper tape program with console switch 4 on. The card decks for Partl, 2,
3 and ~ must be converted to card images on paper tape by means of a card
to tape converter. All 80 columns must be punched with an end of line
punch in column 81 on tape. The preparation of input data is identical
to that described for the card program except that a definition tape, a
data tape and possibly a variable name tape must be punched from those
cards in the same manner as described above for the program cards. The
operating instructions are as follows:

Order of the output is:
1. Clear Memory

Optional

Descritpion

Program
~

1

2
3!!.l

yes
no
no

Transformed variables
Title card
No. of Independent Variables

1
2
2

2. Thread and Load Program Part 1 (360000000300)

3. Thread Definition Tape when message types out then press start
4. Thread Data Tape when message types out, then press start
5. Thread Part 2 when message types out, then press start

*Ooly the transfo~ed dependent variable -entering the regression analysis
is included in the Transformed Data Deck. The standard Input Data Deck
is not restricted to one dependent variable.
16

15

80

(')

81

o

o

o
6. Thread variable name tape if message types out, then press
start

witp each set of independent variables or 2 cards (14 variables) with
each set of dependent var~ables.

7. Thread Part 3 when message types out, then press start

Sequence Checking for Non-Standard Input Data Decks

8. Thread Part 4 if required when message types out, then
press start

order~h~: :t:~~:r~e~;e~~~~n:ep;~~:!~:e~n~t:!:::d ~:;!~i~:~!O~e~~:tt!t

9. Thread Transformed Data Tape if message types out, then
press start.
Extra Card Read-In
STRAP w/FORMAT can handle up to 40 independent variables and up to 14
dependent variables in the Input Data Deck. In most cases there will be
unused data area, that is, most problems will not use as many as 54
variables. These unused variables are not affected by the reading of data
and therefore can be put to use to store constants or as areas for
temporary storage to allow shifting of variables from one observation
to the next. In order to initialize these unused variables to some desired
value or to change their value during the processing of observations.
a method has been worked out to allow more than the normal number of
variables to be read in with certain observations. The procedure for
Extra Card Read-In is different for standard excess fifty data and data
iv FORTRAN notation. For Extra Card Read-In, there is no distinction
between standard FORTRAN data and data specified by a Format Card.
For data in FORTRAN notation, an Extra Card Read-In is indicated by
an Asterisk Card. Asterisk Cards may be placed anywhere in the Data Deck.
Each card has an asterisk punch in column 1. In column 2 and 3 is the
variable number desiginating the unused storage area where the
number (by E15.8 format) in column 6 through 20 will be stored. Once
stored, the data may be transformed or manipulated the same as any normal
input variable.
For standard excess fifty data, an Extra Card Read-In is indicated
by a non-zero punch in column 71 of what is normally the last independent
variable card or last dependent variable card. The input routines for
handling excess fifty data are radically different from those for handling
FORTRAN data. Since as many as seven numbers may be punched in each card
in excess fifty notation, the routine stores all seven sequently even
though some may not be variable data; therefore, if there are unused
fields on the last independent variable card, one has an extra "variable'
capability that is not available with FORTRAN Data. If this capability
is not sufficient, then the Extra Card Read-In may be used as many times
as necessary - providing there are no more than 6 cards (40 variab1es*)

ia in
STRAP w/FORMAT are always checked for order; however, checking is optional
for non-standard decks. The option results from not being able to force
the user to punch an I type specification in the Format Card. Similarly
there is no restriction on the location of the sequence field on the data
cards. And within the limits of the card, no restriction on the number
of sequence fields per card. The only restrictions are that the number
must be 4 or less digits (otherwise, excessive high order digits are
truncated before comparison), and that the numbers be in an ascending
order (not necessarily sequential).
Typewriter Input of Student's t
If a 95% confidence level is not wanted, Student's t at the desired
probability level for the upper and lower confidence limits may be entered
from the typewriter during execution of program 4. When the option to
input Student's t is indicated on the problem Definition Card, the
number of degrees of freedom (number of observations less the number of
parameters fitted) will be typed out followed by a request for Student's t.
The desired t value is entered in E15.a format. After entry press the
Release and Start buttons on the console. If an error is made in typing,
turn on Sense Switch 4 and then press Release and Start. (If operating on
a paper tape machine, S~tch 4 must be turned off before typing
Student's t and turned back on after pressing Release and Start.) When
another request is made for Student's t, turn off Switch 4 and precede as
before. For example, if there are 27 observations and 5 parameters entered
into the last step of the regression analysis, the following would be
typed out.
DF

22

T

*To obtain meaningfu11 results using STRAP, the order of the variables
must not be changed from one observation to the next. In an algebraic
sense, the results obtained by STRAP are independent of the order of the
observation; however, the finite computational process may produce
different results if the observations are rearranged.

* The 41st and 42nd variables on the 6th card are replaced by the 1st and
2nd sependent variables.
18
17

82.

6.3

Assume that a 99% confidence level is required.
listing after entering t would appear as

3. Place assembled decks in the read hopper

Then the typewriter

4. Clear punch

DF

22

5. Place blank cards in the punch hopper

T

2.819

6. Press Punch Start

OPERATING PROCEDURE

7. Press Reader' Lad. The message "SIGN LOG" will be typed,
core will be cleared and program 1 will be loaded followed
by the meSllage "LINEAR STEPWISE RE~RESSION ANALYSIS."

Order of Input Decks
Assemble program and input decks as follows:

8. After the data deck is processed, if the message "REMOVE
TRANSFORMED DATA FROM PUNCW' is typed, clear the punch.
Date and label the deck TRANSFORMED DATA FOR
"title of the regression problem".

Program Deck 1
Definition Deck

If the option to tabulate predicted versus observed,
residuals and confidence limits on the predicted values is
requested, place the Transformed Data Deck on top of program
4 in the reader. Press Punch Start and Start on the console
to continue.

Data Deck
Program Deck 2
Variable Name Deck (if necessary)

9. Except for possible error stops, processing will continue
to the end without further interruptions. At the end of
processing (machine is in manual mode), clear the punch
hopper. Date and label the deck REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR
"title of the regression prob1~'.

Program Deck 3
Program Deck 4 (if necessary)
Program Switch Options

10. List the output on 407 with an 80-80 board.
Set the console switches

as required:
Error Messages

SW.1 on to punch out transformed data
Sw 2 on to type out transformed data
Sw 3 on to type output instead of punching it
Sw 4, on if program is to be run as a paper tape program
(See Special Features)
Loading of Assembled Decks
The sequence of steps required to use STRAP are detailed below.
Restart procedures in event of an error during processing are given under
the section titled Error Messages.
1. Press ·Reset on the console
2. Set program switches

19

c

8tf

When an error occurs in a floating point subroutine, an error message
of the form RRRRROOSS will be typed out, where R is thhe return address
to the main program and S is a code which identifies the special error
condition. The conditions that can arise in the floating point subroutines and the error code associated with each are:
01
02
03
04
05
06

FA, FS
FA, FS

07

FD

FM

FM
FD

FD

Characteristic Overflow
Characteristic Underflow
Characteristic Overflow
Characteristic Underflow
Characteristic Overflow
Characteristic Underflow
Course of action depends upon the digit at
location 401.
Attempt to divide by a floating point number with
a zero mantissa. May not continue execution of the
subroutine

20

B5

o

o

o
08

FSQR

09

FSIN,
FCOS

10

PSI«.
FCOS

11

U
13
14

FEX
FEXT
FEX
FEXT
FLN
FLOG
FLN

FLOG

Attempt to take the square root of a negative number.
May press the start key to continue execution of the
subroutine, finding the square root of the absolute
value of the number, or may branch back to the main
program.
Input argument has a characteristic greater than 58.
May not continue execution of the subroutine as all
significance would be lost in the result.
Input argument has a characteristic greater than or
equal to 52 or less than or equal to 58. May
continue execution of the subroutine with some loss
of sisnificance in the result.

Characteristic underflow
Course of action depends on digit at location 401
Input argument has a zero mantissa. May not continue
execution of the subroutine
Input argument is negative. May continue to execute
the subroutine, computing with the absolute value
of the number

In converting FORTRAN type data to excess fifty type, the message
ERROR IN INPUT "DATA will be typed out if the data is outside the allowable range. It the number is too large, it will be rep1aced_~th
.99999999 x 10 9. ·If the number is less than .99999999 x 10
in
absolute value, it will be replaced with zero. Processing is not stopped
under either condition.
When an error is detected when compiling a Format Card, the message
FORMAT ERROR followed by the error number will be typed out. The errors
detected are:

2

More than two digits are used to specify the field width, the
number of decimal digits or the number of iterations for an E
or F type specification.

*"

4

(a) Special character
(= @ _
+. ~)
in a
numerical field specification.
(b) Alphabetic character other than E or F in a numerical field
specification.
(c) Decimal point missing in an E or F type specification.
(d) The number of decimal digits has not been given in an E or
F type specification.
(e) A single specification is split between cards.
(f) A record mark appears in a numerical field specification.

5

The set of format specifications exceeds storage capacity.

Characteristic overflow

If the data deck is not punched or assembled properly, the message
D4TA OUT OF ORDER will be typed out and the program will halt. To
resume processing, remove the last two cards from the read stacker and
4etexmine which observation number was being worked on. Remove the cards
from the read hopper and non-process run out cards into the read select
stacker. Correct the error condition and then reload the cards into the
read hopper starting with the first card of the observation which was in
error. Press Reader Start to continue with the processing of observations.

1

3

Except for number 5, when an error occurs during the compilation
of a format statement, remove the cards from the read hopper and nonprocess run out cards into the read select stacker. Correct the error
condition and then reload the cards in the read hopper starting with
the first Format Card. Press Reader Start then Start to restart the
compi1ation./
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The first non-blank character is not a left parenthesis. or the
first non-blank character following the word FORMAT is not a left
parenthesis.
A record width of greater than 80 characters is specified.
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SOLUTION TO NETWORK EQUATIONS USING TOPOLOGICAL FORMULATION
INTRODUCTION
One of the problems in the analysis of electric networks by the use
of digital computers is the time required to calculate the number of trees
SOLUTION TO NETWORK EQUATIONS

in a network and the storage space required "to store the results.

USING TOPOLOGICAL FORMULATION

investigators have developed programs for analyzing networks using the
method-first postulated by Kirchhoff.

Several

In this paper. we shall use a

method developed by Percival and improved upon by investigators in circuit
theory at-Texas Technological College to obtain a program for analyzing

By

electric networks containing independent sources and linear, passive circuit

A, Fo ATKINS

elements.

and
R~

A resume of Percival's method and the attendant topological formulae

Ha SEACAT

will be discussed first." The program will be developed for the method
described and examples will be used to illustrate the programming techniques.

A brief review of the methods "of a network solution-due to W. So Percival l
and R. H. Seacat 2 will be given.
November i 1964

Both of these methods have advantages over

the normal determinant techniques and several of these advantages are,
1.

2,

Network equilibrium--equations are not required.
Their solution does not- contain-redundant terms.

It is a

well-known fact that the negative terms obtained during the
expansion of a passive network-determinant must have a like
positive term since all" coefficients of "the" expanded determinant must be positive; therefore, considerable work is
saved by using a method that eliminates this redundancy.
3,

Engineering Research Laboratories

There is less chance for error when using these methods
instead of other approaches to the solution of the network
equations.

Texas Technological College

Lubbock

This is true because of the relatively simple

rules used in conjunction with these two methods and the
many intermediate checks available during the solution.
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o
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2

A BRIEF REVIEW OF PERCIVAL9S METHOD AND THE METHOD OF RESIDUAL NETWORKS
AS IT APPLIES TO Pf.SSlVE NETWORKS

Note that edge 3 is removed in the first graph on the right of

Figure 2. it is then replaced by a short-circuit, causing edges 1 and 2

If the electrical network is to be solved on a nodal basis, its

to be in parallel in one part of the graph; ~ and 5 to be paralleled in

equilibrium equations can be put into the formg
[IJ

the left of the equal sign are equal to the trees of the graphs on the
right,

(1)

= [Y)[V)

another "section of the graph.

Since the trees of any separable network

where [I] is a column matrix with N rows, its entries being known values

are simply the product of the trees of each sub-network, one can write

of independent current sources, [y] is the network admittance matrice with

at"once, with"the use of Figure 2.

N rows and columns 9 and [V] is a column matrice with N rowso

From the very definition of a tree it is obvious that all trees, from the

are the unknown voltages across the N node pairs.

same graph, contain exactly the same number of edges and this number must

Let the determinant value of [Y] be denoted bYi
A =lyl

t

tree edge admittance product over all trees.

(2)

The last part of Equation 2 will be used extensively in applying Percival's
method. "To illustrate this point further, consider the simple network

Since "admittances in parallel add, the simplifi~d gr~ph of Figure 2
will be used to calculate the expanded value of the admittance matrix of
Figure 1.
In Figure 2, let the numbers 1, 2, a, 4. and S be defined aS3

2

+ SC l

S

= Gs + SC s

If Equations a and 4 are combined one has the following results3

= C1C3CSSa

+ [CICaG S + Cl CaG4 + CaCSG2 + CaCSGl t Cl CSG4
+ C C G + C1CsGa]S 2 + [G2GSCS + G2G4CS + GlGSC a + G1G4Ca
I S2
+ GgGSC + G G C t G2GgCS + GI G3CS + Gl G2CS + G2GSCl
3 4 l
l
+ G G C + G G C + G G C t'G 2G4Cl ]S + [G1G2G4 + G2G4GS
2 4 S
4 S l
1 4 S
(S)
+ G G4GS + G1G2~S+ GI GaG4 + G1GgG S + G2GaG4 + G2GaGs ]·
1
Note that Equation S contains thirty terms. If the equilibrium equation

redundant.
(a)

where S is the operator

d~.

The Z parameters for this network will now be found.

Also, voltages

at various points will be calculated, assuming the network to be driven

Using" Percival's "network equations" one can decompose the network as
shown in" Figure 2.

to see if some careless error has been made while calculating

expanded, one would':"have gotten:"forty-two termsiltwelve of which\. are

S =G a + SC s

= G4

This is very useful in checking

had been written and the" determinant of the admittance matrix had been

= G2

1+

be one" less than the number of verticeso

A

shown in Figure 1.

1 = G
l

(4)

124 + 245 + 451 + 512 + S(l + 2)(4 + S)

Its entries

at both ports by current sources.

This figure indicates that the trees of the graph to

90
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4

Let

5

Since there is only one path from input to output,meeting the restrictions
(6)

Zu ::: AulAe

Z12

Z21: 612 /6

(for passive network), '

previously mentioned l

(7)

6

and

G G o
2 4

12

(11)

Substituting Equations 9. 10. and 11 into Equations 6. 7, and 8 gives the
Z22 • A2~:/4.

( 8)

where All is found by first placing a

shor~

Z parameters of the network.

circuit across the input terminals

Next suppose Figure 1 has a current source of magnitude Il and I2

and then proceeding in exactly the same manner as if the A of the remaining

connected at terminals I-lv and 2-2' respectively.

graph was desired.

used to determine the voltage at any terminal pair within the network using

A22 is found through the identical process except the

short circuit is placed across the output terminals instead of the input.
calculate A12 , refelto Figure 3.

To

A path from the terminal marked 1 and 2 is

techniques already learned from Percival.

A pI'oduct is made with all edge admittances used in the paths and

with the trees remaining in the graph after all vertices used in' the paths
are 'shorted.

This process is repeated for all possible combinations of paths

that do not touch.
over all paths o

The results obtained from this process are then summed

Next refer to Figure 3b.

After summing·over

s~.

This difference is

all paths. this result is subtracted from the first

6

12

2 2

(12)

o

If the voltage is desired at some other point. say across terminals AB, as
shown in Figure 1. one simply thinks of terminals ABasthe output of the
circui t. driven first at terminals 1-1'. and then at terminals 2-2'.

The

voltage V is then
AB

VAB

(13)

VABl + VAB2

where

Note that in all ladder type networks. there can never be any non-

0

Z22 I 2 + 'Z12 I l

V2 _2 ?

The same technique as outlined

above is followed except the paths aI'e crossed as shown.

For example, V _ , is given by

the expression:

'noted at-the same time another non-touching path is chosen from terminals l'
and 2';,

Superposition can be

(G 2 )[G + G + SC ]
4
s
s
A
•

VABl

Il

VAB2 =

I (G )[G + G + SC ]
1
2 4
l
2
A

(14)

and

touching crosspaths.
Let us place a short across the input terminals of the network of Figure 1.

This network has the graph shown in Figure 4a.

remaining graph after the output terminals are shorted.

A residual network is defined as one in which all ofthe'storage ele .

Figure 4b is the
Therefore, using

(15)

ments are set to extI'eme values of zero or'infinity in a given order.
For example, if there is a single capacitor in a network with the

the graphs of Figure 4. one obtains directly:
All = (G 2 + Ga + SCa)(G4 + GS + SC S) + G4(GS + SC S)

(9)

remaining elements being resistors. the principal determinant may be
expanded in the form:

and
6

22

= (G l + G2 + SC1)CGa + G4 + SC a) + G2(G l
92
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6

+ SC1 )

(10)

SelA

l

+ Al ,

(16)

'}3

o

o

o
6

The determinant with the unprimed subscript denotes the element with that
subscript has been set to the extreme value of infinity.

Further the

determinant with the primed subscript represents a network with the
ment set to a value of zero.

ele~

In Equation 16. this is tentamount to short-

ing a capacitor in the network represented by 6 1 and open circuiting the
If the network contains an inductance, L2

capacitor represented by t.l,o

and a capacitance Cl , it is seen that3
1

1
A = SC1(sr- A12 + A12 ,) + ~

2

2

2

3

The numerator function is found by noticing that
t.ik
Ei T
Ik

(19)

In order to get Aik from A in expanded form, the column k and row 1
are cancelled from each determinant of • re.idual network in the expre •• lono
Thus, from Equation 18

= S3L2C1C3Aik12t3 + S2(L2.CIAik1213t + C1C3Aik123
+ L2C3Aikl'2t3') + S(CIAik123' + L2Aikl '2'3'

Ali2 + Ali2

A = S L 2CI A12 , + S(C I A12 + L2Al '2') + Al '2'
For a three storage element network, it may be seen that

=S

The term must have the value L261'213"

Aik

or

A

7

(17)

(20)
+ C3Aikl '23) + Al '23'o
Of course, if row i and column k had been collapsed previously, the value

of the residual determinant in each case will be zero.

Note that each

determinant in Equation 20 is cofacotr of a determinant in "Equation 180

2

L2CIC3A12'3 + S (L2CIA12'3' + CIC3A123'

If the row or column subscripted in the expansion of the principal deter-

+ L2C3Alt2t3') + S(C I Al2S ' + L2Alt2tS' + CSA1 '23)

(18)

minant corresponds to i or (and) k, then the determinant value is zero.
It can be shown that Percival's method can be applied directly to networks

+ Alt23 ,·
From an observation of Equations 16, 17. and 18, it is seen that the number

described by the cofactors and determinants in Equations IS and 20,

of terms in each coefficient of SK forms a Pascal triangle as shown below3

fore it is possible to calculate the coefficients of SK in each driving

K =1
K =2

2

1

K=3

3

1

K ;; 4

K ;; 5

1

1

1
1

5

10

1

3

1

4

6

4

point and transfer function. at one time.
1

10

5

1

Each term is arrived at by multiplying the determinant of a selected
residual network by the values of the elements set to extreme value of infinity.

For example, the determinant Al '2'3' in Equation 18 represents a network of resistors derived from the original network by setting the elements
C and C to the extreme values of zero and the inductance L2 to infinity.
l
3

'3'-1

~.5

There

;~3
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r - - - - - SUNDSTRAND COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
9-21-64

PROGRAM TITLE:

FORTRAN Flow Chart Program

PROGRAM NO. :

H-ll

PROGRAMMER:

R. E. Babcock

ANALYST:

, . . - - - - SUNDSTRAND COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
9-21-64

PROGRAM TI TLE

R. E. Babcock

PURPOSE OF PROGRAM~
To prepare by means of 1620 computer a flow chart (block diagram) of any 1620
FORTRAN Computer Program.

(COND

FORTRAN Flow Chart Program (H-ll)

DISCUSSION (CONI)
documentation. The program also presents a convenient way of keeping
documentation current due to modifications or additions which may be required
to a program at a later date. In addition, it is also helpful to the programmer
during the debugging phase of a program since the output has a way of pinpointing certain logical programming errors as well as keeping an up-to-date
flow chart always available.
FEATURES, COMMENTS, AND LIMITATIONS OF THE FORTRAN FLOW CHART PROGRAM

INPUT REQUIRED:
Any 1620 FORTRAN source deck up through level FORTRAN II-D.
1620 FORTRAN languages are also acceptable.

OUTPUT

Other non-IBM

1.

Adjustment for number of lines to appear on an~ one page can be made by
changing the variable LENGT in the FORTRAN source deck. LENGT is built
in as 74 for a page length of 11 inches and printing at 8 lines/inch.
Proportional adjustments should be made from this number in the event a
different length form is used or printing is done at 6 lines/inch.
Printing at 8 lin~s/inch should be used where possible as it gives a more
compact flow diagram as well as one more pleasing to the eye.

2.

An * in Column 7 of a "COMMENT" card will result in the program skipping
to the next page to resume printing of the flow chart. This is so that
various logical segments of the program can be separated and referred to or
used separately if desired.

3·

Source decks may be stacked for continual processing as long as each
program has as its last card an "END" statement.
Control cards (if any) should be removed from decks for this application.

4.

If the first card of the source deck is a "COMMENT" (normally card
program title) it will be repeated as the heading of each new page
with the page number. If the first card of the source deck is not
comment, only the page number will appear at the beginning of each

5·

The program will handle all 1620 FORTRAN statements through FORTRAN II-D.
(Magnetic tape statements excluded). Any unrecognizable statement will be
printed as card image (unless it contains record (=F) or group (~) marks.

6.

Statements within a DO or nested DO's will be indicated with + signs to
left of statement (see sample flow chart) to indicate that they are within
a loop. Up to 19 nested DO's are allowed.

7·

Input/output statements will be denoted with 3 leading * as their
distinguishing identification rather than enclosure in any sort of box.
These statements include READ, RECORD, PUNCH, PRINT, FETCH, and WRITE.
TYPE statement will not have leading *'s.

RECEIVED:

Complete flow chart of the program.

.B.EEE..RENCES:
None.

DISCUSSION:
The FORTRAN Flow Chart Program is designed to accept FORTRAN source decks as
input and from this automatically prepare a flow chart or bloc.k diagram of the
program.
Through the use of the FORTRAN Flow Chart Program a FORTRAN program can be
presented in a fashion which is considerably more "readable" from the standpoint of following program logic. This is not only helpful to the original
programmer but also anyone put into a position to decipher another programmers
work.

with
along
a
page.

The FORTRAN Flow Chart Program may be used in several ways. The primary use
would be as an aid in the preparation of intermediate or final program
FORM 786.261(1

CD

98

FORr.1786 .2610/21

@~<)

. . - - - - - SVNOSTRANO COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
9-21-64

PROGRAM TITLE

(COND

C
C

FORTRAN Flow Chart Program (H-ll)

DISCUSSION (CONt)
8.
"IF" statements are printed within a diamond-shaped figure of fixed
dimension. If the number of characters (excluding blanks) within the
parenthesis of an "IF" statement exceeds 17, the statement will overhang
the right side of the figure (no characters will be dropped). If there
are continuation cards associated with an IF statement, they will not be
included within the diamond, but printed following the figure.

9.

"GO TO" statements are indicated merely by a small box enclosing the
statement number which indicates where logic is to be transferred.

The FORTRAN Flow Chart Program is written in the FORTRAN II programming
language. The program has been submitted to the 1620 Users Group Library
and is listed under File No. 1.6.118. Program requests through the
library will include two source decks, one for 1443 On-line Printer output
and one for card output for Off-line printing. Minimum hardware requirements
are those as required by the FORTRAN II system. (40 K, Indirect AddreSSing,
card Read-Punch, and Automatic Divide).

14
15
2

16
3

Attached are sample output flow charts which were prepared by the program.
4
5
6

7
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GAS BEARING LOADS
E-2
PROGRAMMED BY B. THOMPSON APRIL, 1962
DIMENSION A(2),C(2)
C(1)=l.
C(2)=-1.
E=O.
G=O.
L INK=O
READ 100,G,B,D,E,F
READ 101,GINC,GMAX,EINC,EMAX,PCT,PA
IF (E) 14, 14,15
E=E INC
F1=F-1.
EDIF=E-EMAX
E2=Eli<E
AE=1.-E2
P=G/«AE)**3.)**.5
IF(LlNK)16,16,3
H=P
H2=H*H
AH=1.+H2
Q=1.-E2*H2IAH
FH=(Q**F)*P-H
S=-2.*F*E2*H/(AH)**2.
T=«AH-E2*H2)/(AH»**Fl
DH=P*S*T-l.
HDH=FH/OH
TOL=PC T*H
IF(ABS(FH)-TOL)5,5,4
H=H-HOH
GO TO 3
U=AH**.5
0061=1,2
A ( I ) = ( (U +C ( I ) ) I ( 2. *A E) ) **.5
Rl=3.1415927*F*H/AH
R2=(G/P*(1.-AE**.5»/(E*Q**F)
R=Rl*R2
BD=B/O
Ul=2.*A(2)*BO
U2=2.*A(1)*BD
U3 =A ( 1) -A ( 2 ) *H
U4=A( 1 )*H+A( 2)
U5=EXP(u2 )
U6=EXP(-U2)
V=BD*(AH)**.5*«U5+U6)*.5+COS(Ul»
Xl=U3*SIN(U1)-U4*«U5-U6)*.5)
X2=U3*«U5-U6)*.5)+U4*SIN(Ul)
Wl=R*(H/AE+Xl/V)
W2=R*(1./AE-X2/V)
XL=(Wl*W1+W2*W2)**.5*PA*B*0
IF (LINK)7, 7,8
LINK=l
PUNCH 107
PUNCH 100,G,B,D,E,F
PUNCH 101,GINC,GMAX,EINC,EMAX,PCT,PA
PUNCH 107
PUNCH 102
PUNCH 103,G,E,Wl,W2,Xl,H

(f)

.",

~AMr"t--(0

INpv l

f<JiZ-'\~f>.
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103
107

o

GO TO 9
PUNCH 103,G,E,Wl,W2,XL,H
IF(EDIF)12,lO,12
IF(G-GMAX)ll,l,l
G=G+GINC
GO TO 2
IF(E-EMAX)13,1,1
E=E +EINC
IF(E-l.)2,1,1
FORMAT(F14.8,F14.8,F14.8,F14.8,F14.8)
FORMAT(FIO.4,F14.8,FIO.4,F14.8,E7.1,FIO.5)
FORMAT(6XIHG,9XIHE,1IX2HW1,11X2HW2,10XIHL,10XIHH)
FORMAT(Fl1.6,Fll.6,FI3.8,F13.8,Fll.6,Fll.6)
FORMAT(lX)
IF(SENSE SWITCH 4)1,2
END
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GAS BcARING LOADS

E-Z

PKUGRAMMED BY B. THOMPSON

APRIL, 196Z

DIMENSIUN A(Z),C(Z)
I

C(ll

1.
-1.

C(Z)
E
G

O.
O.

LINK

071

0

***READ 100,G,B,D,E,~
***READ 101,GINC,GMAX,EINC,EMAX,PCT,PA
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FH
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UH
HDH
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=(Q**F)*P-H
=-2.*F*E2*H/(AH)**2.
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IF
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=H-HDH

***PUNCH 107
***PUNCH 102
***PUNCH 1U3IG,E,Wl,W2,Xl,H
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=3.1415927*F*H/AH
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=B/D
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1 U2
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=A(1)-A(2)*H
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=EXP(U2)
I
=EXP(-U2)
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=BD*(AH)**.5*( (U5+U6)*.5+COS(Ul»I
I V
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=U3*((U5-U6)*.5)+U4*SIN(Ul)
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I
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I.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SUNDYNE PUMP QUOTING SYSTEM

All basic pump design parameters, materials of construction,price&, and

A.

PURPOSE AND GENERAL DISCUSSION

all reference design information is stored on disk packs and is available
to the various components of the program. This information can be updated

The Sundyne Pump Quoting System is a fully computerized system

at any time were there changes in pump design constants, vendor information,
prices, item descriptions, etc.

which has the purpose of accepting input from potential pump buyers and
designing and selecting pump components, and (1) printing all of the
pump components, materials of construction, operating parameters, etc.,
on a pump specification sheet; (2) giving a performance graph of the pump

The programming system is separated into various individual
programs, all of which are tied together and 'called' independently, but
automatically under program control. The components of the program

by means of Plotter output; and (3) printing a complete pricing sheet.

consist of:

The three items above then constitute a quote which can be sent directly

1.

Pump

Selector Program

to the potential customer via the sales representatives.

2.

Pump

was designed in coordination with the Industrial Products Sales Depart-

3·

Pump

Performance Plot Program
Specification Program, and

ment, Engineering Department, and the Computer Department.

4.

Pump

Pricing Program.

The system

Each of these programs is also stored on disk and 'called' when required.
The Sundyne pump is an open impeller, single stage, centrifugal
pump.

Diffusion 1s done in a single conical diffuser rather than in a

A fifth program is also available for the purpose of updating information
in the disk packs, but is only used when this requirement is needed.

collecting scroll which is typical of conventional centrifugal pumps.
This design offers better efficiency in the low flow, high head region.
Gearboxes of various speeds are added when required for the higher head
applications. The major components designed and/or selected by the
program include i~peller, diffuser, inducer, gearbox (speed), and motor.
The Quoting System was designed and implemented in order to
alleviate the application engineer from tedious manual pump designs
which were required to handle the many requests for pump quotes coming
in from the field. The system gives a complete, accurate, consistent,

The system has the ability to process up to 200 quotes at a
Each quote is processed in approximately one minute on the '1620

time.

Model II computer.

The equivalent time by hand was approximately two
!

hours. The disk packs are also used to accumulate intermediate data between
the program components. This speeds up the operation of the system since
each program component

~

be called in only once for each running of a

group of quotes.
B.

SYSTEM SCHEMATIC

and optimum pump selection resulting in Sundstrand being able to quote
the most competitive pump possible.

The system is also used by

Following is a schematic which depicts the overall flow of

engineering to handle pump orders as well as to experiment with more

information from inquiry to quote documents.

opttmum pump configurations.

the overall tie-in concerning the use of the program and the computing
equipment required to prepare the quote.

This schematic portrays

The Quoting 8,ystem makes use of the IBM 1620, Model II Computer,
1311 Disk Files, en-line 1443 Printer, and an IBM 8rO System Plotter.
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As far as the computer program is concerned a pump quote
consists of the following documents:
1. Performance Graph
2.
Specification Sheet

3. Pricing Sheet.
Samples of these output documents follow. As is noted, each document
is printed on a special pre-printed form. A sample of the input data
sheet from which these sample output sheets were generated is also

L..-._ _ _ _ _
L///

I

"I ' .

SAMPLE DOCUMENTS

Depending upon the input data received, the program

quote to be sent to the customer.

,
\

A

IBM 1311 Disk File

~-

-3-

may

generate up to three separate, quotes for each set of input data. The
application engineer must select the most desirable one as the actual
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM COMPONENT PROGRAMS
The Sundyne Pump Quoting System consists of five (5) separate

QUOTATION

e

~

SUNDSTRAND·DENVER
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS GROUP
2480 WEST 70th AVE.

•

component programs. Four of these programs - Pick (C-4l); Plot (C-42)j
Spec (c-43)j and Price (c-44) are used every time a Quote is made.
These programs are each stored permanently in disk storage and are called

DENVER, COLORADO 80221

automatically into computer memory for execution in chain fashion as

,

required in the above order.
X.Y.Z. MANUFACTlJRINr;
2100 S. MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

l7ilB

co.

PL.EASE REFER TO THIS NUMBER
ON YOUR PURCHASE ORDER

When more than one Quote is processed (program may process

7 11 04
64A-I093

MR. JOHN SMITH

up to 200 quotes at a time), the intermediate data required between
PRICE BREAKDOWN

LMV-3 SlJNIWNF. PROCESS PUMP COMPLETE
100.0 HP MOTOR,GENERAL ELECTRIC
EXPLDS ION PROOF

16.

,JIn

PUMP
MOTOR
GASKET
METALLURGY
SEAL
GEARROX
IWltJCER
HEAT EXCHANGER

PUMP CONSTRUCTION
CARBON STEEL
24727. RPM GEARBOX
INDUCER
LUBE OIL HEAT EXCHANGER

PRICE EACH FREIGHT t:ACH -

$ 6709.00
$

I

$

33545.00

24.03

120.17

TOTAL

component programs for each quote is stored on disk.
700.00
2094.00
25.00
250.00
50.00
1?40.00
?50.[\(\
100.00

$ 6709.00

In this way each

component program need be called into memory only once for each group
of quotes run.

This speeds up the overall execution time and thus is

the'reason for the maximum allowable of 200 quotes at one time (intermediate disk storage limitation).
The fifth component program (c-40) is used only to load or
restore the data package into disk storage.
The follOwing macro chart illustrates the general scheme of
how each program is run through the computer.

I

__

oN~".~'.'

___

L

each component program follows.

DENVER,COLORADO WITH FREIGHT ALLOWED TO
SITE 431, PEORIA

THIS QUOTATION SUBJECT TO
THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
OF SAL.E APPEARING ON THE
REVERSE SIDE HEREOF.

ACCEPTANCE

SUNDSTRAND-DENVER

J/J./-
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A brief explanation of

SYSTEM MACRO CHART

SYSTEM EXPLANATION

~

~~--

Constants
Deck

CONSTANTS DECK:

_1-------,
c-40

Numeric constants are the most current engineering equations, limits,
graphs, tables, etc., of pump performance. Alphabetic phrases are
the most current information on materials of construction of gaskets,
seals, pumps, motors and the pricing of these components.

PREP

Program

INPlPl' DECK:

Customer t s numeric data of operating conditions. Customer t s alphabetic
data of name, address, type of liquid, and service, additional numeric
coding of materials of construction and identification numbers.

I,f/;
'/
Random
Access
Disk tion
Informa
Storage

c-40:
This program reads the constants deck and stores the constants in
specific sectors on the disk for use in C-41, C-42, c-43 and c-44.
It is used only when new constants are to be stored and not needed
with each data run.

I

C-41:

c-42 PLOT

This program reads each customers requirements from the input deck and
designs a pump or pumps with various combinations of inducers, gear

Program I~

r~;~,."
,

''-·~3

boxes, motors, as necessary to satisfy these requirements. The input
data and design point data are stored on the disk and a counter maintained of the number of customers completed.

c-42:

SPEC
Pro gr.

This program fetches the input data and design point data for each
pump from the disk and calculates the performance parameters over the
full range of flow and punches these calculations on specification

\

cards for use in the autoplotter program.
C-43:
This program fetches the input data and design point data and the
~

materials of construction codes for each pump from the disk and prints
out all parts information on a preprinted form called the SPECIFICATION
SHEET.

-14-
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LOUISIANA TECH Ih70RMATIO~ RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
SYSTEM EXPLANATION (continued)

David A. Hake, Director-Computing Center
Louisiana polytechnic Institute
Ruston, Louisiana

This paper describes an Information Retrieval System in use at Louisiana Tech
implemented for an IBM 1620 Modell with 40K to 60K memory, indirect addressing,

c-44:
This program fetches the input data and design point data, materials

edit commands and one or more 1311 Disk Storage Drive.

of construction codes, and quantity to quote for each pump from the

(1) the power provided the user through the use of "AND-OR" logic in search request

disk, and calculates unit and total prices and prints this information
on a preprinted form called the WOTE SHEET.

The system is unusual in

formation, (2) a search phase requiring only the operation of division and (3) the
ability to provide for more comprehensive libraries or interdisciplinary searches

AUTOPwrTER:

via interchangeable 1311 disk packs.

This program reads prepared specification cards and punches plotting
commands on new cards for use in the plotter to plot the pump
performance on preprinted forms called the

PERFORMANCE GRAPH.

The system is discussed in two parts.

Part I from the user point of view,

describes the composition of the document library, the method of abstracting, disk
library concept and system design as preparation for Part II of the paper which
delves into the "how" aspects of the system.

FRAME OF REFERENCE - PART I
How many times have you sat pondering a problem or a situation and recalled
reading an article last week, or last month ... or maybe it was yesterday~ whose
contents dealt directly with the topic at hand?

Thinking further, you recall

the illustrations given, the size of the pages, that the author had an unusually
long last name, some topical headings and that the third paragraph was rather
ambiguous.

The name of the publication?

The issue?

The author's name? .....

Obfuscation~

Thinking about thinking of this dilemma, we have been able to rationalize
that some day our friends, the machines, will enable us to bypass these periodic
frustrations.

Eventually, a desk top device will provide ready access to the

nearest electronic information store.

However, as we are not yet at this stage

of development, more mundane approaches prevail.

111
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Computer techniques for Information Retrieval, while not a panacea for the
varied types of information problems, are generally accepted as a step in the
right direction.

It is further generally accepted that the task of automated

storage and retrieval of documents is limited to the larger general purpose
computers or those machines specifically designed for that purpose.

in the method of abstracting and the size and composition of the document set.

Generally, the pulse of the research community, or current developments
within a particular field of endeavor, is best monitored through the industry

Large Library concept or the capacity to search a vast store of docu-

periodical or journal as opposed to text and other multi-topic hardbound copy.
Using the

Is it valid to assume a system is worthless unless 100,000 or
As a majority of information

users do not have access to such a comprehensive store, they are resigned to the manual search entirely.

3.

Rather, it is composed of justifiable compromise

ments.

more documents comprise the search set?

2.

that of the large-scale system.

THE DOCUMENT SET

Several

factors have fostered the large system bias.
1.

The rationale of the small-scale retrieval system is not antithetical with

In many instances, a relatively

~eyword-in-context

(KWIC) method for selecting document descriptors,

the Tech system is mainly, though,not exclusively, intended for retrieval of
periodic literature.
Where these periodical publications are germain to a particular field of

small, specialized document set accessab1e through widely used hardware

endeavor, e.g., physics, agricultural engineering, gas utilities, etc., they

would provide a valuable tool with greatly reduced economic requirements

are treated as an entity by this system.

for both implementation and practical use of the system.

documents is termed a "document-set."

Alphabetic nature of information retrieval source data has produced a

Such a specialized collection of

As document sets are manipulated independently, many keywords or descriptors

host of search techniques all requiring a high degree of non-productive

common to each member of the set may be eliminated from the combined "descriptor

alphabetic manipulation prior to actual comparison.

list."

To offset such time

(Herein termed dictionary.)

For example, articles of an agricultural

consuming manipulation, high internal speeds, as provided in large scale

engineering document-set need not show agriculture or engineering as keywords.

systems, are required to reduce search time to "reasonable" proportions.

Elimination of like terms speeds abstracting, keypunching, searching, and reduces

Sophisticated abstracting schemes -- The use of auto-abstracting

internal storage requirements per document.

techniques in which free text is analyzed via computer to produce an
abstract or descriptors, does dictate a large-scale system.
duction

~o

eliminate human bias and provide unif9rmity ip

Such re-

~na~sis

of

r'~ ~~~;"tC.a.$ ~ ~ ?'k r-u.t:eiCT

textAto a machine readable media.

Until optical cha~acter readers or

Although it is not the purpose of this paper to investigate the linguistic
problems inherent in the use of KWIC abstracting, they are recognized as a major
influence upon the ultimate worth of this or any document retrieval system.
Sufficient barriers to retrieval exist in the more connnon problems such as plurals,

methods of machine readable tapes produced during typesetting are

prefixes, suffixes and synonyms.

economically feasible, this technique is available only to the extremely

must choose the form of a word to enter as a descriptor.

well endowed installation.

Matrix Inversion and Related Topics.

I-2
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Basically the problem arises when the abstractor
Consider an article

From the text and the abstractor's own
I-3
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experience, a list of keywords is prepared.

(Figure 1.)

More than a few KWIC

POSSIBLE KEYWORDS
FROM DOCUMENT ON MATRIX INVERSION
AND RELATED TOPICS

systems require that all words of a user's search argument be present in a document's keyword list in order for that document to be retrieved.

A dilemma arises
ABSTRACTOR'S DILEMMA

immediately as to which form of the words to use on the final keyword list.
One solution would be to include all possible forms and synonyms of each
word in the keyword list.

At best this is a difficult task.

In this example,

twenty keywords would be entered to express just ten basic concepts.
keywords, a simple search argument composed of METHODS,

Synonyms and other similar word forms
.TRANSFORMAT~ON

Even with 20

or TRANSFORM or INVERSION

PROCEDURE or TECHNIQUE or METHOD

MATRIX, INVERSION would

be unsuccessful due to the failure of the abstractor to include METHODS as

SOLUTION or SOLUTIONS

another synonym in the keyword list.
"Thesaurus-like" responsibility on the part of the abstractor is reduced in

CONCEPTS
or ALGEBRA

this system by allowing the user flexibility in the statement of the search request.

PROGRAMMING or PROGRAM or PROGRAMMED

The search is phrased as a group of concepts rather than collection of words.

EQUATION or EQUATIONS

By

removing this burden the abst'ractor can concentrate on more effective keywording,

REDUCTION

giving less thought to synonyms and word endings.

PERMUTATION

ABSTRACTING EXPERIENCE
In order to assess the relative effectiveness of our keywording efforts,
Figure 1
abstracting forms were sent each author appearing in Volume 10 of the Journal
of the ACM with the request that the author keyword his own article.
given the authors were purposefully held to a minimum.

Instructions

Each was told only that

the KWIC scheme was to be used and that any number of words up to 20 would be
acceptable.

Thirty out of forty-two inquiries were returned.

Results of the study are shown in Figure 2.

The number of keywords per

document used by the authors ranged from 4 to 15 with the mode at 9 and average
of 9.4 words.

Abstractor selections also ranged from 4-15 with mode at 8 and an

average of 8.3 words per document.

Significantly, more than half the words used

by the abstractor were also used by the author.
1-4
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It is important to note, however,
1-5
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that of the non-matching words, a majority were of a synonymous nature.
the matching words were found near the first of each list.

Further,

Since there is a

natural tendency to list the more pertinent concept descriptors first, the
abstractor's "score" (as to categorization of the article and its subsequent
successful retrieval) is appreciably greater than the 50 percent as indicated
by number count.
As a by-product of this survey, the authors' and original abstractor's
keywords have been edited into a more nearly representative list of keywords
KWIC Comparison
on.Documents from Journal of ACM, Vol. 10, 1963

for the Volume 10 articles.

This will be used to train additional abstractors

and serve as a key by which abstracting skill may be assessed.
NUMBER OF KEYWORDS PER DOCUMENT
AUTHOR
SELECTED
RANGE

ABSTRACTOR
SELECTED

AGREEMENT
ON

4 to 15

2 to 7

~5

4 to

LIBRARY CONCEPT
As previously stated, a group of topically homogeneous documents comprises
I

a document set, or more simply, a "library."

tained on individual 1311 Disk Packs, however, only one library may be searched
I
I

MODE·

9

8

Multiple libraries may be main-

at a time.

Since the search program resides in core, disk packs (or libraries)

5
may be changed at will and the same search argument applied to several libraries

AVERAGE

9.4

8.3

4.4

or the extension of a single library onto two or more packs.

Minor changes in

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 _____ -

coding will allow for a multiple drive system which would result in decreased
physical handling of packs required for extended libraries or interdisciplinary
searches with the same argument.
Figure 2

SYSTEM DESIGN
Four functional, interrelated sections make up the Tech IR system.
UPDATE -- storage
TRANSLATE -- decode search request
DIFFERENTIATE -- search and retrieval
UTILITY PACKAGE
Each will be considered in turn from a user's standpoint.

I-7
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Ab,tracted by.____________

Update

Functions include:

pOZ2,9

____________________

DO(!{''HENT PRrtIE

disk initialization, storage of initial library

and addition of new documents to the system without reloading the

PL~SE

PRINT AI.'!_

BIII,lOGRAPBrc:~

original set.
Input at this stage is the bibliographic data, keyword descriptors and document number as shown in Figure 3.

~

The "librarian" assigned document number is

selected from a table of primes provided by a Utility program.

All documents of

a particular library are identified by a unique prime number which serves to
relate the bibliography with its keywords.

The order of punching is:

H7f'ORMAJroN~

B,~

ns cCl"'r-1ctc an p:1~sibleo

Stllndard abbreviations are desirable ..

Tl~..E1?J.._~~~_~At~~.$T-.~,,!!.@p,et::~ ""'N-!lAY A--C~S""'6VS

rU.Bt.1CATION~~.&N.ILt.:.
AUTlJOR

~.£~A1~

~~§~". .;r, ~"':.-_ __

___________

PUBLISHER______________

document

number and bibliographic data (not exceeding 100 characters) on one or two cards;

II

Voh

No:

..3

l!onth3' VV,£

Z$'".s
-----

~~

Year€

Page:

up to 32 keywords entered four per card with a period in column 80 of the last
card.

KEYWORDS

After all documents have been loaded, console typewriter output provides
information as to disk storage allocation.

At this point, the system is ready

1.

for use by the public.
Translate
To aid in

This portion accepts the search request as formed by the user.
compo~ing

Print in any orde~. as ~~ny descriptors as are necessaryo Star (*> tbose descriptors
which CQuld pt)sslhle be omitted. 'Lbe first ~yword IWst be the author's last name.

~!L.&~l~&~

-:slHARy--------------- -- DECrS roff---------20 _ _
~.1(/-?ljIA1

Normally, the

.12 ~_________

ALGOR rT~N

the request, Utility Program Dictionary provides the

user with a.list of all keywords currently in the system.

3.

in the set just added to the library.

40

~J

I'frN fMlJ~l

COST
1::'"<-.'

---E~-,!.£.~~~E

.

Figure 4 shows a typical search argument

50 _ _~~~~Y.._ _

in concept form.

I:OOLEA~~
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r

O&oS;
---------..-

;..;

~4

i..;

Dictionary program is run after each Update in order to reflect new words found
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A search is desired on techniques of matrix inversion.
documents are pertinent:

Three sets of

(1) those on matrices, (2) inversion and (3) techniques.

Through use of the Dictionary provided the user, he finds other words which
might also classify the information and prepares the search accordingly.
Concept A
AND
Concept B
AND
Concept C

6

0

'0
8~

~t;t.~;(.'!.1t.___.

. .., . . .

,Bt:J()~tGIIN

-.-,~,,,.-

~"

,.,-,,~-.--. ~1

TECHNIQUE or METHOD or PROCEDURE
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Documents retrieved at

R will contain at least one word from each of concepts

A, B, and C.
Through this technique, the user is not left entirely at the mercy of the
thought processes of the abstractor who may or may not have included ample synonyms and word permutations, nor does the user require the counsel of those
abstractors for formation of his search request.
Another advantage of the request technique is manifest in the possible combination of two or more requests into one search.

With reference. to the fore-

going example, User #2, requiring documents on Laplace transforms could share
the search with User lf1 by appending "or LAPLACE" to concept A.
B

A

The system is designed to accept one, two or three words per concept with a

SET OF DOCUMENTS
ON INVERSION OR
TRANSFORM OR
TRANSFORMATION

SET OF DOCUMENTS
ON MATRIX OR
MATRICES

Requests thus

combined require little additional search time.

maximum of ten concepts.
words per card.

Input is one concept per card with a maximum of three

Words·as expressed on a card are separated by implied OR logic

while the several cards are separated by implied AND logic.
Output of the Translate phase is the search argument in a numeric form.
Differentiate

!-4
I

I-'

o

Accepting the numeric search argument, this program will

determine which documents are to be retrieved.

~~
c:

At this point the user has the

()Q

option to receive as output either the document number at the typewriter or the

I-j

en

.I>-

corresponding bibliographic information punched into cards.

The document number

output option allows the user to note the quantity of documents retrieved.

If

this quantity is thought excessive, the search may be rerun adding definitive
concepts (AND situations) or by removing several of the

.9B:

situations from exist-

C

ing concepts.
SET OF DOCUMENTS ON
TECHNIQUE OR METHOD
OR PROCEDURE

On the other ha.nd, a limited amount of output may prompt the user

to delete one or more concepts, or by consulting the Dictionary, supply the
maximum number of synonyms and different word forms as OR additions to existing
concepts.
Utility Routines

Supplementary programs used to date include:
1-11
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1.

Dictionary preparation program punching all keywords entered into
the system one per card suitable for sorting and listing.

2.

Prime number generator with output in table form from which the
abstractor assigns document numbers.

3.

Pre Update checking program insures proper and unique assignment of
document numbers

When keywords are punched directly from pub-

lished descriptor lists, the routine checks for erroneous inclusion

1620 FDRTRAN IV
of duplicate descriptors.
4.

File inversion program, not yet completed, will use the title as

A Fortran IV System for the IBM
included in the bibliographic data to punch an inverted file listing.

1620 Computer with Magnetic Tapes

by

James

Whi~

Mayo Computer Facility
Mayo Foundation
Rochester, Minnesota

This investigation was supported in part by a U.S.P.R.S. research grant,
No. FR OOocq, fron the division of research facilities and resorces, N.l.H.
Special thanks is given for the assistance of other staff members of the
Mayo Foundation Computer Facility.
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Virtually all fields of current scientific research, as well as most other
IlUII1eric operations, are dependent on digital computers.
years ago, computers

pl~ed

Yet, as recently as ten

a negligable role in research and in most other areas.

One of the most significant factors contributing to the rapid spread of the
use of computers has been the development of problem oriented programming languages,
designed to reduce the human time and knowledge necessary to write computer
programs.

From the first limited versions introduced about ten years ago, Fortran
has evolved into a language useful for an increasingly great variety of problems.
The most recent IBM version, Fortran IV, includes most features of earlier
In addition, Fortran IV incorporates features of other

programming languages, such as Algol.

The programming of the Fortran IV system. was done by

persons who were to be closely connected wi th the operation of the 1040; this
programming gave them detailed knowledge of several areas of the new system.
The resulting Fortran IV system has been used, with occasional modifications,
since May, 1964. Because of its greater flexibility and more rapid operation,
it has been used for almost all new programs written in recent months.

The most widely used of these languages is Fortran.

Fortran versions.

systems programmer.

The resulting amalgamation is a language

it has proven successful not only as an educational tool, but also as an
operating system..
The 1620 Fortran IV system. as presently available requires a 60,000 digit
memory,. 3 magnetic tape drives, floating point hardware, and all Fortran II
hardware features.

Therefore, the system as it exists now would not be useful

which is better for most purposes and, at the same time, causes minimal

for most 1620 installations.

obsolescence of previous Fortran programs.

probable future users.

Fortran IV is the computational programming language implemented on
near17 all current computers, including the 7040, 7090, 1401 and 360.

The

lack of a Fortran IV system for the 1620 has been the only significant exception
in IBM's development of this' 'universal"

M~o

This presentation is not a

~stem

explanation for

However, this progranming system is presented as an

introduction to Fortran IV, and as a source of ideas for anyone contemplating
modification of a present compiler

~stem.

For those interested in using Fortran IV, the present system could be
modifieawith moderate effort to require only those hardware features required

language.

About a year ago, specific planning began to replace the 1620 used in the
research computer facility at

Foundation with a 701-1-0.

In order to educate

by Fortran II, or to operate on a 20K disk system. System information has been
sent to over thirty 1620 users, some of whom are planning modifications to

open shOp users, so that the 7040 could be used as soon as delivered, the decision

adapt the system to their awn configurations.

was made to produce a Fortran IV system for the 1620.

cover the programming system in detail and provide answers to some

This system would have

the additional advantage of minimizing the re-programming effort required to run

Many of the specifications for the Fortran IV system were determined by a

for use in a variety of areas.

The session this afternoon will
~estions

concerning possible system modifications.
The present 1620 Fortran IV compiler is magnetic tape oriented.

1620 programs on the 1040.

committee of open shop programmers.

Thus,

This group effort produced a system suitable

Discussion by the programmers of various system

philosophies resulted in a group which was well educated in the functions of the

initiate compilation a control card is loaded at the 1622.

To

This resultein the

loading of Pass I from a library tape; this input requires about 6 seconds.
Source statements punched on cards are then read, checked for errors, and coded
into a string language (intermediate output) which is written onto a second tape.

new system and, quite significantly, more understanding of the problems of the

13Z
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-halso included in the 1620 Fortran IV specifications.

Provided no errors are found, the Pass II compiler is automatically loaded from
the library tape.

This compiler then reads the string language program and

writes the object program on the third tape, or on cards, or both.

(Theoutput

medium for the object program is specified by the initial control card).

At

If the mode of a variable, statement function, or subprogram function is
not specified, the rules of Fortran II (whether the first letter is between
I and N) are used to determine its mode.

However, declarative statements

beginning with the word INTEGER or REAL may also be used.

The mode name

the conclusion of Pass II, the Pass I compiler is automatically loaded from the

is fo11owed by one or more variable names; these variables will assume the

library tape. Further programs and subprograms may then be compiled.

mode declared, superceding the name convention.

If the

object programs are being written on the third (object program) tape, it is

statement

permissible to use previously compiled object decks as input in place of

REAL I, MARS

source programs.

INTEGER A, X(20,5)

At the conclusion of compilation, another control card causes the loader
to be entered from the library tape.

The loader reads the tape containing the

object programs and, after loading these programs, automatically loads the
Deck III subroutines from the library tape.

It is also possible to load

previously compiled object programs by entering control cards which will switch
from reading tape to cards or from one tape to another.

For example, the first

would cause I and MARS to be real (floating point) variables.

Dimension

specifications may also be included in these declarative statements.

The

second statement defines X to be an integer array containing 20 times

5

positions.
A third type specification statement is IDGICAL.

This wi11 cause the

variables listed to be considered logical variables, which can have only the

The 1620 Fortran IV programming language is essentially the same as
Fortran II, except for the changes which will be explained later.

1620

Fortran IV includes all major programming features of 7040 and 360 Fortran IV.
With a few restrictions, such as alphameric representation and library
subroutines, many types of programs can be run on either system.

The language

values true or false.

Fortran IV includes two logical constants; these are

written in source language as .TRUE. and .FALSE.

The statements

IDGICAL B, I
B - .TRUE.
I - .FAISE.

and other programming features which will be discussed are listed on the sheets

declare B and I to be logical variables, give B a value of true, and give

distributed with this talk.

I a value of false.

Let us now review the Fortran IV features included in the 1620 version
presently in use. Mode' specification statements are
which greatly extend its flexibility.

in Fortran IV.

II are designated as "real"

features of Fortran IV

These introduce the following changes

in terminology. Variables called "fixed-point"
to as 'I integer"

new

in Fortran II are referred

Those called "floating-point"

in Fortran IV.

in Fortral'J.

A third mode, "logical", is

/31/
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Ingical values may also be created by comparisons of numertc quantities.

In the second statement, D will be given a value of true if both B and C are
true, but D will be false otherwise. When the operator is .OR., E will be

Six relational operators are included in the Fortran IV language. They are

true if either B or C, or both, are true.

The .NOT. operator will cause F to

.IE.

less than or equal to

be true if B is false, or F to be false if B is true.

.LT.

less than

operators is sumarized in the following truth table •

•EQ.

equal to

.NE.

not equal to

.GT.

greater than

.GE.

greater than or equal to

A. AND.

m~

connect any pair of integer constants, variables,

or expressions, or any pair of real constants, variables, or expressions.
resulting logical expression has possible values of true or false.

T

F

F

F

T

F

BIT

OR. B

A.

Thooe relational operators

AIT
BIT

.NOT .A

F

F

F

T

T

T

F

F

F

T

T

The function of these

The

Examples are:

L

=I

+

Z .EQ.(J*').OR.A**C-D.LE.R.AND •• NOT.G

Logical operators may be combined in complicated expressions; an example
IDGICAL D,L

is shown above.

D = B.GT.C

The sequence of use of operations within an expression is first,

arthmetic operators, second, relational operators, and third, boolean operators.
L - (B/C)**7.6+F*G.GE.l7.'

The following list shows the hierarchy of the Fortran IV operators:

If the algebraic value of B is greater than the algebraic value of C, D is
given a value of true.

If C is equal to or larger than B, D becomes false.

Th.e periods before and after logical operators and constants serve to distinguish
them from Fortran variables.

**
unuary minus

*,/

+,.LT.,.LE.,.EQ.,.NE.,.GE.,.GT.

Three boolean operators, namely .AND., .OR., .NOT., are available in
.}orOT.

Fortran IV.

These operators act on logical expressions, variables or constants
.P.ND.

to produce a logical value.

Consider the statements:
.OR.

IOGICAL B, C, D, E, F

The major use of logical expressions is usually in the logical IF statement.
D • B. AND. C

This statement contains a logical expression and a complete, executable state-

E - B. OR. C

F -.IDT. B

/3fo
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mente

where i is a urd t number which may be either an integer constant or an integer

For example, in

variable; n is a format number which must be a constant; and the list has the
IF (L) Y

=X

same form as in a Fortran II program.

z·X

For the present 1620 system the

following unit code assignments have been made:

if L is true" Y • X will be executed and then the statement Z • X will be
executed.
the

~

If" however" L is false" the Y • X statement will not be used but

=X statement will be

executed.

logical variable or expression.

In this example" L represents any

y. X' may be replaced by almost any executable

i

READ (i n)

WHIm (i n)

WRITE (i)
READ i)

0

Tape 0

Tape 0

Tape 0

1

Tape 1

Tape 1

Tape 1

2

Tape 2

Tape 2

Tape 2

3

Tape 3

Tape 3

Tape 3

4

Tape

5

Card Reader

Tape 5

6

Typewriter

Typewriter

statement.
The logical IF statement has several advantages.

Through the combined

use of logical variables" relational operators" and boolean operators" it
permits a few" more complex" expressions to replace a series of three way
branches.

It avoids statement numbers for impossible alternatives.

Perhaps

most significantJy, it allows the program logic to more closely parallel the

4

Tape

7

4

Tape

4

Tape 5

Card Ptmch

reasoning of the human programmer.
A quite different type of change from Fortran II to Fortran IV is the
inclusion of similar input and output statements for all peripheral units.
These Fortran IV expressions have the form

Input and output statements which do not include a format number cause
data to be written in internal core notation.
more rapid tape reading and writing.

These statements allow much

The u1'IPormatted input-output is often

used when a magnetic tape drive is to be a temporary storage device for data
READ (1"n) list

which the program will use at a later time.

WRITE (i"n) list

that it is often quicker to initialize a matrix by reading in values than by

READ (i) list

computation.

WRI'lE (i) list

This data transfer is so fast

The use of a variable to specify the input or output unit allows increased
program flexability.

An I/O unit may be specified by a control card; this

allows external control of program operation under various conditions.

If the

unit designation is computed internally, the output media can readiJy reflect
special program results.

/3g
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In addition to the generalized input and output statements l the Fortran
IV compiler also recognizes all Fortran II card and t,r.pewr1ter input and output
statements.

Three magnetic tape conirol statements are also provided.

These

maqy advantages; these were achieved in part by restrictions in several areas.
Precision is fixed at *0810, largely to speed program execution.

are REWINDI BACKSPACE I and END FILE.
Several minor changes have been made in the system. Execution of the
STOP or END statement causes termination of the programl a search in the card
reader for the next program and transfer of control to it.

This feature

allows batch operation of jobs. Function subprograms may have their mode
specifiedl using a procedure similar to the specification of the mode of
variables. Another innovation in Fortran IV is the possibility of declaring

The last major change in the Fortran IV system is the inclusion of library
The subprograms DUMP and PDUMP are used to obtain

selective trace and for snapshot diagnosis.

Th~

differ in that PDUMP allows

the program to continue while DUMP terminates it. Subprogram EXIT terminates
the program in a manner similar to the execution of the END statement.
Subprograms CALCMP and AXES are used for control of the Calcomp 1626-27 graph

The 7.040

capabilities of complex and double precision datal assigned GO Tal and labeled
COMMON are not available.

Although their value is probably marginal, these

features could be added to 1620 Fortran IV, but most would require major
modifications.
The programming and development of the 1620 Fortran IV system was based
on modification of existing systems, rather than the coding of a completely
new system.

dimensions in a CDMMON statement.

subprograms as part of Deck III.

Although the Fortran IV system which has been described functionally has

In order to limit the cost of system development, it was decided

to create Fortran IV by patching the IBM Fortran II system (1620-FO-019,
version I).

As a result l compilation of Fortran II statements is essentially

unchanged in Fortran IV.

Compilation of new statements is handled, in most

cases, by slight modifications of Fortran II procedures.
The following notes on compilation procedures will serve as examples
of compiler changes required.

For those familiar with internal compiler

operation, these notes are indicative of the major systems concepts used in

plotter.
Hardware indicators, such as sense switches and the last card indicator,
are interogated in Fortran IV by the SSWTGH subprogram.

This perfonns a

similar function to, and replaces, the IF(SENSE SWITCH) statement.

The switch

interogated by this subprogram may be represented by a variable. Similar
subprograms, SLITE and SLI'lET refer to simulated sense lights which are turned

Fortran IV.
1. Recognition of new statements is made possible by slight
modifications of the standard scan and by the addition of new
subsidiar,y routines where needed.
2. New 3 digit string language codes are used in several cases.

on and off, by program control. Sense lights are often used as indicators of

Since the generalized input-output statements are given

program status.

string-language values above 190, several string values in the
force-table are freed for assignment to relational and boolean
operators.

1'10
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9. Subscript computation speed is increased greatly by indexing

3. Input/output statements are all coded as the generalized input-

4.

output statements with the necessary unit code constants

a one-dimensional array, and the first index of a multi-dimensional

~nthesized.

array, by addition rather than by multiplication.
10. After loading of the object program, a scan is made to determine which

Relational and Boolean operators are recognized by the periods

-;subprograms have not been loaded.

which precede and follow them. Special routines scan these

are not on the library tape, an operator message is typed.

statements and output appropriate string language symbols.
11.

Logical constants are interpretted by the same routines.
5.

If routines have not been loaded and

Changes in Deck III include addition of error routines for

The type specification statements replace the digit in the

magnetic tape operation and an error check of uninitialized

symbol table which shows the mode of the variable.

variables read into FAC.

The use

of the digits 0 for real and 2 for integer is retained.
variables and constants are assigned a code of

12.

Logical

core directly.

4.

13. Generalized input-output commands first evaluate the unit code.

are evaluated by the regular DIMENSION routine, at the conclusion
t~e

Control is then transfered to specific routines for the type-

originating routine.

writer, card reader or punch, or for magnetic tape.

7. Logical IF statements are coded as three statements in the
intermediate string language.

The digit following the data area is saved and

replaced after execution.

6. Dimensions declared in type specification and COMMON statements

of which control passes to

The unfonnatted magnetic tape commands read into and write from

lh. Logical values of true and false are represented in core by

The first statement is the IF,

including the logical expression, and a compiler-generated,

their alphameric (double digit) equivalents.

negative, statement number.

and output can therefore be via an A5 format.

The second generated statement

is the conditionally-executable source statement.

Logical branches

are executed by a BD on FAC.

The third

is a CONTINUE to which the negative statement number is

Logical input

Although numerous other changes have been made, the preceding notes cover
the principal ones.

assigned.

8. The Pass II force table and operations table have been

In conclusion, the Fortran IV system represents a compromise which has

extensively modified, although the same concepts are retained.

proven highly successful.

The input-output command coding and the IF coding have been

written.

modified.

instruction course might last 3 hours.

Additional mode checks are also included in Pass II.

It has been used for almost all new programs

The language is easy for a Fortran II programmer to learn; a typical
Despite its increased power, it is no

harder for new programmers to learn than Fortran II.

/'12
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SELECTIVE ASSEMBLY

PROGIW1MING FOR

John F. Mahan
of this system was both interesting and instructive for its creators.
Perhaps the most significant result of the creation of this system
is the demonstration that a standard 1620 Fortran IV is both feasible and
useful.

Although the system just explained is not a generally useful system,

production of such a system would not require unreasonable effort.

Selective

assemb~

is a term heard in many industries.

describes the practice of matching oversized or undersized dimensions with
their respective

assemb~

counterparts to attain higher quality.

age of interchangeable manufacture, selective
as undesirable.

More detailed information on the 1620 Fortran IV system is available from

It

the

o~

the Mayo Computer Facility, Rochester, Minnesota. Further information on the

assemb~

In this

is otten regarded

There are occasions, however, in which the practice is

economical answer to a problem.
The fit between piston and engine cylinders and tl:le matching of

IBM 7040 Fortran IV is available in C28-6329, IBM 7040/7044 Operating System

reSistors and other components in electrical devices are typical examples

(16!32K):

selective

Fortran IV Language.

assemb~

operations.

The existence of such examples suggests

the question, "Why not use selective

assemb~

more

extensive~'l"

The

obvious answer is that such factors as one hundred percent inspection and
high in-process inventory levels, promote organizational problems and high
costs.

A less obvious answer to the same question is that

techniques for selective

assemb~

possib~

planning

have not been as well developed as planning

techniques for interchangeable manufacture have been developed.
This possibility led to development of the following approach to
dimensional problems in

assemb~.

The system described in this paper has

been used as a claSsroom to:)l in an Industrial Engineering course, "Manufa.cturing Systems DeSign," at General Motors lnstitute.

A program. embodying

the concepts described has been written for operation on the IBM 1620
computer.
The approach to the selective

assemb~

development of an algorithm tor specification

or

problem, and subsequent
group limits will be

explained in terms of a simple example.

/'1'/

c

/t/-!5

o

o

o
The problem is exemplified in Figure I, where the clearance (A)
and 3<f limits ±a are to be held to .250:!: .002 respectively.

Input to the

assembly problem are dimensional distributions as shown in Figure 2.
These distributions represent process capabilities of machines producing
independent dimensions X, Y and Z.

It is assumed that the median values

of dimensions may be held to attain the specified median clearance.

--. T----r---Jt
)(!x

~I:_.~

-t-----·z:!:

z

DimenSional relationships shown in Figure 1 may be represented by the
equation:
A

+ Z) - Y

The maximum and minimum clearances possible would then be:

I

I

Y:!:y

= (X

Awuc = XMAX

+ ~ - YMm

I

I

= 1.254 +
~

A=X+Z-Y

= XMm

1.004 -

A =

.250

CAPABILITY

X=

1.250

0=

x

= ± .004
= ± .004

CAPABILITY

Y = 2.000

y

CAPABILITY

Z'

z =

1.000

±.002

=

.262

+ ~IN - YMAX

= 1.246 + .996 SPECI FI ED

1.996
2.004

= .238

The median dimension of .250 for A has been attained but we have violated
the ±.002 tolerance since if random assembly were attempted, the variation

± .004

in clearance would be excessive (±.007 by summing of variances).
FIGURI: I

ASSEMBLY TO BE Ai·~.\I.YZED IN SELECTIVE ASSEMBLY PROBLEM.
CAr.\I,ILlTIES GIVEN REPKESENT .': 1 STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF

THE PROc:rSSES

Selective assembly appears to be desirable unless a high scrap

rate or better equipment can be tolerated by the economic system involved.
An Algorithm to Determine Group Limits

Steps of the algorithm are:

14-&

1.

Expanding the variance of a distribution.

2.

Plotting the clearance curve.

3. DeSignating the number of groups.
4. Specifying upper and lower limits on each group
such that the desired clearance specifications
are held.
2

14-7

5. Specifying groups so as to obtain an equal number
of mating components in each group.

However, the

number of sets of matched components can vary from
group to group, i.e., Group 1 has 20 matched sets,
Group 2

~

have more or less than 20, etc.

Figure

5

is to be thus completed.
With reference to Figure 2, it

~ 2.000"
-.004

X

-:t

-.004

Y

be noted that the usual heuristic

technique of selective assembly is to match the smallest dimensions of X, Y

~Y

+.004

~

+.004

t

·ooo.,,-j..
! \.

A=X+Z-Y

. ..-i.. /·

-.004

Z

Z
+.004

and Z, thus producing the desired clearance (A) within specified tolerance (a) •

When the heuristic technique is used the dimension relationships first considered are:
A = XMIN + ~ - YMIN

FIGURE 2. INPUT DATA TO ASSEMBLY PROBLEM (REFLECTING PROCESS CAPABILITY)

= 1.2116 +

.996 - 1.996

.2116

r1

2.000"

Since this is less than the specified maximum value of .248 it

~_,

becomes necessary either to "tighten" limits on X or Z or to "widen" limits

.... / · .... · \ · ·

YI

-.008

YI

on Y.

Rather than attempt to tighten limits (possibly requiring extensive

+.008

FIGURE 3. DISTRIBUTION OF DIMENSION Y AFTER MODIFICATION

tooling and machining system changes) it T.IJB:Y be desirable to expand the
distribution of Y by a scheduled variation as indicated in Figure

3.

Step 1 - Expanding the Variance of a Distribution
Controlled expansion of variance
Figure 4.

~

be accomplished as shown in

It will be noted that the desired variance and distribution T.IJB:Y

be obtained by proper specification of tool settings (Y21 Y31 Y4' •••• )

l'f~

and quantities to be produced at these settings (areas under respective
curves) •

This aspect of the problem has been done using an analog simulation

Since the analog computer is well suited to this type of work.

Tool settings

3

,yq

c

o

o

o
and quantities to be produced at each setting to produce the desired distribution

may

be readily derived by proper scaling and iteration (details

of this step are not included in this paper).

Modified input to the system

now consists of the distribution shown in Figure 3.
Step 2 - Plotting the Clearance Curve
The initial step toward plotting the clearance curve is to plot the

VI

TOOL
SETTING

= 2.000

ORDER
QUANTITY (%)

cumuJ.ative distributions of each dimension (X, Y, and z) using a common

.40

~

.30

'(2

1.9975

.25

probability ordinate (Figure 6).

Y3

2.0000

.50

F(Z) .. Pr(Z " z), and F(Y) .. Pr(Y l: y).

Y
4

2.0025

.25

,'-,--.-

The rel.a.t1onships plotted are: F(X)

= Pr(X "

These curves are to be used in

determining the clearance curve: F(A) ... Pr(A !. a).

The clearance curve, F(A),

represents the cumuJ.ative distribution of clearances attained if each assembly
were produced so as to cause ma.x1mum variation in clearance.

Y4
.20

\

DESIRED DISTRIBUTION
OF DIMENSION Y

is actually an approximation to the function: -( -~(Y».
the basis for the approximation.

Figure lib illustrates

Manipulation of the cumulative distribution

as indicated simplifies subsequent steps in the eJ.goritbm.
.10

clearance curve

may

The F(Y) curve

then be interpreted as follows:

Point P on the

If all dimensions X of'

1.254" or' greater and all dimensions Z of 1.004 or greater were assembled
with all dimensions Y of' 2.008 or less, then ma.x1mum possible clearance of
.0

b

-.008

"

+.008

FICURF.

,~,

f,-OT CC

DIST':IBUTlc~;-'iS

WHOSE SUM APPROXIMATES'

THE DES:RED OISTRIBUflON, WlHl 1>'.. "CiHNING SCHtDULE
REQUIRED TO PRODUCE DESIRED DISTRIBUTION

all assemblies would be .266 or less.
clearance would be .234.

Similarly, the minimum possible

If selective assembly is not done, these are the

worst possible assembly cond1tions which can occur.
spec11'y how to av01d them.

It

may be

The eJ.gor1thm will

noted that abscissa of'

~

po1nt P of'

the clearance curve 1s determined by sUlllll1ng abscissa values of' X, Y and Z
curves, i.e.,
;~o

a

x+z+y

4

151

x),

1.0

P

1.0

z

F(Z).Pr(~&)

.0

.0 V

1.296

1.254

X

.996

X

Z

z

1.004

(2)

(1)
7(Y)-Pr(Y,g)
1.0
1.0

PR

P

F~~)o > ........ ' X

~~), .•/ " "

/

.9

08

/

//

./

.0

.0

.7

1

1.992

(})

7

;:008

y

(4)

.6

.5

1.245

• +"
•

.4

~l-'-: .""T-"~1""~;'''''-''''''l1~=~-··'''

.'

"",--- , ...... :

o'
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I
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FIGURE' 6d. METHOD FOR SPECIFYING GROUP LIMITS TO HOLD SPECIFIED

-2.008 -y

CLEARANCE RANGE AND TO ASSURE REDUCED IN-PROCESS
INVENTORY DUE TO SELECTIVE ASSEMBLY

.1

-1·992

.0

.2}4

.266

a

(6)

(5)

. 0 1_..;q.,~~~,·..,,(J~'*""-'-

A_F(X)-l

+

F(Z)-l _ (_Fc(y)-l

~(X)-l + F(Z)-l + F(y)-l
FIGURE 4b

STEPS ILLUSTRATING THE BASIS FOR THE ABSUMPl'ION:

F(Y)Z' - (_Fc(y) •

15),

ACCURACY

or

NOTE THAT SDtIln'Rr 07 DIS'l'RIBUTIW Y DE'l'ERtINES THE

THE ASSUMPl'ION.
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The clearance curve m8¥ then be plotted by summing the abscissa as indicated
for each common ordinate value.
Step 3 - Designating the Number of Groups
Since the desired clearance range (a) is ±.002 and the maximum
clearance range possible is

±.ol6

(between .234 and 2.66) the number of

groups (N) required would be:
N _ Actual RaDse
Desired .Range

= .016 =
.002

8

This assumption does not allow for random assembly wi thin the
individual groups but is an acceptable solution.

This aspect will be explained

PR
1.0

subsequently.

./
/,r

.9

Step 4 - Speci~ing Limits for Each Group

/

Specification of the lower limits for the first group is accomplished
as shown in Figure 6e.

The lower limits on X, Y and Z niay be determined by

,-x = 1.250"
.7 ~::: :==.: ~ : tggg::

These values are entered in Figure 5b.

Upper limits for group 1 are determined

by indexing on the clearance scale for a distance equal to the desired range

.6

.5

(2a or .004 in the e:xample).
A trace is then drawn upward to the clearance curve, thence horizontal~ to intersect the cumulative curves ~(X), F(Y), and - FC(Z) and

downward to the respective X, Y or Z abscissas.
dimenSion may be entered in Figure 5c.

.4

.3

limits for the follOWing group.

.2
.1

,

~::~--~-jl
.-~,

The upper limit on each

These upper limits become the lower

/

"

-.· .. ----,A = .250"

begining at the abscissa value, equal to the nominal value of X, Y and Z.

,/

l/

.8

-5

.

- - - --

.

."f

I

3

4

5

FIGURE 6e,

6

7

8

9

10

11

12 13 14 15 16

17 18

19 (in.lO-l

METHOD FOR SPECIFYING GROUP LIMITS TO HOLD SPECIFIED
CLEARANCE RANGE AND TO ASSURE REDUCED IN-PROCESS
I NVENTORY DUE TO SELECTIVE ASSEMBLY

Upper limits for Group 2 are obtained similarly by reference to the
.008 value on the clearance abscissa.

X

)

- Y

-3
_ (in.lO .) Z
-3
(in.lO .> A

-'-

Q

':3
(in.lO

Subsequent group limits are determined

by indexing across the clearance abscissa in increments of 0.004.
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GROUPS
GROUPS
U
1.2509

U

I

X

I

I

T

I

X
1.2500

1.2500

U

U

2.0019

L

2.0000

U

1.0009

I

1.0000

II

Y
FI GURE 5b

Y
L

2.0000

TABLE TO BE USED IN

U

CLASSIFICATION OF

Z

FIGURE 5c

Z

ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS
1.0000

L

CLEARANCES AND REQUIRE

A

0/0

I

c

CLEARANCES AND REQUIRE
LOW INVENTORY FOR

.2481

IN-PROCESS PARTS

0/0
PARTS IN
GROUP

,~(,

.2518

ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS
SO AS TO HOLD SPECIFIED

A

LOW INVENTORY FOR
IN-PROCESS PARTS

PARTS IN
GROUP

U

SO AS TO HOLD SPECIFIED

U

TABLE TO BE USED IN
CLASSIFICATION OF
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Step 5 - Estimating Number of Parts in Each Group

The estimated percentage of assemblies which will be in each group may
be determined by noting the difference in the ordinate values between the

respective horizontal traces used in determining the group limits.
Group 5 will contain less than one percent it is not shown.

Since

Group limits

to the left of the median are also not shown, but may be similarly determined.
It may now be noted that the desired clearance, A ~ a, within each group has

Any desired tolerance on the

been held and falls within .248 and .252.

clearance may be held by proper specification of the index on the clearance

GROUPS

scale.
U
1.2509

1.2519

1.2500

1.2509

2.0019

2.0038

Output from the system (Figure 5f) is now complete and

x
U

in-process inventory levels required by the selective assembly program shown

FI GURE 5e

in Figure 5f.

2.0019

U

1.0009

1.0019

L
U

1.0000

1.0009

.2518

.2519

L

.2481

.2480

TABLE TO BE USED IN

The in-process inventory may also be deterministically estimated,

CLASSIFICATION OF

Z

ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS
SO AS TO HOLD SPECIFIED
CLEARANCES AND REQUIRE

A

but the method becomes quite lengthy.

For example, the pnobability of the

first randomly selected X, Y and Z dimenSions falling into Group 1 may be
estimated by noting:

LOW INVENTORY FOR
IN-PROCESS PARTS

0/0
PARTS IN
GROUP

be

evaluated by direct application, or by digital simulation to determine

y
2.0000

may

Pr (1.2500< X {1.2509) ;: Pr (2.0000 (Y
= Pr (1.0000 ( Z

19.5

< 1.0009)

<. 2.0019)

= .195

and their jOint probability would equal their products or (.195)3.

15.2

Similarly,

the probability of the initial assembly being acceptable (all three dimensions
falling into any one group) would be:
N

Pr(acceptable assembly, first draw) = ~ Pi
i=l
where Pi;: percent of parts in each individual group
and N = number of groups
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In the example:
Pr(acceptable assembly, first draw)
(.195)3 + (.152)3 + (.108)3 + (.043)3 + (.2)3
.0123 or for the entire distribution
Pr

= (.0123)(2) = .0246
Determing the probability of subsequently drawn assembly components

falling into mating groups requires the use of conditional probabilities which
will not be discussed here.
GROUPS

Summary

U

The approach to the selective assembly problem has been as
1.2509

1.2519

1.2529

1.2536

1.2529

follows:

X

L

1.2500

1.2509

1.2519

U

2.0019

2.0038

2.0059

2.0073

1.

Y

related dimensions (A = X + Z - Y).

FI GURE 5f
L

2.0000

2.0019

2.0038

2.0059

U

1.0009

1.0019

1.0029

1.0036

L
U

1.0000

1.0009

1.0019

1.0029

.2518

.2519

.2520

.2513

L

.2481

.2480

.2479

.2485

TABLE TO BE USED IN
CLASSIFICATION OF
ASSEMBL Y COMPONENTS

Z

SO AS TO HOLD SPECIFIED
CLEARANCES AND REQUIRE
LOW INVENTORY FOR
IN-PROCESS PARTS

A

0/0
PARTS IN
GROUP

The clearance equation is written in terms of the

2.

Median values for related dimensions are adjusted to
satisfy the dimensional equation

(A = (x

+

z) - Y).

3. Distributions of related dimensions are analyzed and
if necessary, variances may be expanded by simulation.

4. CUmulative distributions F(X), F(Y), F(Z) are plotted
according to clearance equation relationships with a
common probability ordinate.

19.5

15.2

10.8

0.2

4.3

5. The extreme clearance curve, F(A), is plotted according
to clearance equation relationships (using a common
probability ordinate).

6. Using an arbitrary point on the clerance abscissa and an
index equal to the desired range, (2a), upper and lower
limits for each group may be obtained by transformation of
abscissa values to probabilities which are then transformed
to respective limits on related dimenSions (X, Y and

IftO

r-,

z).
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In conclusion, it should be noted that the algorithm described

EXPERIENCES WITH "MISS-LESS" AND "MISS·LESS DATING"

functions satisfactorily, but is non-optimal in the area of the required
number of groups. Random assembly of parts within the groups will reduce
the number of groups required.

The final evaluation of any proposed

selective assembly program, however, must consider inventory levels versus
quality and costs.

While the above factors may be evaluated by a subsequent

Monte Carlo Simulation, the best program evaluation will be made in the field.

A Presentation for the 1620 Users Group
Fall Meeting
Norman. Oklahoma
November 10. 1964
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EXPERIENCE WITH MISS-LESS & MISS-LESS DATING SYSTEMS
A.

B.

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

Trunkline Gas Company

1.

Trunkline Gas Company

2.

Management of the Project

USING CRITICAL PATH METHODS
1.

2.

Introduction ~ the Critical Path Method
(a)

Data Gathering

(b)

Plan Analysis

(c)

Schedule Preparation and Progress Reporting

Data Gathering

(b)

Plan Analysis

Management of the Project
Trunkline, when installing new facilities, performs the functions of
design, construction inspecti,on, and materials procurement, but retains
an independent contractor to do construction work. A project engineer is
assigned to each job. He is the one responsible for:

A Revised Procedure
(a)

Trunkline Gas Company is an interstate gas transmission company,
with a Federal Power Commission certificated capacity of 890 million cubic
feet per day. It has roughly 160,000 horsepower installed in 15 compressor
stations located along its main pipe line which runs from McAllen, Texas,
to Elkhart, Indiana. Total length of all of the company's pipeline is about
2700 miles. In the summer of 1964, two new compressor stations were
built, and additions to four stations were installed, at a total cost of about
$9,000,00. The project was typical of the one s pursued almost annually
since 1960 to supply the demand for natural gas in the Mid-West.

De signing facilitie s which will perform as required
(c) Schedule Preparation and Progress Reporting
Completing construction by the time scheduled
C.

MAKING CPM MORE EFFECTIVE
Keeping costs within the construction budget (1).
REFERENCES
The engineer has the authority and the direct means of using it to
discharge his first responsibility, because design is a company function.
His success in discharging the other responsibilities is strongly affected
by the rigidly defined terms of the construction contract. Failure to provide design data, or construction material becomes a matter not for interdepartmental complaint, but the source of a costly contractual dispute.
Prudence requires that the means given him in the contract---the right to
take over the job- --be seldom, if ever, used. Satisfactory accomplishment
of the construction plan must, therefore, be attained by less direct means.
The engineer first anticipates, or defines a problem, then persuades the
contractor of its importance, and often diplomatically guides its solution.
Procedures for project planning and progress reporting are his necessary
aids, and their importance is recognized by the project management.
After each facilities expansion, project planning, scheduling, and progress
reporting-recording techniques are reviewed, then revisions are made in
a continuing effort to improve effe cti vene s s.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

USING CRITICAL PATH METHODS
Introduction of the Critical Path Method
When the 1961 projects were studied much introductory level information on PERT and CPM could be obtained, and the freedom to choose a
procedure was widened because a small paper tape input computer was
available. After review, the Critical Path Method (CPM) was chosen as
the basis of a procedure for project planning and progre ss reporting for
the 1963 construction program. It was revised as necessary while the
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construction program went on. Graphical analysis of the arrow diagram
supplanted computer analysis. The computer program was ineffective
since it had re strictions on job numbering and could not generate calendar dates.
The scheme as it finally evolved is outlined, following:
Data Gathe ring
The Bid Invitation lette r include d instructions that the "bidde r
shall submit a construction progress schedule, and an activity oriented
arrow diagram which can be used ... in critical path method analysis of
the schedule." If the bidders asked que stions about CPM they were referred to "A Special Report -Critical Path Scheduling" (2). Proposal
review clearly showed some of the contractors were taking their first
lesson in CPM. The project engineer added material, operational, or
othe r re straints to the contractor I s diagram to completely delineate the
logic of the project.
Plan Analysis
The completed arrow diagram was then analyzed. This process
required the efforts of an engineer and draftsman, who, following the
rules for a graphical method established in a paper by C. W. Lowe,
(3) found the critical path, free float and calendar dates. ' The resulting
plot was called a ",Lowe diagram" to distinguish it from a conventional
arrow diagram. Engineers and draftsmen were notably unenthusiastic
about this part of the procedure.
Schedule Preparation and Progress Reporting
The recommendation, made in most of the CPM literature, that
the arrow diagramming and scheduling parts of the method be rigidly
segregated was ignored in this part of the procedure. Project management wanted a document that would be as detailed as an arrow diagram,
but which would show the time relations of a bar chart. The chart "Construction Plan & Schedule, " (Exhibit I) - became the project manager's
primary graphic record. It is essentially an arrow diagram plotted to
a calendar scale, each job being shown at its earliest conveniences.
The diagram was satisfactory as long as deliveries were made
when promised, and work was done near the dates predicted. On some
jobs, slippages occurred; the chart continued in use but became progressively more unrealistic. Time to make the major revisions which
would have showed a current prediction of project course was never
available.
A Revised Procedure
The Trunkline IBM 1620 was delivered in April 1964, just as another
construction program commenced. MISS-LESS and MISS-LESS DATING
were studied, and a procedure, based on the two programs was worked
out.

/t.~

Data Gathe ring
Information from the contractor was received as before, and the
arrow diagram was completed by the project engineer. A material clerk
then took off the node numbe rs, durations, and acti vity name s using a
form (Exhibit II). Cards were punched by Accounting Tabulating.
Plan Analysis
MISS-LESS and MISS-LESS DATING were run by the clerk to produce a deck for listing on a 1403 printer. The project engineers found the
1620 program print-out (Exhibit III) difficult to interpret. Accounting Tabulating wrote a SPS program for the 1401-1403 which produces the print-out
shown in Exhibit IV. The format revision was made to encourage engineer
analysis of the plan before the charts were plotted, but did not achieve its
purpose since the engineers continued to be chart viewers rather than list
reade rs.
Schedule Preparation and Progress Reporting
A draftsman was given the printout. He was able quickly, and with
little supervision to plot the "Construction Plan and Schedule." Slippages
of all varietie s occurred during the project. The problems of updating,
replanning, and rescheduling on a difficult-to-revise chart became insurmountable. When schedule delinquencies became too great, use of
the charts simply ceased.
The procedure followed in 1964 had both faults, and virtues. Easy
revision, and graphical representation, as in 1963, were problems. Computer calculation replaced graphical calculation, project engineers were
spared some tedious work, and drafting time was reduced.
MAKING CPM MORE EFFECTIVE
The capabilities of the 1620-1311 Computer and the 1401-1403 tnake
it possible to propose the design of a CPM procedure which not only would
lack the defects of 1963 and 1964 procedures, but which would also include
other features. There have been two years of experiment, so the questions asked the designer of this system by the project managers will be
searching. The designer will first be required to make assurances that
the already heavy load of procedural work will not be increased. He will
then probably have to answer the following questions about the system in
the affirmative. (4).
Does it help me plan the course of the project?
Is the plan presented graphically?
Doe s it show me the exceptions to the plan?
Is it easily revised?
The first question can be answered affirmatively because MISSLESS and MISS-LESS DATING are available.

1~7

An adequate graphical representation will have to be designed. It
is of primary importance since engineers and managers usually reject
lists, or tabulations. The right answer to this question will probably be
found with difficulty. A good system would show all exceptions to plan.
Some project engineers look only at exceptions on the critical path through
the plan, others consider any exception to plan an important matter. The
Programs for the 1401-1403 which print diagrams might solve these
twin problems of graphical repre sentation and exception indication.
If the system planner programs the 1620 and 1401 properly he will
almost certainly be able to answer the last question correctly. Revision
should only be a matter of card handling, and computer operation.

WRITING FORTRAN II (AND FORTRAN II-D) SUBROUTINE SUBPROGRAMS
IN SPS FOR THE IBM 1620 COMPUTER

Each of these questions springs from a need the project engineeruser wants met. Programs to give the answers may already have been
written for specific projects, if so, their gene ralization, and distribution
would be helpful'! If not, then a series of programs to satisfy the wants
of project management should be prepared. Trunkline's experience shows
this is the next step if the Critical Path Method is to become as useful as
it can be.
R. J. Wepman
IBM Data Systems Division
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ABSTRACT

This writeup provides complete instructions for the coding,
assembling and utilizing of SPS written subroutine and function subprograms in 1620 FORTRAN II or FORTRAN II-D. A
knowledge of the 1620 SPS II and FORTRAN II systems is
presupposed.
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permitted the use of exhibits and who contributed much. to the. expression
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PHILOSOPHY OF OPERATIONS

Both 1620 FORTRAN II and FORTRAN II-D utilize what is known as a relocating loader.
This means that the subprogram being loaded is shifted, in memory, to an area not yet
BACKGROUND

occupied by any of the programs previously loaded by the system. The loader is instructed
to relocate (or not) by the presence (or absence) of flag operands in positions 00 and 011
in the case of instructions, and by suitable characters punched in certain columns of

Ideally, a compatible assembler, such as FAP, for the IBM 7090, should be provided
to the user of a system for which FORTRAN II has been written. In the case of the
IBM 1620, this was not done for non-disk systems.

It is possible, however, to use 1620 SPS II or SPS II-D for this purpose and, in the case
of SPS II programs, to perform some manual manipulations with the object deck to make
it compatible with the FORTRAN II systems.

object cards produced by DSA and DC mneumonics.

CALL AND FUNCTION LINKAGES
When subroutine subprograms are called from a FORTRAN II program; e.g.,
CALL SUB (ARG 1, ARG 2, ••••••• ARG N)
or function subprograms are requested; e.g.,
Y

= FOF

(X, Y)

FORTRAN II assembles the following sequence of instructions:
BTM

- SUBAD, *+11

DSA

ARG 1, ARG 2, ••••••• ARG N

SUBAD is the address in memory where the entry address of subroutine subprogram "SUB"
has been placed by the loader. Similarly, the function request is of the form:
BTM

- FOFAD, *+11

DSA

X, Y

i.e., they are identical in structure. The only operational difference is that, at some
point in its operation, the function subprogram must place the desired result (or zero, if
no computational result is required or generated) in the pseudo accumulator (symbolic
name FAC in the program listings).

-2-
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The decrease in running time obtained by placing variables in common storage is due to
For both systems, the first linkage (first reference to the subprogram) structure is the same.

the fact that the compiler is able to compute the actual addresses of the variables appear-

However, the loader, in certain instances, is instructed to insert the actual entry address

ing in the argument list during compile time.

of the subroutine or function subprogram into the BTM instruction.

Variables in COMMON are assigned addresses from the top of memory down; i.e., the

DIMENSIONED VARIABLES IN ARGUMENT LISTS
If X is on array in memory, and X appears as an argument in a CALL statement or in a
function request I philosophically different linkages are generated by FORTRAN II and

first variable (assuming it is not an array) in the COMMON statement is assigned the
address n9999, (n=l, 3 or 5).
If a variable name in the COMMON statement is the name of an array, then the next
available address in common is assigned to the last element of the array, and sequentially

FORTRAN II-D.
In FORTRAN II, the address placed in the DSA and, hence, the address transmitted to the

lower numbered addresses are assigned to the remainder of the array.

subprogram is, in effect, the address of the zeroth element of the array. This means that
the address must be incremented by (FF+2) to obtain X(1), by 2{FF+2) to obtain X(2) •••• ,
by J{FF+2) to obtain X{J).
In FORTRAN 11-0, the address transmitted to the subprogram is that of the first element in
the array. Thus, the lh element would be obtained by incrementing the transmitted address by (J-1) (FF+2).
If the array is fixed point, the lh elements wou Id be found by incrementing the transmitted
address by J{KK) and {J-1)KK respectively.
The extension of this discussion to two and three dimensional arrays is straightforward.

VARIABLES IN COMMON STORAGE
Variables are placed in common storage for two reasons:
1.

to shorten and simplify the argument lists in SUBROUTINE and
CALL statements;

2.

to decrease the runnitlg time of SUBROUTINE subprograms.

-4-
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THE ACTUAL SUBPROGRAM
For example: The following statements would generate the storage assignments shown

The first thing to be done in the subprogram is to get the actual addresses of all the
*0805

FORTRAN II

*FANDK0805

FORTRAN II-D

DIMENSION

X(5), Y(3)

COMMON

A, I, B, X, J, Y

variables in the argument list and the return address to the calling program.
or

FORTRAN II
Calling Sequence:

CALL SUB (ARG 1, ARG2, •• ARG N)

Subroutine

DORG
DS
DS

SUBSTART
5

DS
DS
AM
TF
BNF
CF
TF
AM
TF
BNF
CF
TF

5
7
START-I, 5, 010,
}
ARG 1, START-I, 0111,
*+36, ARG I, 01,
ARG 1,,0,
ARG 1, ARG 1, 0111,
START-I, 5, 010,
}
ARG 2, START-I, 0111,
*+36, ARG 2, 01,
ARG 2,,0,
ARG 2, ARG 2, 0111,

AM
TF
BNF
CF
TF
AM

START-I, 5, 010,
ARG N, START-I, 0111,
*+36, ARG N, 01,
ARG N"O,
ARG N, ARG N, 0111,
START-l, S, 010,

ARG 1
ARG 2

Storage
Name

Address

A

n9999

ARG N

n9989

START

B

n9984

X(5)

n9974

X(4)

n9964

X(3)

n9954

X(2)

n9944

X(1)

n9934

J

n9924,

Y(3)

n9919

Y(2)

n9909

Y(I)

0

5

Get ARG I

Get ARG 2

1

Get ARG N
Get Return Address

...0

o ...

n9899

~G...... ~~

~O~'1%
~ ~
~
'0 -p -: \P ~.
?> "'%. ~ ~. . . ~

J

l

...

~~~~
~

~

17£1

~.~

~~
~

~

B
DEND
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START-I,,06, RETURN STATEMENT
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RULES FOR FORTRAN II SUBPROGRAMS

where:
S

= 1 if N

is even

S

=2 if N

is odd

SUBSTART*
and r

In order for the FORTRAN II loader to find the correct entry address and to allot sufficient
space for the subprogram, the following two rules must be followed:

= 12000 + r

*5

1.

=number of library function subroutines in the system.

The first number storing statement of the subprogram must be an instruction. A number storing statement is one which causes actual numeric

*assuming the system has not been re-originned

information, flags, etc., to be punched into an object card, as opposed

The procedure for FORTRAN 11-0 is covered to an understandable degree in the Monitor I

to those which simply advance the address counter. Examples of number

write-up (C26-5739).

storing statements are:

a)

DC

b)

DAC

c)

DSA

d)

ONB

and instructions
Non-number storing statements are:

2.

a)

OS

b)

DSB

c)

OORG

The last statement (aside from the DEND operand) of the subprogram must be
a number storing statement, preferably an instruction.

In FORTRAN 11-0, the above restrictions are unnecessary since both the entry address and
length of program are avai lab Ie to the loader.

-8-
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CALLING LIBRARY FUNCTIONS FROM <iPS SU PROGRAMS

FLAG OPERANDS FOR FORTRAN II

In FORTRAN II, a 50-digit record beginning in location ~ 15 thru 00464 is used as an
indicator record to the loader to tell it which library functions are required for proper

If P is re locatable, flag operand is 0

execution of the program being loaded. The indication is done with a sequence of ones

If Q is relocatable, flag operand is 1

and zeros. A one in location 00414 + I means that the function numbered I is to be loaded,

If P and Q are relocatable, flag operand is 01
If P and Q are relocatable and P is indirect, flag operand is 016

and its address is to be stored in location *11999 +5(1). The value I is determineder the
order in which the FUNCTION has been added to the library deck and to the PASS I deck.

If P and Q are relocatable and Q is indirect, flag operand is 0111
If Pis relocatable and Q is immediate non-relocatable, flag operand is 07, 08, 09,
010 or 011 depending upon where the immediate flag is to be set
If P is relocatable and Q is immediate relocatable, flag operand is 017, 018, 019, 0110

A zero in position '00414 + I causes the Ith function subprogram to be ignored. The loader
is instructed to load ones into the indicator record by a card punched in the following
format (FORTRAN II only):
COLS

or 0111 depending upon where the immediate flag is set

CONTAINS

If P is not relocatable and Q is immediate non-relocatable, flag operand is 7, 8, 9, 10
2

or 11

3 - 61

If P is not relocatable and Q is immediate relocatable, flag operand is 17, 18, 19, 110

62

or 111
If neither P nor Q are relocatable, no flag operand is employed
If P and Q are relocatable and indirect, flag operand is 01611

*

:f (0-2-8 punch)
Blank
Flag 1 (J punch)

63 - 64

Blank

65 - 69

00414 + I (Note High Order Flag)

70 - 74

'00415 + I {Note High Order Flag}

75 - 80

Sequence Number

assuming system has not been re-originned.

In FORTRAN 11-0, the loading of a library function subprogram is requested by placing ones
in the proper position of the header record as described in the manual. The entry addresses
wi II be stored as shown in the system listings. The linkage to the library function subprogram is adequately discussed in the writeups for the respective systems.
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CALLING OTHER SUBROUTINES FROM THE SPS SUBPROGRAMS

To call another subroutine subprogram from an SPS subprogram, it is necessary to add subroutine call cards (FORTRAN II only) to the object deck. These cards have the following

This will accomplish both the insertion of the record mark and the determination of the
length of the program.
Another point to be noted is that a subroutine call card should appear only once for each

format:

subroutine requested. All other linkages to the same subroutine should reference (indirect)

COlS

CONTAINS

1 - 12

Name of subroutine being called, in two digit coding,
with a flag over high order zone digit

13 - 17

*Address where entry address of subroutine is to be stored

the location in whi ch the entry address is stored. Also, the entry address does not have to
be stored in the BTM instruction, as implied in the Monitor I write-up, (although it is most
economical) but may be stored in any location within the confines of the program.

=I (0-2-8 punch)

18

19 - 61

Blank

=I

62

(0-2-8 punch)

63 - 74

Blank

75 - 80

Sequence Number

*This is the address in the calling program prior to relocation. To obtain this
number, it will be necessary to assign the address a symbolic name and then
read off the numeric value from the map typed out at the end of PASS II.
For FORTRAN II-D, the technique shown in the manual is correct, with one rather vague
point in need of discussion I since corrected.

If the SPS subprogram does not call any other subprograms, the first even location following
the end of the program must contain a record mark. This is easily done by making the last
statements

LAST

B

ENTRY ADDRESS - 1, 0, 06,

DC

1, @

DEND

-12-
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THE HEADER RECORDS
The FORTRAN 1/ header record is as fol/ows:
The header record for FORTRAN 11-0 can be assembled as shown in the Monitor I manual.
However, two notable changes should be made to guarantee 100% agreement between

COlS

1 - 12

Subroutine name in two-digit coding, right
justified, with a flag over the high order zone

FORTRAN 1/-0 compiled subprograms and SPS 1/-0 subprograms. These will result in

digit

header record statements as shown:
S

CONTAINS

OS

,*+101

DC

6,987898, 5-S

DAC

6,NAMEbb, 7-S

DVlC

22-S, 5, LAST, 2, ff, 2, kk, 5
ENTRY ADDRESS -6, 5, NEXT COMMON, 30,0

DSC

17, 01234567891234567,0

DORG

S-100

However, in FORTRAN 11-0, with many functions requested from the library, it may be
physically impossible to make the DVlC fit on one card. Should this be the case, it will
be necessary to manually duplicate the header card and hand punch the 1's into the appro-

13 - 20

Blank

21 - 22

FF

Flag over high order digit

23 - 24

KK

Flag over high order digit

25 - 62

Blank

63
64 - 74

Blank

75 - 80

Sequence Number 000001

In addition to a header card, the FORTRAN 1/ subprogram requires a trailer card (at the end
of the deck) of the following form:
COLS
1 - 62

priate columns.

63

-14-

:f (0-2-8 punch)

CONTAINS
Blank
Flagged 1 (J punch)

64 - 74

Blank

75 - 80

Sequence Number

-15-
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UTILIZING THE FORTRAN II INTERNAL ARITHMETIC AND

I/o SUBPROGRAMS

ASSEMBLY OF SUBPROGRAM FOR FORTRAN II
The following section describes, in detail, the fixed routines which are always in memory
1.

Assemble and compress program using SPS II.

when the FORTRAN II system is being used:

2.

Remove and destroy first two cards (loader) of object deck, and the last seven

1.

Name:

FIX

cards (tables).

Linkage:

BTM FIX, 0, 10

3.

Add header record (first).

Operation:

Floating point data in FAC is converted to fixed point integer of

4.

Add all function and subroutine call cards following last card of object deck.

KK digits

Sequence them accordingly. (Or use sequencing program described in appendix.)

5.

Add trailer record (last).

6.

Punch a flagged zero (11 zone punch) in col 62 of cards produced by DSA

7.

Error:

Error printout if integer portion floating point number is greater
than lokk

2.

Name:

FXA

statements •

Linkage:

BTM FXA, B

Punch a flagged 1 in col 62 of all non-relocated constants.

Operation:

Fixed point data at B is added to the contents of FAC

Error:

Error print out if overflow occurs

Name:

FXS

Linkage:

BTM FXS, B

Operation:

Fixed point data at B is subtracted from the contents of FAC

Error:

See FXA

Name:

FXSR

Linkage:

BTM FXSR, B

Operation:

Fixed point data in FAC is subtracted from B. Results placed

The subroutine is now ready for inclusion in the program stack for loading.

3.

4.

on FAC
Error:

-16-
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See FXA
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5.

11.

Name:

FXM

Linkage:

BTM FXM, B

Operation:

Fixed point data at B is multiplied by contents of FAC. Results

Name:

7.

12.

Name:

9.

FSBR
Floating point version of FXSR

13.

Error:

See FXA

Name:

FXD

Linkage:

BTM FXD, B

Operation:

Fixed point data in FAC divided by B. Result placed in FAC

Error:

See FXA

Name:

FXDR

Linkage:

BTM FXDR, B

Operation:

Fixed point data at B is divided by contents of FAC. Result

Name:

FMP
Floating point version of FXM

14.

Name:

FD
Floating point version of FXD

15.

Name:

FDVR
Floating point version of FXDR

16.

placed in FAC

8.

FAD
Floating point version of FXA

placed in FAC

6.

Error:

See FXA

Name:

RSGN

Linkage:

BTM RSGN, 0, 10

Operation:

Sign on either floating or fixed point data in FAC is reversed

Error:

None

Name:

FLOAT

Linkage:

BTM FLOAT, 0, 10

Operation:

Fixed point integer in FAC is converted to a floating point

17.

18.

Name:

TOFAC

Linkage:

BTM TOFAC, X

Operation:

Contents of X loaded into FAC (X either fixed or floating point)

Error:

None

Name:

FRMFAC

Linkage:

BTM FRMFAC, X

Operation:

Contents of FAC placed in X (X either fixed or floating point)

Error:

None

Name:

ZERFAC

Linkage:

BTM ZERFAC, 0, 10

Operation:

FAC set equal to floating point zero

number

10.

Error:

None

Name:

FSB

o

Floating point version of FXS
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In the case of the H specification, the Hollerith information, in the 1620 double-digit
THE

I/o ROUTINES

coding, follows the three-digit W constant; i.e.,
2HAB yields HHHHH0044142

"v-'''v-'

The FORMAT statement specifications are converted, by FORTRAN II, into a string of

Note High Order Flags

A B

numeric digits in one of three forms:
a) ADDRESS, W, 0 for E and F type specifications. (Ew.d or Fw.d)

REPEATED FORMATS

b) ADDRESS, 2 x W for I, A, H and X type specifications. (Aw, Iw, wX, wH)

Let RRRRR be the actual address of the symbolic variable REP, then the format specifica-

c) ADDRESS, for Slash operand. (/)

tions F3.2, nn (14, E5.3) would generate the following string of

Where ADDRESS is the actual address, as found in the listing, of one of the symbolic

I/o constants:

FFFFF003011"IIII008EEEEE00503'P:RRRRZZZZZnn

Jrrz

names shown below:
ETYPE

where the nn (following ZZZZZ) is the number of repeats desired.

FTYPE

In words, the routine, REP, repeats to the specification whose address is ZZZZZ, nn times.

ATYPE

The entire FORMAT statement, when encoded by FORTRAN II, has the following structure:

HTYPE

(Where SPEC i is any of the previously discussed specifi cations; i.e., REP, ITYPE, etc ..... )
FORMAT

ITYPE
XTYPE
SLASH

B
DC
DC
DSA
DC
DC

AROUND, SPEC 1
3, WIt (if applicable)
2, 0" (if applicable)
SPEC 2
3, W" (if applicable)
2, 0" (if applicable)

DSA
DC
DC
DSA

SPEC N
3, W" (if applicable)
2, 0" (if applicable)
REDO, LAST LEFT

and W is a 3-digit constant (XXX); 0 is a 2-digit constant (XX).
For example: If we let
EEEEE

be the actual address of symbol ETYPE

FFFFF

be the actual address of symbol FTYPE
AROUND

etc ••••••

BEGINNING OF NEXT INSTRUCTION SET

then the format specifications F5.1, 3X, F9.2, E10.6, 14, A4 would be stored in memory

The BRANCH to AROUND permits the FORMAT statement to be placed in the instruction

as follows:

mainline rather than in a separate area of the program.
FFFFF0050fxXXXXOO6FFFFF00902EEEEE01006Ti 1II008AAAAAOO8
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THE ACTUAL

The last two constants, REDO and LAST LEFT, cause the automatic recycling through the
FORMAT statement, should the list exceed the number of specifications.

REDO can be

found in the listings, and LAST LEFT is the address of the last digit of the specification

For all succeeding discussions, the FORMAT shown in the preceding example will be used.
The Alphabetic

preceding the last left parenthesis.
For example:
FORMAT (F5.2, F3.1, (F5.2, F5.0) ) encodes as: (excluding relocation flags)
FORMAT

LSTLFT

AROUND

B

AROUND, FTYPE

DC

3, 5

DC

2, 2

DSA

FTYPE

DC

3, 3

DC

2, 1

I/o STATEMENT

I/o operations are all of the

1)

Initialize

2)

Read or Write

3)

Finalize

following structure:

The initialize instruction is one of the following, depending on which
used:

DSA

FTYPE

DC

3, 5

DC

2, 2

DSA

FTYPE

DC

3, 5

DC

2, 0

DSA

REDO, LSTLFT

BTM

RACD, FORMAT + 6

or

BTM

RATY, FORMAT + 6

or

BTM

RAPT, FORMAT + 6

or

BTM

WACD, FORMAT +6

or

BTM

WATY, FORMAT +6

or

BTM

WAPT, FORMAT + 6

.

The read or write instructions are always:
BTM

SWC, VAR 1

BTM

SWC, VAR 2

BTM

SWC, VAR N

NEXT INSTRUCTION SET

-22-
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I/o device

is being

If VAR 1 is a fixed point variable, a flag should be set at Q 11 *, no flag should be set if
VAR 1 is floating point.
The I/O operation is concluded by the instruction:
BTM

COMPLT, 0, 10

Thus, the FORTRAN INSTRUCTION:
READ n, A, B, I, X
would result in the following coding:

* This is not an

BTM

RACD, FORMAT +6

BTM

SWC,A

BTM

SWC, B

BTM

SWC, -I

BTM

SWC,X

BTM

COMPLT,O, 10

1/A flag;

APPENDIX

it is used by the I/o routine to determine the size and operations

to be performed on the data prior to output or storage.
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Electric Utility Programs Team

lS December 64

Newsletter 1119
Jilorman, Oklahoma Meeting
November, 1964

These notes are provided us by Larry Redmond of Southern Services who
attended the meeting when your secretary had to be two places at once.

HJOB 5

USPS

With Frank Wells, Long Island Lighting Company, presiding, the noor was
immediately opened for NOlUNATIONS for chairman. Al Lipson, Virginia Electric
and Power Company, nominated Frank and moved that nominations be closed. Thus,
Frank found himself the unanimous choice. Frank announced that he would appoint
the secretary.

*PUNCH RESEQUENCED SOURCE DECK
"'OUTPUT CARD
*LIST TYPEWRITER
*TYPE SYMBOL TABLE

A tabulation of the ballots sent out atter the Washington meeting for modifying Glimnls Load Flow indicates 17 for, and 10 against. Frank stated that this
was not enough to make a decision. So, the question will be left up to the
individual.

SYMBOL TABLE
COUNT 02565

GO

INPUT 02553

02402

KON

02559

START 02414

00010;"
00020~"

00030;"
00040;"
00050;"
00060 GO
00070 START
00080
00090
00100
00110
00120 INPUT
00130 KON
00140 COUNT
00150;"
00160;"

RESEQUENCER PROGRAM
TF

RNCD
TF
WNCD
AM
B
DS
DC
DS

02402
02414
02426
02438
02450
02462
02553

COUNT,KON
INPUT-79
INPUT,COUNT
INPUT-79
COUNT,1,10,
START
80

26 02565
36 02474
26 02553
38 02474
11 02565
49 02414
00080

6,1

02559 00006 000001

6

02565 00006

PROGRAM WRITTEN BY D.N. LEESON

00170~"

00180~':

REFERENCES

00190~"

00200~"

00210;"
00220'"
00230;':
00240·...
00250

DEND

02559
00500
02565
00400
00001
00000

LEESON,D.

UNPUBLISHED LECTURE NOTES

WEPMAN,R.

UNPUBLISHED LECTURE NOTES

The FUTURE OF THE ElECTRIC UTILITIES PROGRAM TEAM is of vital concern to all
and generated much discussion. The-360 will undoubtedly play an important part
in molding the future of this group. In fact, a stranger attending the various
sessions of the Oklahoma meeting would surmize that the Model-n 1620 with disk
and the 360 were the only machine configurations available.
Frank Wells stated his belief that there will be a slow changeover to the
360, but we will hold together. Frank also stated that we will keep independent
affiliation.
At this point Bob White, Los Angeles Light and Power, pointed out the need
to establish contact between the utilities group and other groups. Bob feels
that definite liaison should be established. Frank Wells agreed to contact other
groups and report at the next meeting.
Frank Wells made a report on the progress being made by 360 USERS.
group is made up of the following companies~
1. American Electric Power,
2. Cleveland Electric Illuminating,
3. Commonwealth Edison, Chicago,
4. Consolidated Edison, New York,
5. Consumars Power,
6. Detroit Edison,
7. Ohio Edison,
S. Wisconsin Electric Power, and

9. TVA.

02402

GO

The 360

The IBM representative to this group will be Arno Glimn.

END OF ASSEMBLY.
02566 CORE POSITIONS REQUIRED
00025 STATEMENTS PROCESSED

ment.

The 360 group met in Chicago November 5 to establish a program for developTheir next meeting will be at the lEEE Winter mec;lting in New York.

The method of developing programs is for a committee-to establish program
specifications. After the specifications are agreed upon, one company will
finalize the program.

-26-
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The aim for the group is to establish memory banks utilizing data cells with
two to three billion character capacity. Programs and system data will be stored
in cells and will be available for program solution by 4ialing the 360 computer
via a lo~al 1070 computer.
A library will be maintained by mM.
be classified as class 3 programs.

Programs submitted by 360 users will

Bob Steinhart of mM said the 360 people intend to first convert present
applications to 360, then go to the data bank concept. Bob also stated that mM
will not recognize this group as a bonafide user group, but will'give program
Slipport. It seems that this is the desire of the 360 group.
Languages for the 360 systems include 5 forms of FORTRAN, 3 assembliers, and
1 new program language. Model 30 FORTRAN is similar to 1410 FORTRAN IV and Model
60 FORTRAN is similar to 7090 FORTRAN IV.

It was pointed out that since change cards are read via the card ,reader, a
reader check could stall the operation.
The problem of output analysis is handled by two specially written programs.
1. Summary Program:
This SPS program summarizes the load now output by identifying
the bus numbers, assigning equipment ratings, and eliminating duplication of the load now program. After system data is loaded into
storage, the program read the load flow output cards, one at a time,
and punches a new card for each cable, transformer, and bus on the
system.
2. Load Program:
This FORTRAN program calculates loads, compares loads to ratings,
and nags all overloads and low voltage conditions. Output from this
analysis program is listed on a 407.

Con Edison has ordered 3 Model 30' s, 1 Model 50, and 1 Model 62. The Model
50 is the work horse for the Model 62 computer. Model 1070 computers will form
the pipe line from the office to the 360 computer.

Some trouble has been experienced in system updating. An updating process
has been establiShed with the engineer responsible. Updating is maintained in
the division offices and all information sent to the main office.

To date, 20 programs have been assigned for development. These include load
now, stability, probability and reliability, production costs, circuit analysis,
short circuit, steam properties, generalized heat balance, tower spotting, pipe
stress analysis, and load forecasting.

Next, Jene Louis, Long Island Lighting Company, reported on the progress of
the 20K VERSION OF HEAT BALANCE I written by Bob White and Yosh Fujimura of the
Department of Water and Power,' City of Los Angeles. Jene reports that with the
help of an mM summer employee, this job is coming along nicely. Progress as of
the Oklahoma meeting was a big red light, but with Bob White's help, Jene hopes
to have something for us by the next meeting. You will find details of this
program in Newsletter 1116.

After some altercation, it was d,ecided that OUR NEXT MEETING would be with
the Power Industry Computer Application Conference which' will be held May 19, 20,
and 21, 1965, at the Jack Tar Harrison Hotel, Clearwater, Florida. The PICA
brochure indicates that questions about this conference should'be directed to
Hr. Lester Ulm, Jr. or Mr. J. R. Brice, Tampa Electric Company, PO Box 111, Tampa,
Florida 33601.
Someone suggested having the Utility Team meeting a day before the PICA
Conference next year. This would not only enable us to attend all sessions of
the PICA Conference, but would also give us more time together to "hash-over" our
Team meeting. Frank Wells said he would look into the PICA meeting program and
report. to us later.
Emil F. Buettner and Eldon McCollom of Oklahoma Gas and Electric, presented
"Complete Evaluation of System Performance Attained Utilizing 1620-1401 Computer
Team" • This presentation shared Oklahoma Gas and Electric t s experiences with
L(lrl VOLTAGE UNDERGROUND NE'lWmK STUDIES.
The starting point in a load now analysis is the determination of the load.
A statistical load analysis is run each fallon the 1401 based on the customers
KWH consumption during the month of July or' August. The 1401 assigns each
individual load to the appropriate element of the electrical system. In overhead
systems, the loads are assigned to specific poles and in underground systems the
loads are assigned to specific manholes, vaults or service boxes.
Arno Glimn's 1620 load now program is used.
maxiDum of 125 buses may be studied.

Due to 1620 limitations a

Utilizing a disk pack enables after hours operation with no operator intervention. The program loads automatically, solves the base case, solves each
change case in reference to the base case and loads all solutions on disk.
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The "big" Heat Balance Program is now available as No. 1620-9.5.009.
Jene,Louis, LILeO, presented a SURVEY OF 1620 FORCOM SYSTEMS, a copy of
which is attached.
Also attached is a copy of Mr. V. A. Lippo's letter to Frank Wells describing
the 1620 DISC CONVERSION MADE BY WEST PENN P<MER.
Bob steinhart reported that the 1401 PRINT PROGRAM FOR THE 1620 ELECTRIC
LOAD FLOW SOWTION written by John Evans and James Pitts of Southwestern Public
Service Company is available, numbered 1401-9.4.002. Mr. J. C. Claughton of
Southwestern Public Service Company reviewed the program specifications which you
will find in Newsletter 1116.
Mr~ M. E. Byrne of Idaho Power Company told us of their load flow package.
This package consists of the main load now program plus several auxiliary programs as follows.
I. Listing With Names
a. This uses the output cards from the original load flow and
adds names that are in columns 61-68 of the original bus cards.
b. The output of this spread to a 120 on the 407 printer.
II. Map Printout
a. This is a two-pass program with a sort in betWeen passes.
b. It is printed on the same'407 board as,tl'1e listing with names.
'III. Voltage Estimates-This is two small programs, one for voltage
output and one for voltage input.

/q1
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IV. Change bUS/line transformer in generator configuration in the condensed deck
a. This changes the number of buseS/lines, etc., in the compressed
decks.
b. The first card of each deck carries the information as to the
number of buses/lines, etc.
c. The second card has the addresses of bus I, line 1, generator 1,
transformer 1, so one program listing _can be used with any
configuration.
The load flow solve program has. been altered to include an automatic variable
acceleration factor under console sWitch control. Tbis has been tested with the
Long Island Company case that was used to test Giimnis original program and
Fujimurats program with the following results.
Glimn
Fujimura
Swenson
Base Case
Change Case

Iter Time
40 0:37

Iter Time
68 2:00

Iter Time
57 0:39

Non-Convergence

95 2:35

76 0:49

*Thru-put with 500 cpm read and 250 cpm pmch.
(Ed. Comment: The times under the Glimn and Fujimura headings
(are apparently-abstracted from Newsletter 113 (27Aug63). These
(times are based on 250/125 cpm I/O. Soon after these figures
(were first published, Yosh Fujimura replaced-the square root
(routine in his program with an approximation, which greatly cut
(down running time. For additional comments on these two sets
(of figures, see Newsletter #13.
Mr. Byrne suggests that you check the tap changing routine in your solve program to make sure that the line record is returned to the line block the admit.tance of that. change in the same direction. Mr. Byrne offerl3 the following
correction to the solve program to Glimn's load flow.

18360 26 12033 00093 26060 TF B,93
Addition
> { ~ *+18; t~~ 11
18372 31 00000 12039 26070 TR
, TRNREC
Bob Steinhart says that he will help push programs into the library. Send
him a copy of the letter of submission and he will do all he can to insure early
availability.
Ed Cox, Memphis Light and Gas, asks if anyone has done anything with the
Puer,to Rico POSITIVE SEQUENCE SHORT CIRCUIT PROGRAM. It seems that it will not
solve radial lines. After a moment of silence, Ed stated that he was looking
into- the problem, but thus far has not found the solution.
R: E. Smith of Guif States Utilities gave a very inte~esting presentation
of their COMPUTER CONTROL DISPATCHING SYSTEM.
In 1961, with the installation of an IBM 1620 computer, GUlf States initiated
a long-range "pay as you go" plan. This step-wise plan not only allows each step
to prove itself profitable, but also gives time to adjust procedures and to make
optimum use of new equipment.
page 4
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In January, 1965, with the installation of an IBM 1710 system, real time
dispatching will be realized. In making a thorough analysis of the system to
determine total load distribution this system considers transmission losses, fuel
prices at each of the plants, gas contracts, unit incremental heat rates, and tie
line flows.
Ultimately ~ Gult states plans to install an IBM 360 System which will not
only give them increased speed and accuracy in dispatching, but also allow more
sophisticated off~line computing.
Studies prove this dispatching system will save more than one hundred
thousand dollars per year in fuel costs alone.
This system will be described in detail in an article written for Electrical
World by A. J. Mary and R. E. Smith of Gult states Utilities and F. E. Hurlburt of
IBM Corporation.
Larry Redmond described Southern Services TOWER SPOTTING progress. Southern
Services has converted the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company's program
written for a 10K 7074 to the 16K IBM 7040. Survey data is pmched directly from
the survey notes and edited with a FORTRAN II 1620 program. A 7040 plot program
is being developed to plot the profile complete with alphabetic survey comments as
a strip chart to the same scale as that used for manual spotting.

In a test case, spotting 3 towers and keeping 1, a speed of approximately
25 mph was realized. This case covered a distance of 10 miles, _spotted the same
number of towers as a manual spotting, and gave shorter heights. Indicated
savings over this very regular profile were about 3%.
Larry also reported on Southern Services progress using LINEAR PROGRAMMING
TO GENERATE FUEL SCHEDUlES. The IBM written program, Transportation: ProblemsIndirect Addressing No. 1620-LM-017 is being used. The output of this program
has been ndoctored" to give a more readable format to the fuel engineer.

other changes to this program include the ability to consider many different
alternates by using change cards with no operator intervention and the ability to
solve step rates (accomplished by an iterative technique). To date, 51 sources
and 8 steam plants is the largest case run. On Model II this solution takes
about 15 seconds.
Anyone desiring more information on these two Southern Services applications
may contact your secretary.
At t.his point~ someone made a motion for the door and the formal Utility
Programs Team Meeting came to an end.
Frank Wells indicates that an impromptu meeting was held Wednesday morning.
In a letter Frank describes some bits of information from this get-together.
"Dick Smith of Gulf States Ut.ilities and Al Lipson of Virginia Electric Power
debated the use of a stepped incremental heat rate curve versus a smoothed curve
for economic dispatch. Apparently this is a fielder's choice, since the difference in results is insignificant. Another problem for discussion, presented
by Al Lipson» involved the economics of coal distribution from mine to plant with
multiple coal sources and coal prices and several plant locations. Transportation
costs are alike to any plant. Al suggested that the highest price coal should be
shipped to the highest efficiency plant to obtain the greatest kwhr output per
pound of coal. others stated that the price of coal was not a factor for the
economic operation of the plants.
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"Al also brought up the problem of calculating voltage gradients of bundled
conductors for EHV lines. There are papers on such calculations as far back as
1922 Which can serve as guides. The coupling effects of adjacent power lines,
where voltages are shifted 30 ~egrees due to transformer connections, add to the
complications.
WEli Katz, City of Los Angeles, advised that he is considering a paper for
the PICA meeting on the subject of power generation allocation in a network by
power superposition method. This may be useful for exploratory planning purposes.
Eli asked whether this paper would be worthwhile. The consensus favored presentation."

Thus, the Oklahoma meeting.

other items follow.

On December 1, 2, and 3 a meeting of the MECHANICS WORKING UNIT of the Task
Force on Computer Applications of the EEl was held'in Baltimore. Topics discussed:
1. A workshop on the Baltimore Gas and Electric-Detroit Edison Company
steel structures Design System for the IBM 7094,
2. Transmission Tower Spotting,
3. Sag and Tension and other Problems,
4. Design of Towers and other structures,
5. A discussion of the various problem oriented languages for analysis
of structural design problems,
6. Pipe stress,
7. Topographical Problems, and
8. Dynamic Analysis in general with particular application to the
problems of galloping conductors and stack vibrations.

may contact Mro D. D. Williams, Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, Constitution
street Building, Room 3()6, Baltimore, Maryland 21203.
Southern Services PIPE STRESS program will be available from the IBM library
after 16 December: Number 1620-9.5.012, entitled "General Pipe Stress"o This
Rrogram is for 60K card in· FORTRAN II. If you are interested in another configuration or another machine, please write your secretary. Several efforts are afoot.
Don Cahalan, Black and Veatch, Po O. Box 8405, Kansas City, Missouri 64114,
is interested in a program for design of single circuit transmission towers. Will
anyone having any leads please conta~t him?
Attached is a ballot for Chairman. You may either X Frank's name or write in
your choice. Please return to your secretary by January 15, 1965. To mail, fold
the bottom section back and then the top section back, staple, attach a stamp, and
drop in the mail.
Sincerely,

2ll{)1rikEd Orth
Team Secretary
Southern Services, Inc.
PO Box 2641
Birmingham, Alabama
Attachment s

This was the first meeting of the newly constituted Mechanics Working Unit of
the EEl Task Force on Computer Applications. If any one idea could be singled
out as the theme of this three day meeting, it was the concept of computers as a
design tool. That is, the use of computers to refine a design rather than to get
a single answer to a problem. An example from the structural design will suffice:
In desigding a steam power plant the structural design cannot be optimized until
location of all components is determined. Yet when this stage is reached, the
press of time allows little optimization.
Just before closing on the final day, a group of working teams was set up to
study the problems of pipe stress, design of small structures including substation
structures, transmission tower spotting, and t9pological design. The task of
these groups is to stay abreast of the developments in the field and to attempt
to fOl"llDllate a desi~ type approach to their problem. Most existing approaches
merely analyze a given situation. Ideally the problem should be described to the
machine in' a very briefest of terms and the machine allowed to present an optimwm
design. In the field of pipe stress, for instance, the allowable end point reactions, the operating pressure and temperature, the max:ilnum pressure drop and a
description of the space available could be presented to the computer. The output would be a design which would fit within these restraints and give theminimwm
costs. The computer would consider such things as various types of steels,
various routings, and configuration of the system.
Only one criterion was established for attendance~ that a company be
interested in the items set do~ for discussion. Therefore a lively and fruitful
meeting resulted. The organizers of this group hope to be able to cut do~ on
redundant efforts in their fields of activity. If anyone is interested, they
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TEAM MEMBERS AND GUESTS

WEST

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA MEETING
NOVEMBER 10, 11. 1964

PENN

POWER

Maurice E. Bryne, Idaho Power Co., 5115
Emil Buettner, Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co., 3234
Donald L. Cahalan, Black & Veatch, 3207
C.E. Chick, Gulf States Utilities, 1106
Stanley A. Clark, Public Service Co., New Hampshire, 1252
J.C. Claughton, Southwest Public Service Co., 5063
Ed Cox, Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division, 1243
Dave Davison, Public Service Co. of Oklahoma, 3083
Thomas H. Farrow, Tampa Electric Co., 1015
I.L. Gibbons, Arkansas Power & Light Co., 1457
B.E. Green, Arkansas Power & Light Co., 1457
George S. Haralampu, New England Electric System, 1041
Ralph Heyler, Southwest Public Service Co., 5063
Tom Hoke, Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co., 3234
W.M. Jones, Arkansas Power & Light Co., 1457
Eli Katz, Los Angeles Dep~ of Water & Power, 5181
William D. Lang, Florida Power & Light, 1225
Alvin L. Lipson, Virginia Electric Power Co., 1044
Jene Y. Louis, Long Island Lighting Co., 1120
W.B. Martin, Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co., 3234
Eldon McCollum, Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co., 3234
Ben McMullin, Southwest Public Service Co., 5063
J.D. Pendergrass, Southwest Power Admin., 3118
Quo Philip, Black & Veatch, 3207
Morris Rantz, Southwest Public Service Co., 5063
John L. Redmond, Southern Services Inc., 1125
B.E. Riggin, Southwest Power Admin., 3118
R.E. Smith, Gulf States Utilities, 1106
R.F. Steinhart, I.B.M., N.Y.
F. J. Wells, Long Island Lighting Co., 1120
Robert R. White, Los Angeles Dept. of Water & Power, 5181
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Mr. Frank J. Wells
Long Island Lighting Company
175 Old Country Road, Hicksville
Long Island, New York
Dear Frank:
1620 DISK CONVERSION
West Penn has converted its 1620 40K system to 20K disk file system with no change
in rental cost.
SPS and machine language programs over 20K are broken into 20K sections and
instructions added to save intermediate answers and to bring into the core, from
the disk, the proper sections of the data and/or programs at execution time.
Running time losses up to 10-15% were experienced for 40K programs, but time
savings up to 75% were made for programs which were run earlier in several passes.
For FORTRAN, special system called DEFT (Qisk ~xecution of KORTRAN !ransfers) was
developed by West Penn. Programs were broken into sections of 20K which were
processed independently, then stored in the disk and transferred when needed
between core and disk in core image in modules of 20K at a time. The transfer
package consists of machine language instructions which overlay the first 300
digits of every 20K section of FORTRAN programs. The time required to save data in
the disk, to bring in new 20K progra~, and to return data to core is about .8 sec.
without checking, 1.25 sec. with checking for programs of 1es~ than 10 sections.
The program size is limited to 99 FORTRAN sections, 20K each.
The first use of the DEFT system was for a meter survey study, where in a 4 1/2
hour run, a 700 digit data block was transferred to disk, returned from disk, and
checked both ways 6,000 times; and 20,000 digit program sections were brought
from the disk and checked 6,000 times. The disk transfers took approximately
2 hours. These transfers would have taken 140 hours if done with multipass
programming without the disk.
Mr. Williams advocated in the newsletter of October 14 breaking programs down to
modules. It may be apparent that we have' been doing just that in our system.
Enclosed is a list of completed major programs, larger than 20K, which we have
broken into sections of 20K, provided with proper disk loader and starter packages,
and permanently stored in disk. Some of our programs are being automated so
that if a code card is placed at the end of the data deck, a new program is read
in from the disk as designated by the starter card(s) after the code card.
Yours truly,
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V. A. Lip»6,)Supervisor
Engineering Computing

VAL:tmh
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GRAPHICS DEVICES
IBM 1015 Inquiry Display Terminal, used with 1410, 7010, and System/360.
(Mod~ls 30, 40, 50).
This is a terminal throuqh which a data processinq system may be interroqated
and on whose CRT replies may be displayed visually. Only alphameric characters
may be displayed. Up to 1160 characters may be displayed Simultaneously, and
these are transmitted at up to 650 characters per second.

LIST OF SECTIONALIZED OVER 20K PROGRAMS
Language Sections
Transmission Tower Design

SPS

3

Sag & Tension
Economic Dispatch
Power Production Cost

ML

2

SPS
ML

7
2

1-2 Feed Point Faults

F
F

2
2

3-Feed Point Faults
Short Circuit Calculation
Westinghouse Short Circuit Data
Converter

SPS

7

SPS

4

Flood Spillage Report
Space Conditioning by Heat Pump

F
SPS

2
2

150/290 Load Flow
Daily Load Forecasting
Computer Monthly Report

SPS

7

SP~

SPS

2
2

PERT - package
WR-4 Meter Survey

ML

3

F

2

IBM 1827 Plotter, used with 1620 and 1401.
IBM 2250 Display Unit, used with System/360.
This is a CRT, with optional light pen feature, for displayinq alphameric and/or
qraphic output. Contains 12" x 12" display area which may contain 1,11' to 52 lines of
74 characters each or whose 1024 x 1024 addressable points may be used in any manner.
IBM 2280 Film Recorder, used with System/360.
This unit records qraphic and alphameric output on microfilm. Afterrecordinq, the
microfilm may be developed by an internal film processor and viewed on. a built-in
rear projection screen within 48 seconds. The film processor, as well as the projection facility, may be by-passed when off-line fUm processinq is desired.
IBM 2281 Film Scanner, used with System/360.
This unit scans imaqes on microfilm, such as charts, drawinqs, graphs, etc., and,
under proqram control, diqitizes them for direct input.into System/360 for analysis
and processinq.
IBM 2282 Film Recorder/Scanner, used with System/360.
Combines the functions of the 2280 and 2281.
IBM 7404 Graphic Output Unit
This is a plotter which may be used on-line with the 7040, 7044, 7090, 7094, or
7094 n and also may be driven by the IBM 729 (556 cpO or IBM 2400Ma~tic Tape
Unit.
IBM 1403 Printer, used with 1401, 1410, 1440, 1460, 7010, 7040, 7044, or System/360.
A special chain which makes possible the printinq of both alphameric and qraphic
output can be obtained.
RELATED EQUIPMENT
Diqitalstoraqe of graphic information such as maps, drawings, qraphs, etc. requires
relatively low-cost, large-capacity, random-access equipment. Normal disk and
magnetic tape equipment, while capable of handlinq this application, have been augmented
by a new unit, the IBM 2321 Data Cell Drive. This unit, which may be used with the 1410~
7010, and System/360, has the capacity to hold up to 800,000,000 numeric diqits available
to the computer at anyone time. Each drive holds up to ten removable and interchanqeable
data cells, enabling the operator to make an unlimited quantity of information available
to the computer, and in biqqer segments than are feasible with disks or tapes.
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SURVEY OF 1620 FORCOM SYSTEMS
By J. Y. wUis
Long Island Lighting Company

I am sure that all of you agree with me that writing a normal size
program in Fortran is very much easier than writing it in SPS or
machine language. Not only does a SPS or machine language program
take much more time to write compared to the time required to write
the same program in Fortran, but also the debugging time for a
Fortran program is usually only a fraction of the time required to
debug the same program which is written in SPS or machine language.
After the IBM 1620 Fortran without Format came out, most of us
realized that it is a very good system, very easy to write ana ;ast
running. However, one big drawback is no input and output format
control. Because of the input and output format control re~uirement
coupled with the necessities of alphanumeric symbol manipulation
and card image manipulation at the Fortran level, the first Forcom
system was developed.
Mr. R. K. wuden of IBM Detroit North presented the original 1620
Forcom System in the September 1961 Midwestern Reiion Meeting of the
1620 Users Group in Chicago, Illinois. The word FORCOM" stands for
"FORtran COMmercial. II It is a group of Fortran subroutines designed
to satisfy three objectives:
1.

To provide a general purpose interpreter for commercial data
proceSSing operations.

2.

To provide a complete input-output editing package for scientific
applications in the IBM Fortran without Format language.

3.

To provide alphameric symbol manipulation facilities at the
Fortran level for logical applications which previously required
machine language programming.

This Forcom system was also described in Issue 57 of the IBM Midwestern Region 1620 Technical Publications on System Engineering.
This publication was reprinted in the Proceedings of the October
1961 Meetin~ of the Eastern Region of the 1620 Users Group at Boston,
Massachusetts. Mr. G. Magn'lson of IBM Chicago again presented the
similar information for Mr. R4 K. wuden in the January 1962 Western
Region 1620 Users Group Meeting at San FranCisco, Californ1a.
The original Forcom system include 14 subroutines: RCD, PCH, RTC,
TAB, SPC, GET, PUT, ZON, PAS, TYP, UNL, ENT, CMF and CDS. The
operations of these subroutines are attached.
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Mr. W. L. Pope of Utah State University, wgan, Utah prepared
similar Forcom subroutines for IBM Fortran with Format in 1962.
He added the ABS subroutine and modified the PUT subroutine to
detect when leftmost (most significant) digits of a number have been
dropped.
Mr. J. S. Webster, St~te Electricity Commission of Victoria, Mel~ourne,
Australia extended the CDS subroutine for possible permanent self~learing on card images.
He also extended the use of core storage
space between normal card images. He adapted the original 14 Forcom
subroutines with his new development to the IBM Fortran II in 1963.
With the extended CDS subroutine, he replaced the CDS subroutine
in the original Forcom package of Mr. wuden and replaced the CDS
subroutine in the Forcom package for IBM Fortran with Format by
Mr. Pope this year.

Mr. B. Betz, United Aircraft Corp., Norwalk, Connecticut develc;~d
17 call type subroutines for IBM Fortran II-D for the IBM 1620,1311
system. He called it "Forcom II-D subroutines for Fortran II-D-Card. II
See attached summary.
At present, to the best of my knowledge, PDQ Fortran is about the
best 20K 1620 Format Fortran available and Auto Float Fortran is the
fastest running non-format Fortran for a 20K 1620 computer with special
hardwares. We have a 20K 1620 computer with special hardwares. Therefore, we adapted the Forcom system to both of these Fortran systems.
These Forcom systems can handle all the 14 original Forcom subroutines
with the following exceptions. Because of the structure of the PDQ
and Auto Float Fortran Systems, we have to use A=B*l.O instead of A=B
when B is put into the temporary accumulator. Also the UNL subroutine
in our Auto Float Forcom can only handle four characters rather than
five characters as in the original Forcom.
Summary of Fortran Subroutines
I.

For IBM Fortran without Format by Mr. R. K. wuden:
includes 14 subroutines:

This system

(1) RCD, which reads 80 column cards into any of nine different
card image areas with last card indication.
(2) PCH, which punches cards from the above nine card image
areas.
(3) RTC, which returns the 1620 typewriter carriage.
(4) TAB, which tabulates the typewriter.
(5)

SPC, which spaces the typewriter.

-2-
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Summary of Fortran Subroutines (Continued)
(6) GET I which gets numeric variable length fields from images
and stores the f1elds as float1ng po1nt var1ables.
(7) PUT I which puts floating point variables into card images
as variable length numeric fields.
(8) ZONI which transmits zone punches to and from card images.

Summary ot Fortran Subroutines (Continued)
V.

VI.

(9) PAS I which passes groups of characters between card images.

(14) CDS I which reserves card images in core storage.
II.

For IBM Fortran with Format by Mr. W. L. Pope: This system
has the same subroutines as those in Mr. Louden's original
package with two exceptions:
(1) The absolute value (ABS) subroutine was added l and
(2) The PUT subroutine was modified to detect when leftmost
(most significant) digits of number were dropped. This
feature can be overrided by the users' choice.

III.

FOr IBM Fortran II by Mr. J. S. Webster: This system was
adapted from the original Fortran without Format by Mr. R. K.
Louden with two exceptions:
(1) All subroutine names end with a letter FI such as CDSF
and RCDF for CDS and RCD etc.
(2) The CDSF subroutine was modified for possible permanent
self-clearing on card images and tor possible use ot core
storage space between normal card images.

IV.

For IBM FOrtran without FOrmat and IBM Fortran with Format by
Mr. J. S. Webster: The CDS subroutine for IBM FOrtran without
Format by Mr. Louden and the CDS subroutine for IBM Fortran
with Format by Mr. Pope were modified for possible permanent
selt.clearing on card images and for possible use of core
storage apace between normal card images.
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For Auto Float Fortran by Long Island Lighting Company: This
system has the same subroutines as those in Mr. Pope's package
with three exceptions:

(2) The detectionfbr digits of number being dropped in the
PUT subroutine was deleted.

(11) UNLI which unloads alphameric fields to and from card
images.

(13) CMP I which compares variable length alphameric fields in
card images.

Fortran by Long Island Lighting Company: This system
same subroutines as those in Mr. Louden's original
except that we have to use A-B*l.O in this system
of A=B when.B is put into the temporary accumulator.

(1) A=B*l.O must be used instead of A=B when B is put into the
temporary accumulator.

(10) TYP I which types any group of characters from any card image
upon the 1620 typewriter.

(12) ENTI which enters data from the 1620 typewriter into the
card images.

For PDQ
has the
package
instead

(3) UNL subroutine can only handle four characters.

VII.

For IBM Fortran II-D by Mr. B. Betz;
17 call type subroutines:

Th1s system consists ot

(1) CALL FORCOMI which causes 10 card areas (0-9) to be loaded
with an object program.
(2) CALL READI which reads cards into card image areas with
last card indication.
(3) CALL PUNCH 1 which punches cards trom card image areas.

(4) CALL PAPER 1 which controls the position ot the paper in
the typewriter.
(5) CALL PASS 1 which moves information from one card area to

another.

(6) CALL TYPE# which types card area contents.
(7) CALL ENTERI which allows information to be entered into

card areas trom the typewriter.

(8) CALL COMP# which allows trom 1 to 80 card columns to be
c~mpared to 1 to 80 other card columns.
(9) CALL UNLOAD# which saves card column information in Fortran

variables.
(10) CALL LOAD# which restores card columns stored by UNLOAD
to card area.
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Summary of Fortran Subroutines (Continued)

REPORT OF THE FORTRAN - SPS - ALGOL

(11) CALL FLAG, which tests for the presence of 11 zones in card
columns and to insert 11 zones in card columns.

INFORMATION EXCHANGE

(12) CALL TEST, 'which tests any number of card columns f'or a
particular group of' characters.
(13) CALL GET, which converts a field to a Fortran variable.
(14) CALL PUT, which puts Fortran f'loating point variables into
card images.

o

This is the third report, and contains the information which has been gathered
since the second report. Previous reports have appeared in the Proceedings of the
February, 1963 meeting in Chicago and the October, 1963 meeting in Pittsburgh.
Response to this Exchange has not been as good as was hoped. Many of these

(15) CALL GETFIX" to "GET" f'ixed point numbers.

items of information have been obtained in a round about way, rather than directly from

(16) CALL PUTFIX" to "PUT" f'ixed pOint numbers.

the author, so they may not be entirely correct.

(17) CALL DUMP" which types Forcom Card images at an Error Stop.

All persons making modifications to any of these systems, or planning to make
such modifications, or planning to· write new systems, are requested to notify this
Exchange. Any person wishing information on any such project may obtain it by writing
to the Exchange.
The intent of this Exchange is to eliminate redundant effort. It will be effective
only if all such information is sent to it. Information, or requests for information,
should be sent to
Mr. Lanny Hoffman
Guggenheim Laboratories
Forrestal Research Center
Princeton, New Jersey

BPS

A modified version of AFIT BPS (1.1. 023), which does not require TNE, TNS,
and MF, has been prepared. It requires 40K cards, lA, and auto divide. For further
information, contact
Mr. David Olson
Computing Center
Newark College of Engineering
323 High Street
Newark 2, N.J.
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The NCE High-Speed SPS Assembler is an attempt to provide an assembler with
the language capabilities of AFIT SPS and a large symbol table on a 20K machine. It
is described in the Proceedings of the May 1964 meeting in Washington.

A number of changes have been made to SPS to make it more efficient and easier
to use. For further information, contact

For further

II

Dr. W. Fassler
Contraves AG
Schaffhauserstrasse 580
Zurich 11/52, Switzerland

information, contact
Mr. Kurt Germann
Newark College of Engineering
323 High Street
Newark 2, New Jersey
A load-and-go SPS with complete error

chec~

The 1620-1710 SPS processor has been modified to increase the size of the symbol
table, and enable the user to use macro-instructions before a TCD statement, by

at object time, called MSC

Dr. G.S.D. King
European Research Associates.
Recherches Chimiques
Physiques et Metallurgiques
95 Rue Gatti De Gamond
Bruxelles 18, Belgium

Assembly System, is described in the Proceedings of the June 1964 meeting in Denver.
For ful'ther information, contact
Mr. Glenn R. Ingram
Department of Mathematics
Montana State College
Bozeman, Montana

A set of modifications of SP-020 aimed at greater efficiency on a basic hardware
configuration has been completed. This results in a considerable time saving, at a

AFIT SPS (1.1. 023) has been modified for use with a 1443 printer. Numerous

loss of some of the features of SP-020. For further information, contact

other improvements have been added, so that it has most of the language capabilities
Mr. Robert C. Babione
3965 Westminster Place
St. Louis, Missouri
63108

of SPS II-D. For further information, contact
Mr. Richard L. Pratt

Data Corporation
7500 Old Xenia Pike
Dayton, Ohio
45432

A load-and-go SPS for paper tape is being developed by
Dr. Ronald C. Read
University College of the West Indies
Mathematics Department
Mona, St. Andrew, Jamaica, W.1.

Further modifications to AFIT SPS for printer are being made by
Mr. James Stansbury
Halcon International
2 Park Avenue
New York, New York

The INC and OUTC subroutines (1. 6. 053) have been modified for use with several
10016

different versions of SPS, including Monitor, by

A modified SPS processor has been developed which operates' faster and has a

Jane Grundy
U.S.Steel Corporation Research Lab.
Monroeville, Penna.

smaller deck. It is called FLBSPS (Faster, Less Bulky SPS). It requires 40K. Certain additional features are included. A printer version is also available. Forfurther
FORTRAN

information, contact
Mr. Kenneth W. Jones
Senior Programmer
Colorado Department of Highways
4201 E. Arkansas Avenue
Denver 22, Colorado

AFIT Fortran (1. 1. 010) has been modified fnr use with a 1443 printer by

3
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Mr. Noel T. Smith
Indiana State College
Terre Haute, Indiana

A Fortran IV compiler has been written for either magnetic tape or cards. It
requires 60K, floating point hardware, and the features required for Fortran II. The. __
system is available for field testing.

For further information, contact

to 8, has been written by

Mr. James White, Supervisor
Computer Facility
Mayo Clinic
Rochester, Minnesota

Mr. Ph. Passau
2 Allee De Platanes
iW
:01, Belgium

c..cvervt\...1
A number of changes have been made to the Fortran with Format system to im-

Mr. Herbert Alcorn
Missouri School of Mines
Rolla, Missouri

Mr. James S. Taylor
Data Corporation
7500 Old Xenia Pike
Dayton, Ohio 45432
A version of PDQ Fortran to include a complete pre-compiler, as well as other
improvements, is being developed. It is still in an early stage of development. It will
require 20K, cards, IA, automatic divide, and TNF, TNS, and MF. There will probably
be a version without TNF, TNS, and MF. For further information, contact
Mr. Richard L. Pratt
Data Corporation
7500 Old Xenia Pike
Dayton, Ohio
454:32
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A version of PDQ Fortran (2.0.031) for paper tape has been written. It also
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additional language features. A description of it will be found in the Proceedings of the
May 1964 meeting in Washington. For further information contact
Mr. J. W. Trantum
MRD Division
General American Transportation Corporation
7501 North Natchez Avenue
Niles, Illinois

Mr. Charles Mandlin
Computing Center
University of Oklahoma
Norman, Okla.
A version of PDQ Fortran for a 1443 printer is available from

~~i,~

:'1<" -.. -

For information, contact

For further information, contact

AFIT Fortran (1. 1. 010) has been modified for use with 1311 disk by

t~...:
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A Modification of Forgo (2.0.008) to use floating point hardware has ~n )yr1.\te~ :1:

prove its efficiency and ease of use. They require indirect addressing and automatic

"
Dr. W. Fassler
Contraves AG
Schaffhauserstrasse 580
Zuriclt 11/52, Switzerland

~
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A polynomial subroutine for Fortran with Format, for polynomials of degree up

divide.

o
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A paper tape version of PDQ Fortran, with modified and simplified input-output,
called SEX Fortran, has been written. It is described in the Proceedings of the May
1964 meeting in Washington.

For further information, contact
Mr. P. G. Boekhoff
MRD Division
General American Transportation Corp.
7501 North Natchez Avenue
Niles, Illinois

A number of minor modifications to Fortran II to improve its usefulness have been
made at Georgetown University. A routine is planned to produce an "SPS-like" listing
of a Fortran II object program. For further information, contact
Mr. Donald L_ Wright
Systems Analyst
Computation Center
Georgetown University
Washington, D.C.
20007
5
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Programs to punch the symbol table in the IBM, UTO, and PDQ Fortran systems

OTHER

have been written. They are described in the Proceedings of the May 1964 meeting in
Washington. For further information, contact

A monitor supervisor for a disk system is described in the Proceedings of the
May 1964 meeting in Washington. Fo.-r further information, contact

Mr. Richard C. Irons
U.S.Naval School of Aviation Medicine
U. S. Naval Aviation Medical Center
Pensacola, Florida

Mr. E.E.Newman
Civil Engineering Dept.
MIT
77 Massachusetts Ave.

A program to list aU references to labels and statement numbers in a Fortran
program is being developed by

Cambridge, Mass.
A list processing system, called IPL-V, has been written for a 20K 1620 with

Mr. Frank H. MaskieU
Pennsylvania Transformer Div.
McGraw Edison Company
Canonsburg ,Penna.

card input-output, indirect addreSSing, automatic divide, and TNF, TNS, and MF.
It is described in the Proceedings of the June 1964 meeting in Denver.

For further

information, contact
Mr. Wendell T.Beyer
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon

A PLOT subroutine has been written for NCE Load and Go Fortran (2.0.029).
The listing of this subroutine, as well as an explanation of how to add other subroutines,
will be found in the Proceedings of the May 1964 meeting in Washington. For further

DOODLE is a·three-address interpretive programming system. It is described

information, contact

in the Proceedings of the May 1964 meeting in Washington. For further information,
Mr. Hubbard Seward
Newark College of Engineering
323 High Street
Newark 2, N.J.
A precompiler and statement number changer for PDQ Fortran is being written

contact
Mr. M. V. Fortna
General Electric Company
600 Main St.
Johnson City, N. Y.

by

I~i!~
ii~~~

Mr. John O'Loughlin
Fort Hays State College
Fort Hays, Kansas
ALGOL
The SIU Algol system has been modified for use on a 40K Model 1, without TNS ,
TNF, and MF, but with automatic floating point, by

p~C:OZ

zg~~~

Mr. A.J.Rose
IBM
Thomas J. Watson Research Center
P. O. Box 218
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598
6
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